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Do you know what a circuit looks like? Can you twiddle a dial?
Strum a guitar? Play a computer keyboard? If you can, then...

D

57

THERE'S SO MUCH WAITING FOR YOU, IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO CRAM IT ALL IN THIS SPACE:
• satellite tracking and receiving equipment (impress the neighbourhood with your
space-age dish) • robots — bits and pieces, kits, computers, instructions (no more
washing-up?) • electronic music (instruments, synthesisers, keyboard, amps, midis)
(Look out, ELO) • home recording equipment (what about your own studio?)
• amateur radio (your club is there and Practical Wireless has aMf-up that's bound to
intrigue you) • computers (with a wide range of games, books etc) • components
(special offers galore) • tools and test instruments • disco and light show equipment
(dazzle 'em with your brilliance) • radio controls for models, etc, etc, etc... • demos
prizes
You want to know what'
;ry latest — in technique and equipment
..'.AM
• MM -_l
#/•
— on electronic music yyEle
onic Music Maker' is running
seminars on Thursday/Friday a.m.
How to build them. Where to get the parts. The Micros? Programming?
Software? "Your Robot" will tell you in down to earth language on
Saturday/Sunday^
^
c are also running seminars, so if your want to start
building, here's how on Thursday/Friday.
LIMITED ACCOMMODATION AT SEMINARS, SO MAKE SURE YOU GET THERE EARLY
LOOK WHO'S SPONSORING

ELECTRONICS 8, MUSIC MAKER
ELECTRONIC i COMPUTING
ELECTRONICS 8.WIRELESS WORLD HOME STUDIO RECORDING
EVERYDAY ELECTRONIC
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
THE GUITARIST
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SOFTWARE INDEX
YOUR ROBOT
and they will all be there with advice and guidance.

EE
This completed coupon entitles me to half-price admission to Leisuretronics.
How much will this cost you? £ 1.00 only MY MAIN INTEREST IS:
SATELLITES □ ROBOTS □ MUSIC □ RECORDING □ RADIO
if you fill in this coupon and hand it in at □ COMPUTERS □ COMPONENTS, ETC □ TOOLS/TEST □
the Registration Desk. £2.00 without the DISCO/LIGHT □ CONTROLS □
coupon.
NAME
Leisuretronics is organised by
ADDRESS
Trident International Exhibitions Ltd.
POST CODE
21 Plymouth RoadfTavistock,
Leisuretronics is at the Royal Horticultural Hall, London, Nov. 8,9,10,11,1984
Devon PL19 8AU, England.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sunday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tel: 0822 4671 Telex: 45412 Tritav
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PROJECTS
ALFRED by Alan Green
Low-cost hobby robot
FLUID DETECTOR by I. A. Duncombe
Automatic alarm sounds when water level falls
BBC MICRO AUDIO STORAGE SCOPE INTERFACE
by R. A. Penfold
Display audio frequency signals on your TV screen
DIGITAL MULTIMETER by I. A. Duncombe
Part One: An invaluable piece of test gear
PROXIMITY ALARM by R. A. Penfold
Provides audible warning if anyone approaches

SERIES
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS by D. W. Crabtree
Part Two: Karnaugh maps and DeMorgans' rule
FUNTRONICS byThakery
A new outlook on electronics
FAULT FINDING by E. A. Rule
Part One: Routine procedures and fault analysis
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© IRC Magazines Limited 1984. Copyright in al!
drawings, photographs and articles published in
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is fully protected, and
reproduction or imitations in whole or in part are
expressly forbidden.
Our December 1984 issue will be published on
Friday, November 16. See page 683 for details.

Everyday Electronics, November 1984
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EDITORIAL
Fault Finding, Experience
SQUARE ONE
Beginners' Page: Home Computers
EVERYDAY NEWS
What's happening in the world of electronics
FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT by Barry Fox
The Telecom Connection: Licence to Smuggle: Museum Piece
SPECIAL OFFER
Radio Control Car
SHOPTALK by Dave Barrington
Component buying
RADIO WORLD by Pat Hawker G3VA
Amateur Radio Defined, CO on TV
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE
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ROBOTICS by Tom Ival
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Cirkit Making it
r,s , st t s

Cirkit stock all the
components, accessories
and tools and the kits
you're looking for.
Designed and
selected to offer the best
possible standards at the
best possible price.
Cirkit's always well
stocked.
As soon as new
products are available,
Cirkit has them.
When it comes to kits,
Cirkit's got the lot. At the
price you want to pay.
Just send for our
catalogue or visit one of
our three outlets at:
A

t

200 North Service Road,
Brentwood, Essex. CM14 4SG;
53 Burrfields Road,
Portsmouth, Hampshire. P03
5EB; Park Lane, Broxbourne,
Hertfordshire. EN10 7NQ.

- - Kits
' *Cirkit
CIRKIT ELECTRONICS TOOL KIT
Contains: 15W Soldering Iron 2 spare
bits, heat shunt, solder, pliers, cutters,
and screwdriver
40-00007 15.56
AUDIO FUNCTION GENERATOR
Versatile waveform generator with
sine, triangular and square wave outputs.
On board mains PSU
41-01302 27.00
STEREO 40W AMPLIFIER
Single board 40W per channel stereo
amplifier
41-01301 38.00
STEREO VU METER
5 LED per channel stereo VU meter for
use with stereo amplifiers
41-01401 11.50
5W AUDIO AMP
A very compact audio output stage for use
in a wide range of equipment
41-01406 4.60
UNIVERSAL AMP
A universal audio pre-amp with a
gain of 10
41-01604 6.45
MONO REVERBERATION UNIT
Single channel, spring line reverb unit to add echo
effects to tape recording etc,
41-01602 10.00
TONE GENERATOR AND DETECTOR
Very low distortion tone generator and signal
detector for circuit fault finding
lOMHzDFM
41-01603 10.45
8 Digit LED digital frequency meter
and period measurement
41-01500 54.10
SOMHz PRESCALER
Extend the range of the 10MHz DFM
to SOMHz
41-01501 8.55
l-5MHz PRE AMP
Low frequency pre-amp and waveform
shaperforthelOMHzDFM
41-01502 5.13
1-30V lmA-2A PSU
Adjustable 1 -30V Power supply with pre-setable
current limit from lmA-2A
41-01600 37.46

k
Please add 15% VAT to all advertised
prices and 60p post and packing.
Minimum order value £5 please.
We reserve the right to vary prices in
accordance with market fluctuation.
Arams in stock despatched within 48 hours

Centronics Interlace
To: Cirkit Holdings PLC, Park Lane, Broxbourne, Hertfordshire. EN10 7NQ.
I enclose 85p. Please send me your latest catalogue and 3 x &1 discount vouchers!
If you have any enquiries please telephone us on Hoddesdon (0992) 444111.
Name
Address
Telephone
Area of Special Interest

Cirkit
Bigger Stock. Better Service

5-12V 1APSU
Adjustable PSU from 5-12V with current
protection, 1 amp max output 41-01504 6.45
1-30V 1,5A PSU
1-30 volt adjustable PSU with protected
output up to 1.5 Amps
41-01402 10.45
3 DIGIT LED DVM
DVM to read up to 99.9 volts or configured as an
ammeter to read up to 9.99 amps 41-01403 17.00

lOMHzDFM
INFRA RED LINK
Single channel 1R Link
with relay output
41-01300 9.60
TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Thermistor based temperature sensor
with relay output
41-01303 6.20
LOCOMOTIVE SOUND GENERATOR
Realistic steam sound and whistle for
model railways
41-01304 9.20
LAMP DIMMER
Control lamps and drill speed
41-01305 5.70
WATER LEVELALARM
Alarm to indicate high water level or
flooding
41-01601 2.Z0
3 NOTE CHIME
Doorbell chime with adjustable
tones
41-01503 7.00
2M PRE AMP
Miniature low-noise MOSFET pre-amp
for the 2m amateur band
41-01307 3.91
2M CONVERTER
Low noise 144MHz-28MHz amateur
band converter
41 -01306 17.35
2M POWER AMP
20W - lOdB gain - power amplifier for the
2m band. Automatic TX switch over, RX
pre-amp, robust constmction
41-01404 32.87
70cm PRE AMP
Low noise, miniature pre-amp for the
70cm amateur band
41-01506 4.78
70cm CONVERTER
70cm to 144MHz low noise converter
featuring pre-aligned helical filter,
schottky diode mixer and low noise
transistors
41-01405 21.50
70cm PA
10W Power amp to boost the output of
handheld and portable 70cm
transceivers
41-01505 33.82
CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR
Crystal reference calibrator for alignment
of receivers, outputs at 4,2,1MHZ,
100,50 AND lOKHz
41-00801 4.32
CB NOISE SQUELCH
Improves to mule performance of the
majorityofCBrigs
41-01605 5.40
CENTRONICS INTERFACE
Connect your personal computer to
the outside world via the Centronics
printer output
41-01406 22.50
yr
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bigger and
Nicad Batteries & Chargers
High quality nickel cadmium rechargeable
batteries. Equivalent in size with popular Dry
Cell sizes e.g. HP7 (M), HP11 (C), and HP2 (D).
Minimum life 600 (300 PP3 size) full
charge/discharge cycles. Batteries must be
charged from a constant current source only.
All batteries are supplied only with a residual
charge and should be charged before used.
DATA & PRICES
Type V(nom) Capacity Stock No. 1-9 10-49
AA 1.2V
SOOmAH 01-12004 080 0.74
C
1.2V
12AH 01-12024 235 1.99
D
15V
15AH 01-12044 2.00 2.00
PP3 8.4V
HOmAH 01-84054 3.70 3.50
CH/4/50
To recharge up to 4 AA size NiCads.
Size;112x71 x37mm
01-00409 4.95
CHI/22
To charge PP3 type NiCads.
01-00159 4.30
Size; 70 x 50 x 32mm
CH8/RX
Will recharge AA, C, D and PP3 size cells with automatic voltage selection. Will recharge following
combinations: 4xD, 4xAA, 4xC, 2xPP3,2xD + 2xC,
2xD + 2xAA. 2xD + lxPP3,2xC + 2xAA, 2xC +
lxPP3,2xAA + lxPP3. Charge rate: 11mA for PP3,
45mA for AA size, 120mA for C and D size, for 16
hrs. Power: 240V 50Hz. Output Voltage: 2.9V for AA,
C and D size, 11.0V tor PP3 size. Weight: 0.475kg.
Size: 199 x 109 x 55mm.
01-02204 9.45
1

HT320
High quality, high specification meter at a
reasonable price. In addition to the usual ranges,
facilities are provided for measuring transistor
parameters such as Iceo and Hfe,
Meter movement fully protected against overloads.
3-colour mirrored scale in robust case. Supplied
complete with comprehensive instructions, test
leads, transistor test leads and batteries (2 x HP-7,
1 x PP3).
DC Volts: 0.1 V, 0.5V, 25V, 10V, 50V, 250V, IkV
(20kn/V). AC Volts: 10V, 50V, 250V, lkV(18kflcV),
DC current: 50/iA, 2.5mA, 25mA, 250mA.
Resistance: 2k, 20k, 2M, 20Mz. AF Output: -1 OdB to
+22dB for 10VAC (0dB/0.775V, 60011), Leakage
(Iceo) 15jiA, 15mA, 150mA. Hfe: 0-1000 (Lc/Tb).
Weight: 410gms.
56-83201 14.00

better.

RF Generator LSG17
A stable wide-range generator for the hobbyist,
service technician, schools, colleges, etc.
Frequency range: A/100kHz-300kHz, B/300kHz to
1MHz (Harmonics 96-450MHz) C/lMHz-3.5MHz,
D/3.0MHz-l 1MHz, E/10MHz-35MHz,
F/32MHz-150MHz. Accuracy: kl 5%. Output greater
than lOOmV (no load). Ext. xtal osc for 1 to 15MHz
crytal. Power required: AC100,115 or 230V 3VA.
Size & Weight: 150(H) x 238(W) x 130(D)mm, 2.5Kg
approx
'
56-90017 115.00

/
m

LinearICs
Stock No. Price
LF351 Bi-FET op amp
61-03510 0.49
61-03530 0.81
LF353 Dual version of LF351
61-00380 1.45
LM380N IW AF power amp
61-00381 3.27
LM381 Stereo pre-amp IC
NE544 14 pin DIE servo driver IC 61-00544 1.80
NE555N Multi-purpose low
cost timer
61-05550 0.21
61-07411 0.42
UA741CN DIL low cost op-amp
TDA1062 RF ocillator and mixer
system for l-200MHz
61-01062 1.95
TDA1083 Portable radio AM/FM
61-01083 1.95
audio in one IC
61-01388 2.75
HA1388 18W PA from 14V
MC1496P Double balanced mixer/
modulator
61-01496 1.25
TDA2002 8W into 2 ohms
power amp
61-02002 1.25
ULN2283 lWmax3-12V
power amp
61-02283 1.00
CA3089 FM IF amp, detector,
mute, AFC, AGC system 61-03089 2.84
CA3130E BIMOS op amp
61-31300 0.80
CA3140E B1MOS version of 741
61-31400 0.46
MC3359 Low current dual conversion NBFM IF and det
61-03859 2,95
LM3900 Quad norton amp
61-39000 1.20
LM3909N 8-pin DIL LED flasher
61-39090 0.68
KB4412 Two balanced mixers IF amp
with AGC for AM/SSB
61-04412 1.95
ICM7555 Low power CMOS version
61-75550 0.98
of 55 timer
HA 11225 Low noise FM IF
61-11225 1.45
HAI2017 83dB S/N phono preamp
0.001% THD
61-12017 0.80
MC14412 300 baud MODEM controller
61-14412 6.85
(Euro/US specs)

Selected Lines
PB2720
80dB Piezo Buzzer
10M15A 10.7 Filter
10M08AA 10.695 Filter
LCD Freq. Meter
FC177
Min LCD Clock
CM161
BBC to Centronics Cable
Dragon to Centronics Connect Cable
C12 Computer Cassette Tape
1x0.3"
IC socket
14x03" IC socket
16x03" IC socket
6V
KU1T-A Relay
9V
KUIT-A Relay
12V
KUIT-A Relay
CX120P COAX Relay
CX520D COAX Relay
CX540D COAX Relay (BNC)
Books
Beginners Guide to Amateur Radio
Beginners Guide to Electronics
Active Filter Cookbook
CMOS Cookbook
TTL Cookbook
Design of Active Filters
Design of Op-amp Circuits with
experiments
Effectively Using the Oscilloscope
The ZX Spectram
Practical Design of Digital Circuits
Electronic Projects for Home
Security
Electronic Telephone Projects
55 Timer Applications Sourcebook
Television Engineers Pocket Book
7th Ed
Electronics Pocket Book
99 Practical Electronic Projects r
More Electronic Projects in the
Home
The Radio Amateurs Question and
Answer Reference Manual
Basic Programming on the BBC
Microcomputer
Using Microprocessors and
Microcomputers:
The 6800 Family
Z-80 Microcomputer Design
Projects
Z8000 Microprocessor:
A Design Handbook

43-27201
20-10152
20-11152
39-17700
40-80161
03-10019
03-10017
21-00012
28-00800
28-14000
28-16000
46-80000
46-80001
46-80002
46-90120
46-90520
46-90540

055
2.10
3.49
20,00
825
725
725
055
0.12
0.13
0.13
0.48
0.48
0.48
11.96
26.98
26.98

02-11262
02-04134
02-21168
02-21398
02-10358
02-21539
02-21537
02-21794
02-00100
02-11831
02-05351
02-21618
02-21538

450
4.50
12.70
1185
11.00
10.15

02-21313
02-21309
02-21635
02-21307
02-02157
02-06640

8,50
750
5.90
3.80
5.95
5.95

I

Q

I

)

930
930
5.95
10.45
3.80
7.60
6.40

Q

02-98728 11,05

//

02-21682 12.70
02-37345 16.10

x

f
1
68000: Principles and
Programming
8085A Cookbook
Handbook of Electronic Tables
Formulas
Popular Circuits: Ready
Reference
Semiconductor Data Book
11th Edition

02-21853 12.70
02-21697 13.55
02-21532 11.00
02-04585 13.95
02-04797 9.00

)
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PROGRAM

SORTER

IN

CHAOS?

BBC • COMMODORE 64 • DRAGON
SOFIWERC index
The user guide to microcomputer software.

VIC 20 • ORIC1 /ATMOS • ATARI

IS THE ANSWER
It's the most comprehensive magazine listing
of software programs for the eight leading
microcomputers.

GAMES EDUCATION BUSINESS

User

400/800 • SPECTRUM • ZX81

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
SPECIALIST PROGRAMS
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Electronics
MIN. D CONNECTORS
SOLDERING IRONS
955p
way 1566pway 2590pway 37150pway
Plugs
solder
lugs
Antex
17W Soldering
iron. 430
Right
angle
90p 135p
200p
350p
2.3
andCS
4.7mm
bits to suitiron
85
Sockets
solder
I
u^80p
lOOp
135p
260p
Antex
XS
25W
soldering
530
Right
angle
120p
180p
290p
420p
3.3
and
4.7mm
bits
to
suit
85
Covers
lOOp 90p lOOp 110p
Solder pump desoldering tool 480
Spare
nozzle22 for
above
. 100
70
10
metres
swg
solder
I ►C106D
CONNECTORS
. 750
400V 8A 35
70 0.5kg 22 swg solder
DIN Plug Skt Jack Plug Skt
I
400V
12A 95
2Spin
pin 12p
9p lOp
9p 3.5mm
2.5mm lOp
10p
9p 20p
9p
5 pin 13p 11p Standard16p
Phono
10p
12p
Stereo
24p
25p
395
Verobloc
1mm
12p Connectors:
13p 4mm 18p 17p TRANSFORMERS
Veroboard Size 0.1
UHF (CB)
2.5
x
1
.
3VA
PCB
Mounting
PL259
Plug
40p.chassis
Reducer
14p.
2.5 x 3.75
2x6
V@0.15A
S0239
square
sktskt38p.
120
2x 12V@0.25A;2x9
V@0.12A;2x 15
V@0.1A 180p 3.75x5
S0239S
round
chassis
40p.
3.75 x 17 .
350
6VA
PCB
Mounting
IEC3
pin
250V/6A.
455
4.75
x
17
Plug chassis mounting . 38p 2x6V@0.5A;2x9V@0.4A
190
boardper 100:
Socket
60p 2x 12 V@0.3 A ;2x 15V@0.25 A 270p VQ
Veropins
Socket free
withhanging
2m lead . . 120p
Single
sided
.
Standard.
Chassis
Mounting
Doublefacesided
6VA: 2x6V@0.5A: 2x9V@0.4A Spot
145
cutter
2x 12V@0.3A;2x 15 V@0.25A 240p Pin insertion
tool,
185
12VA:
2x6V@1
A;
2x9V@0.6A
375
Wiring
pen
Submin toggle:
2x15V@0.4A;2x20V@0.3A
350p
Spare spool 75p Combs
SPST 55p. SPDT 60p. DPDT 65p.
Miniature
SPDT
80p.toggle:
SPDT centre off 90p.
330
200 6522
1225 6800
DPDT
DPDT centre off lOOp. 1 MICRO 1 27128-250
520
280 6532
6116P3
520 6802
Standard90p.toggle:
540
6551
600
6809
6264P15
2980
SPST35p.
DPDT48P
2716
310
8085A
320
140
6810
4116P4
70
Miniature DPDT slide 14p.
2532 380 4164-15 480 6821 360
140 8156 380
Push
to
make
15p350
2732 one time 41256-15 2850 6840 165 8251
Push
breakadjustable
22p. stop.
370
programmable
8253
6850
Z80A
CPU
290
Rotaryto type
240
360
6852
8255
320
Z80A
P10
320
1P12W,
2P6W,
3P4W
all
55p
each.
500
400
2732
430
6875
8259
Z80A
CTC
320
DIL switches:
100
595
6880
MC1488
70
Z80AS10
880
4SPST 80p 6 SPST 80p. 8 SPST 100. 2764-250
Min. DPDT slide 14p. Push-make 15. 2764 BBC 595 Z80A DMA 880 6502 370 MCI489 70
Low Wire
KITS
profile wrap An COMPONENT
ideal opportunity for the beginner or the experienced constructor
toResistor
obtainkit.
a wide
range 10of ofcomponents
greatly
%W 5%
14 pin
Contains
each valueatfrom
4.7 reduced
ohms to prices.
1M (total
pin
ofCeramic
650 resistors)
1816 pin
Cap. kit. 5 of each value - 22p to O.Olu (135 caps) 530
370
20
pin
Polyester Cap. kit. 5 of each value from 0.01 to luF (65 caps) 575
22
pin
24
pin
Preset
kit.
Contains
5
of
each
value
from
100
ohms
to
1M
(total
28
pin
65
425
40 pin
Nutpresets
and Bolt kit (total 300 items): 180p
25
6BA
%" bolts
bolts
50 4BA
6BA %"
washers
50
6BA
nuts
25
6BA
Va"
25
bolts
50
6BA
washers
50 6BA nuts
25 6BA 'A" bolts.
50 LM3915
NE567 130
LM358
| LINEAR H IC7611
210
LM377
NE570 370
190
LM13600
80 MC1310
NE571 370 TL062 65
80 ICL7621
555CMOS 150
200 LM380
ICL7622
NE5532 160 TL064 105
LM381 150
MCI
496
556CMOS 35 ICL8038
295
130 MC3302
NE5534 105 TL071 60
LM382
ICL8211A
220
709
LM384
140
RC4136
TL072 110
16 ICM7224 785 LM386 90 MC3340
741
TL074
RC4558
35 ICM7555 80 LM387 120 MF10CN
748
.
SL486
195
AY31270 390
720 ICM7556 150 LM393 60 ML922
SL490 220 TL081
TL082
AY38910 430 LF347 150
48 ML924
TL084 105
LM710
ML925
SN76018
150 TL170
40
AY38912
LF351
60
ML926
75 LM711
SN76477
380
65
LF353
CA3046
LM725 70 ML927
UA2240
CA3080E 65 LF356
90
SP8629
250
ULN2003 140
80
LM733
7016 ML928
SP0256AL2425
325
200 LMI0C
CA3089
80
LM741
ML929
Speech data 50 ULN2004
LM301A
30
CA3090AQ
375
NE529
XR2206
365
45
LM747
60
LM311
TBA800
70
CA3130E
85
ZN414
80
NE531
135
LM748
35
LM318
TBA810
90
CA3140E 38
135
35 NE544
45
TBA820M 65 ZN423 130
95 LM324
CA3160
NE555
85 LM1458
LM3342
LM2917N8
TBA950 220 ZN424P
100
CA3136
ZN425E
350
NE556
125
LM3352
LM3900 195
45
TCA940
165
CCA3240E
A3189 260
ZN426E
300
NE565
40
LM339
85
LM3909
100
TDA1008
320 ZN427E 600
TDA1022 490
ICL7106 680 LM348 60 LM3914 265 NE566
450
30 2N3906
10 ZN428E
BFR40 2323 2N1613
BC548
10
ZN459
285
BC549
1010 BFR80 23 2N2218A
■ TRANSISTORS
ZN1034E 200
2N2219A 4528 2N4037
BC557
2N4058
BFR81
AC 125 35 BC158
11
BFX29
30
2N2221A
25
2N4060
8C558 1016 BFX84 30 2N2222A 20 2N4061
TIP35C
BC158 10
AC
126 30
TIP36A 125
115
10 BCY70
AC127
30 BC159
30
2N4062
2N
2368 2518 40360
BCY71 1616 BFX85
TIP36C
130
BC160
AC
128
40
30
30
BFX86
2N2369
BCY72
TIP41A
45
BC168C
AC
176
10
2N
2484
27
40361
25
BFX87
30
55
BD115
TIP42A
45
AC 187 25 BC169C
10
2n2646
60
40362
BFX88
30
40
BD131
TIP120
60
BC170
27
2
N
2904
AC
188
25.
8
BFY50
28
40408
40
BD132
TIP121
60
BC171
AD142
10 BD133 50 BFY51 27
120
2904A 28 2N5457
TIP122
60
BC172
AD161
42
2730 2N
2N
5458
BFY52
2N2905
35
TIP141
110
BC177 168 BD135
AD162
42
2N2905A 28
2N
5459
BFY53
28
35
BD136
TIP142
120
AF124
BC178
16
60
2n5485
35
BFY55
30
2N2906
28
BD137 35 BFY56 30 2N2906A 28 2N5777
TIP147 120
AF126
50 BC179
TIP2955
70
BC182 1018 BD138
AF139 40
2N2907
2424 2N697
35
50
BRY39
TIP3055 60
BC182L 10 BD139
AF186
70
2N2907A
35
22
BD140
BSX20
2N698
TIS43
40
AF239 55 BC183
10
BD204
110
2N706A
35
2N2926
10
TIS43
40
BSX29
BC183L 10 BD206 110 BSY95A 30 2N3053 28 2N708
BC107
TIS44
45
BC107B 1012 BC184
85 BU205 160 2N3054 55 2N918
TIS45 45
BC184L 1010 BD222
BC108
10
35
200
BF180
BU206
2N3055 50 TIP29
TI590
30
BC108B 12 BC212
10
35
170
BF182
BU208
2N3442
120
TI591
30
TIP29A
BC108C 12 BC212L
10
BF184
35
99
VN10KM
65
MJ2955
2N3702
9
TIP29B
BC109
10 BC213 1010 BF185 25 MJE340 50 2N3703 10 TIP29C
VN46AF
94
BC109C
12 MJE520 90
VN66AF
50
BC114 2212 BC213L
BC214 10 BF194
VN88AF 110
BF195 1212 MJE3055
12011
MJE521 70 2N3704
109 TIP30
TIP30A
2N3705
BC115
22
BC214L
10
ZTX107
BF196
TIP30B
2N3706
10
BC117
22
ZTX108
1111
40
TIP30C
2N3707
BC119
35 BC237
BC238 1010 BF197
BF198 151218 MPF102
MPF104
40
TIP31A
ZTX109
2N3708 101010 TIP31B
BC137
40
1416
MPSA05
23
ZTX300
2N3709
BC139 38 BC308
BC327 101212 BF199
35
BF200
MPSA06
25
ZTX301
2N3772
170
TIP31C
MPSA12 29
BC140
BC328
BF244B
35
16
ZTX302
195 TIP32A
2N3773
30
BC141 29
BF245
35
MPSA55
30
BC337
12
ZTX304
20
32 TIP32B 38 ,ZTX341 20
MPSA56 3055 2N3819
BC142 28 BC338 12 BF256B 45
2N3820
50
TIP32C
40
MPSU05 55 2N3823 65 TIP33A
BC143
BC477 22 BF257 32
ZTX500 13
BC147 3010 BC478
22 BF258 30 MPSU06
18
75 ZTX501
90 TIP33C
MPSU55 55 2N3866
'BBC149
C148 10 BC479 22 BF259 30
ZTX502 18
TIP34A
70
2N3903
10
35 MPSU56 55 2N3904 10 TIP34C
10
BC517
30
BF337
ZTX503
18
BC157 11 BC547 10 BFR40 35 2N118L 22 2N3905 10 TIP35A
ZTX504 25

MAIL ORDERS:
Unit 3, Hill Farm Industrial Estate,
Boxted, Colchester, Essex C04 5RD.
Tel. Orders; Colchester (0206) 36412.
Telex: 987756.

ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME

CAPACITORS
6 Polyester, radial leads. 250v. C280
PP3
battery
clips
Red
or
black
crocodile
clips
.
6
type:
0.01,0.015,
Black
pointer transducers
control knob 390
. 15 * 0.047,
0.068, 0.10.022,0.033
- 7p; 0.15, Pr Ultrasonic
0.22
9p;
0.33,
0.47
13p, 0.68 65
►6V
1u - 23p.radial or axial
70 20p;
► 12VElectronic
Electronicbuzzer
buzzer
Electrolytic,
75 0.47/63
►PB2720
Piezo
transducer.
V,
1/63
V,
2.2/63
V, leads:
4.7/63
►64mm
ohmspeaker
speaker
7070 10/25V - 7p; 22/25V, 47/25V
- 8p,V,
►64mm 64
8 ohm
100/25V
9p;
220/25V
14p,
25 470/25V - 22p; 1000/25V - 30p;
20mm
panel
Red orterminals
black fuseholder
probe clip .
35
- 50p.
4mm
33 2200/25V
Tag
end power
supply
electrolytics:
12
way
'
c
hocolate'
block
21
2200/40V
110p;
4700/40V
•- 160p
ultra-min.
6
or
12vrel.
SPDT
130
2200/63
V
140p:
4700/63V
230p
ditto, but DPDT
195 Polyester, miniature Siemens PCB;
In, 2n2,3n3,4n7,6n8, lOn, 15n, 7p
22n,33n,47n,68n,8p: 100n,9p:
EURO CONNECTORS
150n,lip;220n,13p;330n,
20p;
Gold flashed plug
Rt, angle socket
Wirewrap 470n
contacts:
50o. 26p; 680n, 29p; 1u 33p; 2u 2,
64
way
A+B
195
230
Tantalum
bead; 0.47, 1.0 @ 35V 6496wayA+B+C
way A+C 320
220 270
0.1,
0.33,
330
12p.0.22,
2.2,4.7,
1022/16V
@ 25V- 27p,
- 20p;33/
15/16V
3Op;
S 400
V 8A
65
16V - 45p; 47/6V
- 27p; 47/16V
400V
16A
95
70p; 68/6V - 40p; 100/10V - 90p.
| DIODES ►1N4001 3
50 BR100
25 Cer.
disc. 22p-0.01u 50V, 3p each.
57
BY127 12 1N4002
Mullard
miniature
ceramic
plate;
OA47
10 1N4006
1.8pF to lOOpF 6p each.
1N4007
7 JUMPER LEADS
OA90
5% tol: lOp-IOOOp,
OA91 87 IN5401
Length 14pin 16pin 24pin 40pin Polystyrene,
1500-4700,8p;6800
0.012u, 10p.6p;
1N5404 121617 Sgle
OA200
8
ended
DIP(header
plug)
jumper
Trimmers.
Mullard
808series:
2-10
1N
5406
OA202
8
24
ins.
145
165
240
380
Wzen 6
1N914 4 400m
ended DIP(header plug) jumper pF, 22p; 2-22pF, 30p; 5.5-65pF, 35p
►1N4148 3 1.3W zeners 13 6Dble
ins.
185
205
300
465
|2A 200V 4(4!
12 ins.
195 215
315
24
ins. 210
23 5 375
345 490
540 BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS 162AA 400V
100 V 95 8(
36ins.
230
250
595
6A
400V
25
waylong
D Connector
jumpers
3mm
red
8
5mm
red
8
20
VM18
0.9A
1A
50V
1
Sins,
single
ended
male
495p
3mm green 11 5mm green 11 1 Sins, long single ended f/male 525p. 1A 400V 35 200V DIL
. . 50
3mm
yellow
11 each.
5mm yellow 11
Clips
to
suit
-3p
Rectangular;
TIL32
IDC CONNECTORS
red
12 TIL111 60 Emimmm
ZX81wrap
2 x 23forway
edge. .connector
green
17 TIL78
wire
ZX81
.
.150
Edge
yellow
SPECTRUM 2 x 28 way edge
PCB
PCB Socket Conn
ILD74
9517 ORP12
ILQ74 185 connector
Plug Plug
wirePLUGS
wrap. . . . 200
35 TIL100
AMPHENOL
St.
TIL38
Rt.
ang.
Tri-color Led 35 3624 way
IEEE IDC IDC . . .450
2NS777
70
70 70
way Centronix
490 1016 way
Seven
segment displays:
80 —
way 90
75 80
Com
90 115
95 130
20
way
RIBBON CABLE
DL704cathode.
0.3" 95 Com
DL707anode.
0.3'
110
1180
bb
way
105
Ribbon cable.
Price
per. foot58 26
FND5000.5"100 FND5070.5"100 Grey
130
130
34
way
115
14
34
way
10 bar DIL LED display, red 180 1016 way
210
140
145
40
way
140
way 28
25 40
. 68
170 240
50 way
5mm
20
50 way
way
90 60
way 165
195 165
195 200 red 30superbright LED 250mcd
26 way
way . 38 60
way .. 100
4.194MHz
150
BimBB
4,43MHz
100
100KH2
5,008MHz 240
HCMMH 3x2x1"
Aluminium 65
Carbon film
1+
1MHz
275
6.0MHz
140
ViW 5% 4.7ohm - 10M 2p
1,8432M
200
6.144MHz
150
Plastic with lid 4x2%x1V4"95
'/jW 5%4.7ohm ■4M7 3p
2.0MH2
225
7.0MHz
15d
rews
4 x 2% x 2" 120
95
Metal
8.0MHz
140
24576M
200
50 6x4x2"
0MHz 170
170 71x46x22mm
'AW 1 %film10ohm - 1M 4p
3.276M
15095 1012.0MHz
95x71
x35mm
86
7x5x2%"
165
3.579M
25+ price applies to 25+ per
4.0MHz 140 16.0MHz 200 140x90x55mm 140 8x6x3" 205
value not mixed.
74180 230
85
80
7412
25
40 74157
7440
25 7476 4050 74107
■
BB
74160
90
74181
7413
36 7442
■IIS
60
85
74161
90
74182
7414 60
7444 10574 7480
7483
65 74109
50
74121
120
74162
90
74190
43
7485
110
7416
7446
130
50 74163 90 74191 120
7400
25
74122
7486
38
7417
43
7401
25
7447
98
74123
92
115
74192 120
7402
25 7420 25 7448 98 7489
74125 5050 74164
90 74193
7490 170
74165
7403
7421
30
7450
74194 110
8055 74126
74167 200
74 04 25
25
2525 7491
7422
30
7451
74132
60
6380
7492
55
74170
170
74195
25
7405
7427
30
7453
25
74141
80
55
74173
100
74196
120
7454 25 7493
7406
45
7428
30
74145
85
100 74197 85
90 74147 130 74174
7407 45 7430 25 7460 25 7494
74175 80
80 74198 195
70 74148 105 74176
7408
35 7472
35 7495
7496
80
7409 2525 7432
7473
40
7433
35
74150
130
74177
80 74199 195
7474 36 7497
170
7410
25
7437
43
74153
70
7411 25 7438 45 7475 55 74100 125 74154 135 74179 90
18 4502 50 4529 80
4034 145
4054 70
4016
70 4081
20
270 4055
4532 65
4017
4036
4082
400
60 4503
4507 45
4039
270
4059
4085
45 4534
390
4018
70
60
4040
46
4060
4086
4508
115
4538
70
4019
4000
4041 4555 4063 80
120
4510
48
4543
65
4020
4089
4001
24
26
4511
50
4549
4042
4066
4093
390
4021
4002
4043
45 4067 23018 4094 7070 4512
50 4553 21550
4006
4022
4044
50
4514
115
4095
4555
4023
4068
4007
18
260 4515 115 4556 50
4046
4024
4008
4047 6052 4069
2218 4097
70
4098
390
4009
4025
4048 50 4070
38 4516
4518 48
48 4559
40106
4071
4010
4026
18 40109 100
4049
4520
48 4560
4584 110
38
4027
4011
4050 2626 4072
18
75
40163
4521
110
4585
65
4073
4012
4028
4051 48 4075 24 40173 100 4526 70 4724 140
4013
4029
4052
48
60
75
40175
4527
60
4014
4030
4076
4053 60 4077 24 40193 90 4528 45
4031
4015
78 LS365 42
23
LS16162 60 LS221
LS20
LS75
3828 LSI
70
LSI
25
LS366 42
LS76
3737 LSI
60 LS240
1 LSTTL LS21
LS241 105
80
LSI
26
LS78
28
LSI
63
60
LS22
42
8080 LS367
32 53 LSI 64 70 LS242
LS83
6882 LSI
LS368
2222 LS26
LS00
4280
LS243
LS136
LS85
35
LS373
LS27
LSI
65
95
LS01
LS244
80
LS138
LS86
35
48
LS374
22
LS30
LSI
66
88
LS02
LS245 8877 LS375 80
LSI 39 48 LSI 70 120 LS247
LS90
4050 LS145
LS03
LS92
92 LSI
7374 80
LS377 10055
LS04 222222 LS32
LS37
LS251
LS147 130
LS93
45
LSI
60
LS38
88
1I LS05
LS257 555555 LS378
LS95
LSI
48
115
58
22
LS40
LSI
75
60
LS390
LS08
82
LS258
LS96
55
22 LS42
120
LSI
51
LS190
LS393
i1 LS09
75
90
LS259
LS107 42 LS153 80 LS191 55 LS266 28 LS399 11582
2222 LS47
LS10
LSI
09 42 LSI 54 220 LSI 92 75 LS273 80 LS541 115
LS11 22 LS48
LS112
55
LSI 2 35 LS51
93 75
j LS13
55 LS670 170
LS113 42
32 LSI
LSI 5755 48 LSI
LS195
60 LS279
LS55
LS114
LS283 70
LS14 4522 LS73
32
LS158
48
LS196
75
LS74 28 LSI 22 56 LSI 60 60 LSI 97 75 LS353 85
| LSI 5
ORDERING INFO All components brand new and to full spec. All prices exclude VAT.
Please add to total order. Please add 50p carriage to all orders under £20 in value 'Minimum
The Rapid Guarantee
order £5'. Send cheque/P.O. or Access/Visa number with order. Our new 50 page catalogue
is given free with all orders over £20. Available at 70p each. Callers welcome. Telephone
★ Same day despatch * Competitive prices
orders welcome with Access or Visa. Official orders accepted from colleges, schools etc.
Export orders no VAT but please add for carriage. We are open Monday to Friday.
* Top quality components * In-depth stocks

Everyday Electronics, November 1984

20ng metre
packdifferent
Single core
cable ten
colours.
75p
lOp/m
Speaker
cable
16p/m
Standard
screened
24p/m
Twin
23p/m
2.5A 3screened
core mains
26p/ft
10
way
rainbow
ribbon
47p/ft
2010 way
way gery
rainbow
ribbon
14P/ft
ribbon
.
20 way grey ribbon . 28p/ft
1 REGULATORS
79L05
45
78L05
30
45
79L12
78L12
30
79L15
45
78L15
30
7905
45
7805
40
7912
45
7812
40
7915
45
7815
45
LM723
40
LM317K
270
78H05 550
LM317T
90
LM323K 420
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E.E.

PROJECT

Full Kits inc. RGBs, or veroboard, hardware, electronics, cases (unless stated). Less batteries.
If you do not have the issue of E.E.
which includes the project - you will
need to order the instruction reprint as
an extra - 50p each. Reprints available
separately 50p each + p&p 60p.

MICROSPEED
MEMORY
SYNTHESISER
DRILL
Oct. Oct.
84 84£47.98
GUITAR
HEADCONTROLLER
PHONE AMPLIFIER
Sept.£6.89
84
£6.38
OP-AMP POWER SUPPLY Sept. 84 £21.98
SOUND OPERATED FLASH less lead Sept. 84
£5.91
CARVAN DIPSTICK Sept. 84
£6.58
TEMPERATURE INTERFACE FOR BBC MICRO
Aug. 84
£19.70
CAR RADIO BOOSTER Aug. 84
£13.87
THERMOSTATIC SEED PROPOGATOR Aug 84
needs
12V supply
KITCHEN
APPLIANCE TIMER Aug. 84£7.99
less
socket
£17.26
WASHER
FLUID
MONITOR
Aug,
84
£5.28
ULTRASONIC BURGLAR ALARM July 84 inc
relay + sounderCOMPARATOR
•
CAPACITANCE
July 84 £28,40
£8.99
CAR LIGHTS WARNING July 84
£7.99
SPEECH SYNTHESISER June 84
£29.22
TRAIN WAIT June 84
£15.83
CHANNEL
SELECTION
SWITCH
June
84
£10.28
VARICAP AM RADIO May 84
£10.43
EXPERIMENTAL POWER SUPPLY May
84
£18.72
SIMPLE
LQOP
BURGLAR
ALARM
May
84
£13.62
MASTERMIND TIMER May 84
£5.44
AUDIO
Apr.
84 SINEWAVE SWEEP GENERATOR£28.34
FUSE/DIODE
CHECKER
Apr.
84
£3.45
QUASI STEREO ADAPTOR Apr. 84 £10.90
TIMER MODULE FOR CENTRAL HEATING
SYSTEMS
Apr. 84
£17.64
DIGITAL
Micro
Mar. 84 MULTIMETER add on for BBC£24.98
NI-CAD BATTERY CHARGER Mar. 84 £9.85
REVERSING BLEEPER Mar. 84
£6.78
DIN LEAD TESTER Mar, 84
£8.32
PIPE FINDER Mar. 84
£3.60
LOW POWER STEREO AMP Mar, 84 £27.88
IONISER Feb 84
£23.98
EPROM PROGRAMMER Feb 84
£14.48
SIGNAL TRACER Feb 84
£14.89
CAR LIGHT WARNING Feb 84
£3.76
GUITAR TUNER Jan 84
£17.73
BIOLOGICAL
AMPLIFIER
Jan
84
£19.16
CONTINUITY TESTER Dec 83
£9.99
CHILDREN'
S TIMER
DISCO LIGHTS
Deccase
83 £10.24
£8,42
NOVEL
EGG
Dec
83
inc.
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER FOR THE BBC MICRO
Nov. 83 less cable
£21.98
MULTIMOD
Nov. 83+ sockets
£16.98
LONG
Nov. 83RANGE CAMERA/FLASHGUN TRIGGER
£13.50
HOME INTERCOM
lessTELL-TALE
link wire OctOct.83£14.38
IMMERSION
HEATER
83 £9.98
SHORT WAVE RADIO less 'phones, Oct.
83
£25.63
Mono headphones extra
£3.36
DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE BOARD Oct. 83 £19.98
less
cable,
case
&
connector
HIGH POWER DAC DRIVER BOARD Oct. 83 less
case
A TO D CONVERTER FOR RM380Z Sept.£12.52
83 inc
plug
£35.98
HIGH SPEED A TO D CONVERTER Sept 83
less
cable
& connector
£27.98
SIGNAL
no
case CONDITIONING AMP Sept 83£8.98
STORAGE SCOPE INTERFACE FOR BBC MICRO
Aug 83 less software
£15.38
PEDESTRIAN
CROSSING SIMULATION
BOARD Aug 83 no case
£10.29
HIGH POWER INTERFACE BOARD Aug 83 no
case
£10.38
CAR INTRUDER ALARM Aug 83
£16.98
AUTOMATIC GREENHOUSE WATERING SYSTEM
Jly
83
£10.98
TRI BOOST GUITAR TONE CONTROLLER July
83
£8.35
USER
plug PORT I/O BOARD less cable
£10.49+
USER +PORT
BOARD July 83£25.14
less
cable
plug
+CONTROL
case
BINARY
BANDIT
GAME July
£9.88
EPROM PROGRAMMER
Jun.8383less
lesscase
software,
TRS80 £44.99
Genie £45.73
ENVELOPE SHAPER Jun. 83 less case £12.33

KITS MAGENTA

REAL TIME CLOCK May 83 less software and
cases.
Apple II £33.98 BBC £39.59 less power plug
MODEL TRAIN CONTROLLER May 83 £27.17
GUITAR
HEADPHONE
May8383£7.92
MW PERSONAL
RADIOAMPLIFIER
less case, May
£7.62
MOISTURE DETECTOR May 83
£5.46
CAR
RADIO
POWER
BOOSTER
April
83
£11.99
FUNCTION GENERATOR April 83 £45.98
FLANGER
EFFECTS
NOVELTY SOUND
EGG TIMER
April 83Aprilless83case£24,17
£5.48
ZX
SPECTRUM
AMPLIFIER
April8383 £59,38
£9.87
DUAL
POWER SUPPLY
March
BUZZ OFF March 83
£4.51
SPEECH PROCESSOR Feb. 83
£11.66
PUSH BIKE ALARM Feb. 83
£11.73
DOUBLE DICE Jan. 83
£11.90
ELECTRONIC V/l METER Dec. 82
£12.52
ZX TAPE CONTROL Nov. 82
£7.13
SINE WAVE GEN Oct. 82
£16.11
G. P. PRE-AMP Oct. 82
£6.09
LIGHTS ON ALERT Oct. 82
£4.68
CONTINUITY CHECKER Sept. 82
£5.47
SOUND SPLITTER Sept. 82
£17.35
SOUND RECOMBINER Sept. 82
£4.07
SCREEN WASH DELAY Sept. 82
£4.93
CB ROGER BLEEPER Aug. 82
£9.32
2-WAY INTERCOM July 82 no case £4.52
ELECTRONIC PITCH PIPE July 82
£5.40
REFLEX TESTER July 82
£7.77
SEAT BELT REMINDER Jun 82
£4.10
EGG TIMER June 82
£5.44
CAR LED VOLTMETER less case. May 82 £3.18
V.C.O. SOUND EFFECTS UNIT Apr. 82 £12.71
CAMERA OR FLASH GUN TRIGGER Mar. 82
£13.65 less tripod bushes
POCKET TIMER Mar. 82
£4.10
GUITAR TUNER Mar. 82
£17.19
SIMPLE STABILISED POWER SUPPLY Jan. 82
£26.98
MINI EGG TIMER. Jan. 82.
£4.40
SIREN MODULE Jan. 82 less speaker £6.10
MODEL TRAIN CHUFFER Jan. 82
£8,98
SIMPLE
Nov. 81 INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL
£18.70
CAPACITANCE METER Oct. 81
£25.81
SUSTAIN UNIT Oct. 81
£13.99
TAPE NOISE LIMITER Oct. 81
£4.98
HEADS AND TAILS GAME Oct. 81
£2.75
CONTINUITY TESTER Oct. 81
£4.48
PHOTO FLASH SLAVE Oct. 81
£3.80
FUZZ BOX Oct. 81
£7.98
SOIL MOISTURE UNIT Oct 81
£6.39
ICE ALARM Oct. 81
£8.70
0-12V POWER SUPPLY Sept. 81
£19.48
CMOS CAR SECURITY ALARM Sept. 81 £9.95
CMOS DIE Sept. 81
£8.80
CMOS METRONOME Aug. 81
£8.99
COMBINATION LOCK July 81 less case £21.58
SOIL MOISTURE INDICATOR E E. May81 £4.49
GUITAR HEADPHONE AMP E E. May 81 £4.66
PHONE BELL REPEATER/BABY ALARM May
81
£6.15
INTERCOM April 81
£24.43
SIMPLE
TRANSISTOR
&
DIODE
TESTERS
Mar.
81 Ohmeter version
£2.22
Led version
£2.98
LED DICE Mar. 81
£9.35
MODULATED TONE DOORBELL Mar. 81 £7.35
2 NOTE DOOR CHIME Dec. 80
£11.35
LIVE WIRE GAME Dec. 80
£12.87
GUITAR PRACTICE AMPLIFIER Nov. 80
£14.10 less case. Standard case extra £4.99
SOUND TO LIGHT Nov. 80 3 channel £23.40
TRANSISTOR TESTER Nov. 80
£12.80
AUDIO
Oct. 80 EFFECTS UNIT FOR WEIRD SOUNDS
£14.40
IRON HEAT CONTROL Oct. 80
£6.30
TTL LOGIC PROBE Sept. 80
£5.68
ZENER DIODE TESTER Jun. 80
£7.30
LIGHTS WARNING SYSTEM May 80 £5.20
BATTERY VOLTAGE MONITOR May 80 £5.66
CABLE & PIPE LOCATOR less coil former Mar.
80
£4.61
KITCHEN TIMER Mar. 80
£16.20
MICRO MUSIC BOX Feb. 80
£17.86
Case extra
£3.60
SLIDE/TAPE SYNCHRONISER Feb 80 £13.50
MORSE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR Feb. 80 £4.98
SPRING LINE REVERB UNIT Jan. 80 £27.20
UNIBOARD BURGLAR ALARM Dec. 79 £6.70
DARKROOM TIMER July 79
£3.20
ELECTRONIC CANARY Jun. 79
£6.40
TRANSISTOR TESTER Apr. 79
£5.38
MICROCHIME DOORBELL Feb. 79 £17.48
FUSE CHECKER Sept. 78
£2.54
SOUND TO LIGHT Sept. 78
£9.20
CAR BATTERY STATE INDICATOR less case
Sept. 78
£2.29
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR Sept. 78 £31.20
IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER Jun. 78 £7.50
FLASHMETER less calc & diffuser May
78
£16.50
WEIRD SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR Mar
78
£6.20
AUDIO VISUAL METRONOME Jan. 78 £6.58
ELECTRONIC TOUCH SWITCH Jan. 78 £2.99
RAPID DIODE CHECK Jan. 78
£3.15
PHONE/DOORBELL REPEATER July 77 £8.20
Electronic dice Mar. 77
£4.96

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.
ADD 60P P8.P TO ALL ORDERS
EE22, 135 HUNTER ST.,
PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
BURTON-ON-TRENT
SAE ALL ENQUIRIES.
STAFFS, DE14 2ST.
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME.
MAIL ORDER ONLY.
OVERSEAS: Payment must be sterling.
0283 65435, Mon-Fri 9-5.
REPUBLIC and BFPO: UK PRICES.
Access/Barclaycard (Visa) by IRISH
EUROPE: UK PRICES plus 10%.
ELSEWHERE; write for quote.
phone or post.
24 hr Answerphone for credit card orders.
662

TEACH IN 84

* MAGENTA'S TEACH IN KIT INCLUDES ALL OF THESE TOP
*• QUALITY ITEMS: resistors, pot, capacitors, semiconductors,
*. varicap diode, leds, ferrite rod, sockets, crystal earpiece, termi^ nal blocks, wire and of course 2 breadboards. PLUS A FREE
j COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION SHEET AND A COPY OF OUR
* CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST. AVAILABLE NOW - TEACH IN 84
* KIT. £22.98 inc VAT. P+P 60p. Send now for fast delivery.
* Reprints of previously published parts 50p each. Official
4- school/college orders welcome.
* * ★ ★ ★ ★**•★★****★★*★****** ***|
SOLDERING/TOOLS
ANTEX X5 SOLDERING IRON 25W £7.25
SOLDERING
IRON
£2.85
SPARE
Small,STAND
standard, large, £1.25
each. ForBITS.
X5+X25
SOLDER. Handy size
£1.49
SOLDER
CARTON
£2.50
DESOLDER
69p
HEAT SINK BRAID
TWEEZERS
45p
DESOLDER PUMP
£5.48
HOW COST
TO SOLDER
LEAFLET
13p
LOW
CUTTERS
£1.98
LOW COST LONG NOSE PLIERS
£1.99
WIRE STRIPPERS 8i CUTTERS
£3.57
PRECISION PETITE
12V PCB DRILL
£14.80
DRILL STAND
£9.78
VERO
SPOT FACETOOL
CUTTER
£1.90
PIN INSERTION
£2.68
VEROPINS (pk of 100) 0.1"
68p
MULTIMETER
TYPE
1
(1,000
opv)
£5.85
CROCODILE
leads
with 20 clips CLIP TEST LEAD SET. 10 £1.65
RESISTOR COLOUR
CONNECTING
WIRE CODE
PACK CALCULATOR
TYPE ED. 11 23p
colours
40p
ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS
Small 2" dia. (5x mag)
£1.48
Large 3" dia. (4x mag)
£2.52
CORE
45p
PRESETTRIM
TRIMTOOL
TOOL
72p
FREEZER AEROSOL
£1.90
CONTACT CLEANER AEROSOL
£1.80
ELECOLIT CONDUCTIVE PAINT
£4.99
PVC TAPE (RGB) 3 reels
39p
SCREWDRIVER SET
£2.50
POCKET
TOOL
SET
£4.40
PCB ETCHING
KIT
£6.43
ZX81
EDGE CONNECTOR
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rhas been said that robotics technology
is currently where computer technology
was twenty to thirty years ago. Certainly
if one imagines the kind of intelligent
robots that will undoubtedly one day turn
the wheels of manufacturing industry,
then the programmable arms of today
would indeed compare with the cumbersome "adding machines" of long ago.
Even operating on the familiar programmed sequence of instructions principle it
will be some time yet before robots are
flexible enough, and cheap enough, to be
considered for routine domestic chores
such as vacuum cleaning or mowing the
lawn.
The benefits afforded automation by
robots as they exist today can best be
understood by looking at the automobile
industry. Although a motor vehicle is a
large body it is an assembly of components the majority of which weigh only a
few kilograms. These small components
spend most of their time waiting to be
transferred to the next stage along the
production line. When applied properly,
robots speed up the process from raw
material to finished item and trim
manufacturing costs dramatically, for
they will work ceaselessly at a pace which
would ultimately deteriorate the human
worker.

CREATURE OFTHREE
DIMENSIONS
OBEY ME
Although we live in a threedimensional world, it is only now in
man's history that we are widely able to
store information in three or more dimensions in computer, as opposed to storing
it on two-dimensional pieces of paper.
After generations of living with two
dimensions we suddenly find ourselves in
the midst, not only of machines that can
think in three dimensions (even if they
have trouble displaying it), but robotic
machines which behave physically to
order in three dimensions. Those orders,
or instructions need to relate to positions
in three-dimensional space, and take account of errors of a volumetric nature
which are introduced by a confounding
array of sources. All this creates a conceptual hurdle for the human mind—
certainly for those who grew up with
paper as the storage medium.
Alfred joins the swelling ranks of the
little robots which are materialising to
teach we early human beings the concepts which we must grasp if we are one
day to take their services for granted.
Alfred is a robot trainer kit.

urn

ALAN GREEN^H

X, Y,Z IN A CUBE
How do we define a position in a cube
of space and record that position on a
two-dimensional piece of paper, or VDU
screen? The co-ordinates X, Y and Z are
used, and if you look at the facing surface
of a cube (thinking of it as a sheet of
paper) then you can calibrate it from left
to right (x axis), from top to bottom (y
axis), and through its depth (z axis). See
Fig. 1.1. Three numbers will then adequately define a position within that cube.
Fig. 1.2 illustrates some of the conventional solutions to accessing positions
in space, although robots of numerous
alternative designs exist for accessing
awkward positions and manipulating
irregular objects.
As a robot training kit Alfred is intended to facilitate an understanding of these
concepts. He is designed to work with the
BBC microcomputer, or any other micro
with an 8-bit user I/O port. Alfred will
not only teach the student or hobbyist
about the spatial aspects of moving a
robot arm but also the techniques of computerised control. He was originally conceived as a tool for the education market
yet is in a price range (£170 + VAT)
which places him squarely within reach of
the individual enthusiast.

POLAR
CYLINDRICAL
[EE115GI
Fig. 1.1. Any position in a volume of
space may be defined by the
calibrated axes x, y and z.
Alfred will accommodate a number of
departures from his basic configuration, a
few of these being; an alternative gripper,
various sensors including a full solid state
vision system, and a mobile base, details
of which will be published in Everyday
Electronics. The modular construction
of the robot allows experimentation with
his mechanical articulations—individual
parts being readily available from Robot
City Technology Ltd.
Alfred comprises three main sections:
1) Arm
2) Carriage
3) Base
The arm is made of plastic and supports one servomotor which activates the
gripper. The gripper jaws are held open
by a spring, and closed by the servomotor
when, the cord connected to one of the
jaws is wound onto a bobbin. The gripper
has a payload of 170 grams—a figure
which would be de-rated by the presence
of sensors or other fixtures at the gripper
end of the arm. The arm has a maximum
reach of 380mm.
The carriage comprises five servomotors which transmit their power
through the arm via toothed drive belts.
These belts may be adjusted to the
correct tension by rotating simple U-bars
on the arm to minimise hysteresis. The
entire transmission system is exposed so
that the student may inspect it whilst in
motion. The servomotors incorporate Dto-A conversion electronics, and whilst
they may resemble standard radio control
units, they are in fact substantially reinforced to give much increased torque for
robotics use.
The base unit houses the printed circuit
board containing the interface and driver
circuits for the six servomotors. Alfred requires an unregulated mains power supply producing 9-12 volts d.c. at 2-5 amperes.
Alfred's basic anatomy is described in
Fig. 1.3, in which the angular scope of all
his joints are indicated. Fig. 1.4 shows in
simple block diagram form the channels
of his mechanical linkages, and Fig. 1.6
illustrates the general interface architecture.
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ARM AND ELBOW
[EEIUG]
Fig. 1.2. Various robot arm designs.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ARM
Construction of the base, carriage and
electronics will be described in Part Two
of the series. This month we look at
assembly of the arm itself. The forearm
section has the appearance of having a
telescopic action, but is, in fact, a single
rigid piece, the lower end of which is the
elbow swivel joint. Fig. 1.5
shows how this is assembled.
The two outer
toothed

wards or downwards, but any differential
in their operation will cause roll (rotating
motion) in the gripper. This differential
action makes
the wrist's
mechanical
1801

Fig. 1,3. Alfred's profile.
135
N
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drive pulleys (double-width) are free spinning idlers and are present merely to
transfer drives from the lower belt section
to the upper. The single-width inner
pulley on the right-hand side is integral to
the spindle (and therefore locked to the
arm) so that when this pulley is driven it
operates the elbow. The spindle is locked
by a long screw threaded through the
plastic arm itself.
The wrist construction can be studied
in Fig. 1.7. This is controlled by two
pulleys which, if driven in unison will
cause the wrist to move the gripper up-

linkage
independent of the
positions of other joints.
Translating the differential
positions of the two wrist belts into a
position of the gripper in space may not
be easy for the human mind, but this, of
course, is where the computer and its
software comes to the rescue. Try playing
with the arm after it has been assembled
but before the belts have been fitted, it
helps to appreciate the wrist mechanics.
There are two combined bevel
gear/pulley units, each of which has a
bush inserted into it. A screw, acting as a
spindle, passes through the bevel gear/
pulley unit and threads into the alloy Upiece of the gripper. The bevel gear/
pulley on the opposite side is assembled
as a mirror image. The alloy U-piece is
bridged by two pillars which act as a cord
guide (to be explained later) and which
should be ignored for the moment.
The gripper servomotor is mounted on
the forearm by four screws, so that its
output spindle projects into the hollow of
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Fig. 1.4. Alfred's control linkages
simplified.
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the arm. On its drive spindle is fitted a
bobbin which winds and unwinds cord.
Once the gripper is mounted, cord from
the bobbin is threaded along the hollow of
the arm and between the two guide bars
of the alloy U-piece. It should continue
until it emerges between the two jaws of
the gripper, where it is passed around the
bronze guide bar and secured to the opposite jaw by way of a "fishing weight"
arrangement (the lead is squeezed around
the cord using a pair of pliers). Fig. 1.8
illustrates the assembly of this system and
how it works. Foam rubber pads are
glued to the gripper jaws.
Finally, at the bottom of the arm use
two countersunk screws to mount the
40mm diameter gearwheel which transmits the elevational drive to the arm.
ACCURACY
Figures are occasionally quoted for accuracy in small trainer robots, but it is felt
that these, at best, should only be regarded as a guide. Alfred promulgates no
such figures even though his positional
characteristics are at least as respectable
as any other robot in his class, because he
666

Fixing screw
Bushes
Fig. 1.5. Partially cut
away view of the elbow
joint. The single-width
drive wheel and spindle
forms a single component which takes the
screw on the righthand side.

Double width
drive wheels

Washers

Drive belt
positions

Single width
drive wheel
and spindle
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Fig. 1.6. Interface architecture and movements.

Locking screw
Bushes
Bevel gears

Washers

Drive wheels
U' bracket

Sleeves

Fig. 1.7. Partially cut away view of the wrist. This is a differential arrangement that is controlled by two drive wheels
to provide roll and pitch.
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knows the variables involved—one of the
aspect of robotics he likes to teach.
The factors affecting the "accuracy" of
position in a volume of space that a robot
arm can achieve insist on a more suitable
term; positional uncertaintly. The difference (albeit it small) between where an
arm goes to and where it was instructed
to go to will be caused by such things as:
whether or not the arm is in an extended
position or retracted position; the weight
of the payload; lost motion in the arm's
mechanics; flexing of its structure; the accuracy of its position sensors and A-to-D
converters, etc. In addition to these effects there are variations due to environmental temperature, and wear of the arm
itself. Repeatability of position of the arm
will depend upon the path taken each
time. Uncertainty of position may be expressed mathematically using techniques
which, unfortunately, transcend the scope
of this magazine, but the reader looking
at robotics in a serious light will appreciate that this aspect cannot be treated
glibly.
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that the precision of any kind of actuator
(your arm) becomes less critical when
used with sophisticated sensors (your
eyes) and a really clever computer (your
brain).
As computers become more powerful
and feedback systems such as solid state
vision become higher in resolution the
mechanics of robots will undoubtedly
become less demanding, but all this is
entering into the realm of artificial intelligence.
The world of robotics is engaging and
rewarding, and the software available for
Alfred enables the experimenter to explore both the practicalities and the
theory. A Learn Mode allows control of
Alfred directly from the keyboard, with
movements committed to computer
memory so that they may be repeated.
Movements and pauses may be stored in
this simulated pendant mode of operation. The software allows all motors to be
turned off, instantly and simultaneously,
thus providing a useful safety feature, or
"panic button". There is also control of
other features through four spare bits in
the interface hardware. Software will be
featured more fully in Part Three.

SPRING

Fig. 1.8. The gripper is operated by a cord
wound onto a bobbin, and which pulls against
a spring in between Alfred's jaws.
CORD
SERVO
MOTOR

1EE11 7G

The positional
certainty of even a closed loop
system (one in which the position of the
arm is sensed and fed back to the computer) is limited by the accuracy and
resolution of its sensors. But then how
clever is the human arm as a robot, using
the brain as its computer? Try reaching
out to pick up an object; then closing
your eyes and reaching out for it again
from memory. You will soon discover
that a simple robot arm like Alfred
reaching out for the object from movements stored in computer memory can
out-perform you. What nature knows is

NEXT MONTH; Construction details
of the carriage, base and p.c.b. will be
given, and a description of the electronics.
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In the last article I described the rules of
Boolean Algebra and the formation of
expressions which would lead to the
design of circuits to carry out the required
functions. A description of the logic gates
and packages used in circuitry was given
and some initial design techniques were
employed.
This month we will look at how expressions and circuits can sometimes be
minimised in order to limit the number of
gates and/or packages used.
KARNAUGH MAPS
Karnaugh Maps are a method of mapping out all the inputs and outputs of a
system on a chart, or a series of charts, to
the effect that the input/output relationships can easily be seen. From these
relationships it is then possible to obtain
the minimised logic expressions for the
functions.
The Karnaugh Map is a series of
squares in a symmetrical shape. Each
variable in the expression can, obviously,
have two states, either "0" or "1", hence
the number of squares depends upon the
number of variables and is determined by
the equation below, which is a function of
the two possible states for each variable.
No. of squares = 2n where 2 is raised
to the power n and n is the number of
variables. Hence
for three variables,
there will be 2n or 23 or eight squares.
The map formats are shown below:

One variable

Two variables
c

<^5

In each case, it is seen that, where the
variable is shown, this represents the
"true" function (where the input is a " 1").
Where the variable is not shown, then this
is the "false" function, where the input is
a "0". Therefore, in the example below,
an output F1 is obtained when there is an
input of the form A.B.C.D and there is an
output_F2 when there is an input of the
form A.B.C.D.

Exercise (2): Draw, in a Karnaugh map,
the positions of the functions F4, F5
and_ F 6 whose^ input arrangements are
A.B.C.D, A.B.C.D and A.B.C
respectively.
Now, so far, we have only looked at individual functions within the Karnaugh
map. We can combine these functions to
give an overall output function that includes all the required input arrangements. Let us consider the Karnaugh map
below;

Fl

1
w1

/

F2

(1

For example, suppose we have a function A.B in a Karnaugh map for three
variables. A, B and C. We can draw in
the function as being A.B.C and A.B.C,
since both imply A.B alone. Shown thus:

This rule always applies when the function uses less than the total possible number of variables.
Now, since Karnaugh maps are important and of great use to a digital electronics designer, let us spend a little time
doing some exercises.
Exercise (1): Give the input arrangements
required to give the outputs FI, F2 and
F3 in the Karnaugh map below:
F2

1)

Instead of writing Fl, F2, F3, etc., as
we have written before, we now show an
output as a "1" when we have the required input arrangement. (A "0" indicates no output.) Squares in the map
that contain a "1" and are horizontally or
vertically adjacent can then be combined.
Thus, in the example shown, we have the
function F = A.B.C + B.C.D. That is, we
have an output from the function with an
input of either A.B.C or B.C.D.
MINIMISATION USING
KARNAUGH MAPS
Suppose we have a 3-input function:
F = A.B.C + A.B.C + A.B.C +
A.B.C + A.B.C
If we draw a Karnaugh map and plot
each of the sub-functions with a "1", we
will see that we can use these maps to
minimise functions. We can see how the
function minimises to F = A + B.C.

Fl
B
Three variables

F3

(1

T
i

i)

Four variables
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DeMORGANS' RULES
Logic expressions can be written in
"sum of product" form, for example, as in
F1 = A.B + B.C + A.B.C, or in "product
of sums" form, for example, as in F2 =
(A + B + C).(B + C + D) or in any combination of both, for example, as in F3 =
(A + B.C).(A-B) + B.C.D.
Sometimes it is convenient to put expressions into one form only and
generally it is better to do so. Using
DeMorgans' Rules, together with the
rules shown in the first article in this
series, we have a way to change the form
in which an expression is written, but
without actually altering the function of
the expression.
If we have a function, say F = A.B, we
can rewrite the expression by negating it
(i.e.: making it the "not" function) and
changing each term underneath the
"bar". Hence:
F = A.B = A + B
Note that A becomes A, B becomes B,
. becomes + and the whole expression has
a Not bar above it.
This works for any number of
variables. Remember that if there is
already a bar above the expression, then
another bar will "cancel" out both bars.
F = A + B = A.B = A.B
The rule is; Put a bar above everything
and change each term below. Example:
F = A.B + B.A

the function F is equivalent to:
F = l.B.l + l.B.l
Hence: F gives an output regardless of
whether B is a "1" or a "0". However,
what happens if B is, say, a high "1"?
Then B, which is probably derived by
putting B through an inverter, must be a
low 'T)". Now if B suddenly goes to a
"0", B must go to a "1", but this must be
a certain limited time after B changes, due
to the response time of the inverter.
Therefore, for that same time, both B and
B will both be a "0". This produces what
is known as a "glitch", which is a transient or sharp spike on the output. This
glitch will also be noticeable on the power
supplies and may upset a complete
system. The condition described is known
as a "static hazard" and is to be avoided
at all costs. The waveforms below, for the
example quoted, emphasise the problem:
A
C
0
B
B
F

iQ
'0
10
IQ
'0
io
DELAY DUE TO THE TIME
OF OPERATION OF THE
INVERTER GATE

How do we get round the problem? Let
us look at the function in the example, on
a Karnaugh map.

= A.B.B.A
= A.B.B.A
= (A + B).(B + A)
= (A + B).(B + A)
This may seem to be quite a lot but if you
follow the working through, you should
see that it becomes really simple to understand. With practice it becomes very
easy to do. Using these rules and the rules
already taught we can then more simply
minimise such expressions.
Exercise (3): Put into Sum of Products
form, using DeMorgans' Rules:
F1 = A.B.OOX)
Exercise (4): Put into Product of Sums
form, using DeMorgans' Rules:
F2 = A7B + A.C + A.(B + C)
STATIC HAZARDS
So far we have discussed inputs as
being in a "steady state" condition, that is
they assume either a "0" or a "1".
However we are also concerned with the
transient conditions, when the inputs are
changing from a "0" to a "1" or from a
" 1" to a "0". Consider the following:
Let
F = A.B.C + A.B.D
Now, if A = 1
C =1
and D = 0
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1)
(1 1

F = A.B.C + A.B.D
Now the two sub-functions are shown on
the Karnaugh map and are separate from
each other. The presence of a static
hazard can easily be seen by looking for
horizontally or vertically adjacent nonoverlapping "loops". The static hazard is
then eliminated by introducing a redundant term which links the loops. In this
case, A.C.D is added. So our function
becomes;
F = A.B.C + A.B.D + A.C.D

MAPPING OF ZEROES
Now, so far, we have only looked at
the "l"s on a Karnaugh map and built up
an expression using those. It sometimes
becomes easier, and/or cheaper, to map
the "zeroes" or "0"s on the map and then
design the circuit via the use of the F
function. Let us look at the following
example:
F = A.C.D + B.C.D + B.C.D + A.B +
A.C.D + A.B.D
Mapping gives:

Now this involves quite a few gates to
create this function. Let us see what the
function would look like if the "0"s were
to be consideredjnstead. We would have:
F = A.D + A.B.D. This is so much
easier, and F is then merely F passed
through an inverter. Thus a considerable
saving in gates is achieved.
USE OF "DON'T CARE"
CONDITION
Sometimes in a switching network, a
certain combination of inputs quite
literally cannot occur. In those cases we
"don't care" how that input combination
would affect the output. But this "don't
care" condition can be used on occasions
to minimise the logic design. For example, supposing states 7, 8 and 9 need to be
decoded, from a binary coded decimal
counter, for outputting purposes. Now if
we look at the truth table for this we see:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

D C B A
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 10
0 0 11
0 10 0
0 10 1
0 110
0 111
10 0 0
10 0 1
10 10
10 11
110 0
110 1
1110
1111

Output required

Can't happen.
(Don't care)

Now, we want an output on 7, 8 or 9.
Therefore:
F = A.B.C.D + A.B.C.D + A.B.C.D
We could create a circuit using the above,
but it is easier to incorporate the "don't
care" conditions as well as 7, 8 and 9. So,
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mapping the expression, together with
"don't cares" (marked an "X"), we get:

Exercise (1) Answers:
F1 = A.B.C.D
F2 = A.B.C.D
F3 = A.B.C.D
Exercise (2) Answer: Note that F6 has
two positions because AJ3.C is equivalent
to A.B.C.D and A.B.C.D.

Mapping this gives:

This is typical Exclusive-OR mapping.
Thus we get F = D + A.B.C. Hence the
circuit is very simple to both design and
produce:

The circuit uses only one 3-input Nand
gate package.
EXCLUSIVE-OR FUNCTION
Suppose we have a function thus:
F = A.B + A.B
If this function is mapped we get the basic
identity known as the "Exclusive-OR"
function.

Note that there are no static hazards
(since- no vertically or horizontally adjacent functions) and no minimisation is
possible. This Exclusive-OR identity is
available as a package of gates. The symbol for the gate is as shown below.

(A.B + A.B)
There is only an output from the gate
when the inputs are different, never when
they are the same.
Note also that if A ffi B = A.B + A.B
then A ffi B = A.B + A.B
when both inputs are the same.
Consider also the following:
El = AffiBffiC
Let F2 = (A.B + A.B)
Now
El = A_®BffiC_
= (A.B + A.B) ffi C
= F_2ffiC
= (F2.C + F2.Q
= (AJ3_+ AJ).C + (A.B + A.B).C
= A.B.C + A.B.C + A.B.C +
A.B.C
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F5

Similarly, if we consider four functions,
we get:

Again, this is typically Exclusive-OR.
If this pattern is recognised when mapping out functions, it can be used to save
gates by using Exclusive-OR gates as well
as other gates. Example:
Let F = A.B.C.D + A.B.C.D +
A.B.C.D + A.B.C.D + A.B.C.D

Mapping
this gives:

F6 F6
FA

Exercise (3) Answer:
El = A.B.(A.B.C)
= A.B.(A + B + C)
= A + B + A.B.C
= A + B + A.B.C
Exercise (4) Answer:
F2 = A.B + A.C + A.(B.C)
= (A + B).(A + C).(A + B.C)
= (A + B).(A + C).(A + B + C)
In the next article in this series, we will
break away from the use of individual
SSI (Small Scale Integration)
gates/chips and show how circuits, complex or simple, may be designed using
LSI (Large Scale Integration) and MSI
(Medium Scale Integration) chips, with
an overall saving in packaging and onboard wiring, together with ease of
design.

To produce a circuit for this, would
mean using 5 packages, 12 gates.

Now:

A

Therefore F = (AffiBffiC® D).(B + C.D)
Implementing this
directly,
using
Exclusive-OR gates,
gives the circuit
shown:
This requires 3
packages (10 gates)
only, compared with
the 5 packages that
would otherwise
have been used.
Hence a great saving
in gates results.

=)
E>
bCH=C^

_l>

r-^

[eeiugI
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FLUID

DETECTOR

I. A. DUIMCOMBE
One of the consequences of owning a
tropical aquarium is the constant fear
that it may spring a leak, the effect of
which is well known to many people,
much to their cost. It was this thought,
and the overheard lamentation of a
customer in a local pet shop, which
prompted the design of this simple alarm
system.
There have been many previously
published designs for water or fluid level
detectors, and each one has its own advantages and disadvantages. The i.e. used
in the present design seemed perfect for
the job, and it was no surprise to see that
an enterprising manufacturer had come
up with a single i.e.; in the past it had
taken two or three transistors and
associated components to do the same
task.
PRINCIPLES
The basic principle of any fluid sensor
is well known and is shown in Fig. 1.

PROBE
I EE101 G |

A simplified diagram of the internal
structure of the i.e. is shown in Fig. 2.
An internal regulator is employed in
the i.e., and this enables a wide range of
operating supplies. Typically this range is
from 6V to an absolute maximum of 28V.
The oscillator serves a dual purpose, to
provide the a.c. signal between the
probes, and to provide an audio alarm
signal.
The a.c. signal is applied via the
reference resistor Rref to one side of the
probe, the other probe connection being
to ground. The detector is also connected
to the same probe and monitors the
resistance of the fluid. An equivalent electrical circuit is shown in Fig. 3. As can be
seen from this circuit, if the resistance of
the fluid should rise, i.e. the level falls, the
potential at the detector input will also
rise. As the detector is directly connected
to the buffer amplifier this will in turn
switch the transistor at a rate determined
by the timing capacitor Tc. The result will
be an audio output from a loudspeaker.
The value of the internal reference
resistor is approximately 13k. This means
that any fluid with a resistance greater
than 13k will automatically sound the
alarm as soon as the complete unit is
turned on. To counter this, an external
reference resistor can be added which
may be varied to suit different resistances
of different fluids.

10

»-TO PROBE
„9
_8

r
REGULATOR
-A/VSREF
OSCILLATOR

DETECTOR

Fig. 2. Block diagram of LM1 830.

► FLUID
IE E 10 9 G |

Fig. 1. Fluid Detector principle.
Here, the detector, often a single transistor, is biased in such a way that it will
either turn on or off, depending on the
resistance between the two probes. In
most designs the biasing arrangements of
the transistor is such that it will switch
when the fluid between the probes is
water. If the same circuit is used to sense
the level of other fluids, for example
coffee, the transistor may not be able to
switch (either on or off).
A further disadvantage of using such a
simple circuit, is the effect of polarisation
of the probes because of the d.c. current
normally used in such designs. The i.e.
used in the present design eliminates this
problem and also provides additional
advantages.

GND

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit.

ft

wimau
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BLOCK DIAGRAM
It is worth considering the internal
design of the i.e. before describing the full
circuit.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The full circuit for the Fluid Detector
is shown in Fig. 4. The supply for the i.e.
is a standard PP3 9V battery, although a
simple mains operated power supply
could be used. The current taken by the
circuit is approximately 2mA, this value
remaining constant when the alarm
sounds.
Capacitor CI is the oscillator timing
capacitor and with the value shown, the
frequency is 850Hz. The value may be
altered as required to give different output
frequencies. The second capacitor C2,
provides d.c. blocking and only allows the
a.c. signal from the oscillator to pass to
the probe. The variable resistor is the
resistivity control, and is used to adjust
for different fluid resistances.

GOISIRUeilOl
ASSEMBLY
The Fluid Detector is very simple to
construct, and all the details are shown in
Fig. 5, and the photographs.
Apart from the usual breaks under the
i.e., there is only one other break to be
made in the copper strips. A symmetrical
pattern of ^ in holes is drilled in the top of
the plastic box to suit the loudspeaker.
The loudspeaker can conveniently be
mounted using a clear adhesive. Be sure
that no adhesive is allowed to come into
contact with the cone.
The positions of the holes for the jack
socket, switch and potentiometer will depend to a large extent on the dimensions
of the loudspeaker and the case employed. A relatively large diameter
loudspeaker should be used so as to
provide a good loud output. That used in
the prototype is a good compromise
between size and cost.
The stripboard may either be mounted
using 6BA hardware, or, as in the
prototype, double sided sticky pads. The
battery may also be mounted in this
manner.
IN USE
The major consideration when using
the Fluid Detector is that of the construction of the probe. If the Detector is to
be used as was initially envisaged, then
the probe should, ideally, be as small as
possible and possibly disguised in some
way.
The range of possible probes is
probably endless. For example: a two
way terminal block, with 2in nails forming
the probe, a phono plug, a small piece of
stripboard, the end of two-core lighting
flex (with the ends not bared), etc.
Whatever probe construction is finally
decided upon the Fluid Detector will
cater for all.
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COMPONENTS
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ON/OFF

See
5n6

R

IC1

LSI
64X1
Resistors
VR1 lOOklin.
potentiometer

ri
T
' 100k
VR1
|RE5ISTIVITY|

page 690

Capacitors
CI 5n6 polystyrene
C2 47n polyester

fEEIlOGt

Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the Fluid Detector.
Note that the probe need not be a
single element. For example, if the Detector is to be used with, say, a water tank,
then one side of the probe may be connected to the tank itself and the other side
of the probe a simple insulated wire
affixed to the top of the tank.
The adjustment of the resistivity control is quite straight-forward. By continuous immersion and removal of the
probe in the fluid, the control should be
adjusted such that the alarm just sounds
when the probe is not in the fluid.
It should be found then, that the Fluid
Detector is at its most sensitive and will
sound the alarm at the slightest fall in
fluid level. The alarm will sound for as
long as the fluid level is low, if the level
should rise, then the alarm will turn off.
Finally, remember that the Fluid
Detector will normally be close to liquids
of one form or another, and as such all
precautions should be taken if a mains

Semiconductors
IC1 LM1 830
Miscellaneous
SI s.p.s.t. miniature toggle
JK1 3-5mm jack socket
PL1 3-5mm jack plug
LSI 64 ohm 2-j" miniature
loudspeaker (see text)
B1 PP3 9V battery
Stripboard 2" x 1", 0-1" matrix:
14 pin i.e. socket: control knob:
plastic case, approx. dimensions
4y" x 3" x 1 i": connecting wire:
lighting flex: materials for probe
(see text); battery clip: solder, etc.
Approx. cost
Guidance only

£7 50

operated power supply is used. It is also
worth noting that the length of connecting
lead between the probe and the unit is of
no real consequence.
□
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VKI
IC1
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tO VR 1
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<
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Component
layout on
stripboard
(actual size).
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Drilling
details for
stripboard.

Fig. 5.
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The computer is now almost as common a
piece of household equipment as the television, the fridge, or the telephone. There are
already more than two dozen different "home
computers" available, by mail order, and
through High Street shops, and new models
are still appearing on the market."
Prices have dropped steadily over the last
few years, while the power and flexibility of
the machines has increased. For those who
claim to know something about computers, as
much as for those to whom they are "black
boxes", knowing which is "best" is not easy.
Further, it could be asked, what does anyone
want a computer for, anyway?
THE HARDWARE
All computers—whether ZX-8I or a
massive IBM "mainframe" installation—have
some things in common. Essentially, they have
the ability to store information, to do simple
calculations, and to communicate with the
user. The "hardware" involved here is the
Central Processing Unit (CPU), some
memory chips, and "I/O Ports".
The "hardware" is the stuff that the computer is physically made of, and includes items
such as the keyboard, as well as the silicon
chips that are at the heart of a system. Small
computers have a single, complex CPU chip.
This CPU chip is a piece of electronics
designed to store very small amounts of information, do simple arithmetic such as addition
and subtraction, and keep track of what information is where in the system.
The CPU then, is relatively simple
(although the electronics are not), and limited
in what it can do. Its ability to do complicated
tasks quickly is a result of the fact that it
works very fast—millions of operations per
second. It responds to a limited number of different electrical signals (usually about 250),
which cause it to do different things; one pattern of signals may cause it to add two numbers, for example, while a different pattern
might cause it to store a number in its
memory. But because it works so fast, this
limited ability is not a handicap in practice.
To multiply togetjier two numbers, it is only
necessary to instruct the CPU to add
repeatedly. Even if multiplying this way involves hundreds of thousands of such additions, the calculation will be done in less time
than it takes to blink. Other tasks, such as
sorting lists, can similarly be done very
quickly.
MACHINE CODE
The instructions that the CPU responds to
are actually patterns of electrical signals, as
mentioned. These patterns, in sequence, are
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called "Machine Code". Each wire to the
CPU that carries a part of the instruction is
either at +5 volts ("1") or zero volts ("0"). If,
as in small machines, there are eight such
wires, then any instruction is a particular, unique pattern of Is and 0s. Putting sequences of
such patterns onto the wires to cause the CPU
to do some useful work is known as writing in
Machine Code, and is obviously a tedious
business. So "high-level languages", such as
BASIC, have been developed to enable users
to instruct the computer what to do.
The CPU itself cannot respond to instructions written in BASIC, but it is much easier
for the user to write programs in "high-level"
languages, which look like English, than in
Machine Code. The BASIC statements have
to be interpreted into the Machine Code which
the CPU will respond to.
MEMORY
The unit of information that the computer
normally deals with and must store in
memory, is a "byte". The smallest unit it can
deal with is a "bit"—that is a single wire
which is at a "1" or "0". Eight "bits" make up
a "byte". A byte represents very little information: for example a single character from the
alphabet takes up that much space when put
into a form the CPU can work with. Consequently, computers have a need for memory
chips capable of storing tens of thousands of
bytes.
Memory chips now available can store over
eight thousand bytes each. Memory is
"hardware". The more memory chips, the
more the computer can store. The actual
amount of memory available is usually expressed in units of "k", for "kilobyte". A
kilobyte is 1024 bytes, so a machine offering,
for example, 48k of memory, can store—in
theory—48 x 1024 (49152) bytes. In practice, because the CPU makes use of some of
this memory itself, less is normally available to
the user.
INPUT AND OUTPUT
An "I/O port" is a "gateway" to the CPU
from the outside world. "I/O" stands for Input/Output, and allows the computer to accept input from the keyboard, for example,
and display output on a TV.
Many computers have additional such I/O
ports, which are available to the user to add
on extra memory, or even control the central
heating or drive a robot. Usually there is a
need for some specialised "interfacing"

hardware between the computer's I/O port
and the hardware it is controlling. Also, of
course, there must be a program to control the
hardware.
SOFTWARE
The programs which allow the CPU to convert from a language such as BASIC to
Machine Code are software. So are the
programs which are loaded into the machine,
whether they are business accounting or
games programs.
Some programs, of course, are more important than others. The program to interpret
BASIC must be permanent, or else once the
machine were switched off, the "interpreter"
would have to be reloaded every time. All the
essential programs of this kind are normally
held as bit patterns in "ROMs".
A "ROM" is a memory chip which retains
the bit patterns programmed into it even when
power is removed. The user cannot store any
information in it—hence the name "ReadOnly Memory". The complete set of such essential programs, permanently stored, forms
the "Operating System" of the computer.
One of the programs is the one that just
gives some kind of prompt character on the
TV screen when the machine is first switched
on. To do anything useful, or to play a game,
the software must then be loaded into
memory, either from a cassette player or a
disc drive. This "loading" capability is part of
the computer's operating system.
Because every home computer has its own,
specialised operating system, a game written
for a Spectrum, for example, will not run on a
Commodore 64. In order for it to do so, the
game would have to be re-written to fit in with
the Commodore's operating system.
TYPES OF MACHINE
There is no simple answer to the question,
"Which of the many different types of
machine is best?" Some people may make a
decision based on the amount of memory the
computer offers, others may want a machine
with several 1/6 ports available. The amount
of software on the market will usually influence the decision. But it may be the feel of
the keyboard, or even the appearance of the
system that is the deciding factor. In many
ways, the question is like "Which car is best?"
Computers can be very useful, and they can
be fun. Few people, in fact, actually need a
computer. But nevertheless, a lot of people
own them.

Three popular home computers: the BBC machine, the Spectrum, and the VIC-20
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TOP QUALITY ... TOP SERVICE
BOTTOM PRICES!
For FREE CATALOGUE send 9" x 6" SAE — contains full list of stock
A range all at very competitive prices. Cash with order (except account
customers). Access or Barclaycard telephone orders welcome. Add
65p p&p + 1 5% VAT to all UK orders. Overseas customers add £2.50|
p&p Europe, £6.00 elsewhere. Giro No. 529314002. Goods by return
subject to availability. Shop operv 9am —5pm (Mon-Fri). 10am —4pm
Sat). ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

1
HOME LIGHTING KITS
These kits are
designed to
replace a stan
dard wall switch
to control up to
300w of lighting.
TDR300K Remote Controlled
Light Dimmer
£14 95
Transmitter for
MK6
£4.50
above
TD300K Touch Dimmer
£7.75
TS300K Touch Switch
£7.75
TDE/K 2 way extension
for above kits
£2.50
LD300K Rotary controlled
Light Dimmer

r

XK113MW RADIO KIT
Based on ZN414 IC. kit includes PCB,
wound aerial and crystal earpiece and all
components to make a sensitive miniature radio. Size: 5.5x2.7x2cms Re
quires 9V battery IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS.
£5.50
DISCO LIGHTING KITS
DL1000K - This value-for-money 4-wav
chaser features bi-directional sequence
and dimming. IkW per channel. £15.95
DLZ1000K A lower cost uni directional
version of the above. Zero switching to
reduce interference.
£8.95
Optional opto input allowing audio beat'
light response (DLA/1)
60p
DL3000K — 3-channel sound to light kit
features zero voltage switching, auto
matic level control and built-in microphone. IkW per channel.
£12.95
PANTECKITS
FM Micro Transmitter
£6 95
Stabilised Power Supply £12 60
2 x 10w Stereo Amplifier £13.00
2 x 40w Stereo Amplifier £23 00
Pushbutton Stereo Preamp £11 80
Tone & Volume Control £12.80
3w FM Transmitter
£10.90
Single Channel FM
Transmitter
£8.95
Receiver for above
£ 14 50
REMOTE CONTROL
KITS
These uncoded kits are intended for low
cost single channel applications.
MK6 Infra-Red Transmitter Kit - for use
with MK7 and MK17 receivers. Box supplied. Requires a 9V PP3 battery. Range
appro*. 20 ft.
£4.50
MK7 Receiver Kit. Mains powered with
triac output to switch up to 500W at
240V ac. Latched or momentary output
available. Box not supplied.
£10.50
MK16 Mains-powered Transmitter
continuous operation such as burglar
alarms, etc. Range appro* 6ft May also
be powered from 9V dc.
£3.50
MK17 12V DC Receiver operates from
6-13V dc Relay output with 3 Amp DPDT
contacts. Latched, momentary or break
beam'output.
£10.50

PN2
PN3
PN5
PN6
PN7
PN8
PN11
PN13
PN14

SECURITY PRODUCTS.
SPST Heavy chrome metal
(350 120)
£4 50
Protect your home
Passive Infra-Red Detector
and property and
Detects intruder's body heat. Range
save by building
10 metres, 12V DC. n/o & n/c contact
your own burglar
Size: 4x 2x 2 ins (950 1351
£45.00
alarm system
Alarm Control Unit. 4 input circuits, 2
instant
and
2-delayed
Adjustable
entry,
Stair Mat 23 x 7 in (950 120)
£1.70
exit and alarm times. Built and tested. Full
Floor Mat 29 x 16 m (950 125) E2 60
instructions
supplied.
Size:
180x
130x
Tamper-proof connecting block
30mm
Supply:
12V
DC
(950 110)
(950 160)
£26.00
Door/Window Contacts. Flush
Smoke
Detector.
Easily
installed
No
ad
mounting, 4 wire, Magnet/switch
justment. 1 year operation from PP3 alkaPer Pair (950 140)
line
battery.
Consumption
25uA.
Size:
Window Tape 0.5" wide. 50m.
1 75mm dia. x 45mm, White plastic case.
(950 145)
(950 165)
£8 50
Window Tape Terminations
8W
Horn Speaker 5,5 ins 8 ohm. Ideal
Per pair. (950 1 50)
for
sirens,
etc.
2
5m
lead
and
3
5mm
jack
Kev operated Switch. 1 5A 250V
plug. (403 148)
£6.15
ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT
With hundreds of uses indoors, garages, DVM/ULTRA SENSITIVE
car anti theft devices, electronic equipTHERMOMETER KIT
ment, etc. Only the correct easilv
changed four digit code will open it1 Re- Based on the ICL7126 and a 3-'2 digit
quires a 5-15V DC supply. Output liquid crystal display, this kit will form the
750mA Fits into standard electrical wall basis of a digital multimeter (only a few
additional resistors and switches are re
bo*
Complete kit (except front panel)
quired details supplied), or a sensitive
XK101
£11.50 I digital o thermometer 0 ( 50oC to
Electric Lock Mechanism for use with f +• 1 50 C) reading to 0.1 C. The kit has a
existing door locks and the above kit
sensitivity of 200mV for a full scale read
(Requires relay.) 1 2V AC/DC coil.
ing, automatic polarity and overload
1701150)
£14.95 1 indication. Typical battery life of 2 years
(PP3).
£15.50
24 HOUR CLOCK/
APPLIANCE TIMER KIT
COMPONENT PA CKS
Switches any appliance up to
IkW on and off at
PACK 1 650 Resistors 47R 10M
preset times once
10 per value
per day. Kit conPACK 2 40- 16V Electrolyt.cs
tains all com10 lOOO^F 5per
ponents and full
value
instructions. Red LED display. Triac PACK 3 60 ' Polyester Capa
output. Ideal for recording radio procitors.0.01 ImF 250V
£5 55
grammes.
5 values
4 45 Presets 100R 1M
£2 90
CT1000K Basic Kit
£14.90 PACK
PACK 5 30 ■ Low Profile IC
CT1000KB with white box
Sockets 8, 14 & 16 pin £2 40
(56x 131 x 71mm)
£17.40 PACK 6 25
£1 50
Red LEDs (5mmi
CT1000 Ready Built
£22 50
OTHER KITS
■ ctioook Clock Timer
£14 90
1 CTIOOOKB* Clock Timer + Box £17 40
XK 101
£11 50
Electronic Lock
XK102* 3 Note Door Chime £5 50
£5 50
XK113
MW Radio
XK 126
DVM Thermometer £15.50
DL1000K 4 Channel Light
Chaser with Dimmer £15 95
DLZ1000K 4 Channel Chaser £8 95
DL3000K 3-Channel Sound
to-Light
£12 95
TD300K+ 300W Touchdimmer £7 75
TS300K+ 300W Touchswitch £7 75
LD300K+ 300W Lightdimmer £3 95
TDR300K+ IR Remote Controlled
Lightdimmer
£14 95
MK6*
IR Transmitter for
TDR300K
£4 50
TDE/K + Touchdimmer
extension
£2 50
TSA300K+ Time Delay Touch
Switch (300W)
£5 00
MK 1
£4 60
Thermostat
MK2
Solid State Relay
£2 60
MK4
Proportional Tempera
£6 50 1
ture Controller
MK5
Mams Timer (1KW) £4 50 1
* includes box. + includes front panel 1
1 All kits include PCBs, components and 1
1 assembly instructions. .
| For further details send SAE
i

TEACH IN 84
Complete kit of top-quality components
as specified by EE including TWO EBBO
starter packs.
£15.80
Reprints of projects per Part
35p
+ sae
BT STYLE PHONE
CONNECTORS
^*'7 =|°
l. j

Line
JackUnitUnits
Master
(first
., line unit) has bell
•'
capacitor and
; surge arrester.
Flush or surface mounting. Screw con
nectors.
Master (flush)
960 1 10) £3 00
Master (surface)
960 112) £3 00
Master (mini surface 960 113) £3 00
Secondary (flush)
960 114) £2 65
Secondary (surface) 960 116) £2 65
Secondary (mini surf 960 1 1 7) £3 00
Dual outlet adaptor
960 118) £4 20
4 way line cord with plug to spade ter
minals
(960 120) £2 00
4 way line cord (960 130) £0 20 per m
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CLOCK
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CAR
PARK

COMPUTER SHOWROOM
TOP HARDWARE, LATEST
SOFTWARE, PERIPHERALS,
ACCESSORIES AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE!
Export Enquires welcome
MULTIMETERS
m
Low cost — 20k
opv. 19 ranges,
battery checker
and buzzer.
AC Volts:
0-50-250 Ik.
DC Volts: 0-2.510-50-250-1kV.
L
_
«
,
DC
\ 'T- ~' "" 1 0- 5mCurrent:
-1 Om - 500m
10A.
Ohms: 10K-100K 1M. Size: 135x89x
40mm. (405 104)
£11.75
High Quality 20k opv 23 ranges. Mirrored
scale, polarity reverse switch, transistor
tester, 12A DC current and battery
check. Includes test leads, batteries and
manual.
AC Volts: 0-6-30-120-300-1200.
DC Volts: 0 0.3-1.5-3-12 30 120 3001200
DC Current: 0-60M-3m-30m-300m-1 2A.
Resistance: 0- Ik -10k -100k 1M.
Size: 155x 102 x 56mm (405 106)
£16.95
ANTEX IRONS
C240 15 Watt (650 100)
£5 60
CS230 17 Watt (650 103)
£5 80
£5 90
XS240 25 Watts (650 104)
ST4 Stand (650 110)
£1 90
99
Chrome-plated Bits
HELPING HANDS
Magnifier and
crocodile clips on
ball and socket
joints mounted
on a heavy base.
Ideal for holding
3
and inspecting
PCBs during sol
dering, fault find
ing, etc.
%
(650035) £3,95
3 NOTE DOOR CHIME
Based on SAB0600 IC the kit includes all
components, loudspeaker, ^PCB, pre
drilled box (95 x 71 x 35mm) and full in
structions. Requires
a 9V battery
pushswitch.
IDEAL PROJECT
FOR and
BE
GINNERS. Order as XK102.
£5.50
//? GARAGE DOOR
CONTROLLER KIT
For controlling motonsed garage doors
and switching
garage and drive
lights on off up to
a range of 40 ft
,
A
Lots of apph
cations like
_
controlling lights
and TVs,
etc, in the home Ideal for aged or dis
abled persons, this coded kit comprises of
a mains powered infra red receiver with a
normally open relay output plus two
latched transistor outputs, battery
powered transmitter and opto isolated
solid state mams switch
XK 103
£25 00
£10 00
XK106 Extra transmitters
BOOKS
We stock BABANI, T.I. and ELEKTOR
Books.
EALING
& NORTH
CIRCULAR RD
UXBRIDGE ROAD
03
0 n^rU) _ HANWEL1
—1
LT
2z> 0
I
■ GARAGE
<^ i|
Z - 30
0
mzo33
!r-TK >
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IFYOUWrnTO

SEE THE LATEST

IN LEISURE

ELECTRONICS.

AT LEISURETR
Horticultu
V
r 8-11
ANDS
o^:

125W HIGH POWER

1 & HI
j

m

YOU NEED TO SEE

A SPECIALIST1
See the latest equipment for your
kind of electronics. Logic probes,
breadboards, including our new low
cost prototyping board. Special offers
for the period of the Show and much more!
It's worth a trip to LEISURETRONICS
just to meet the specialists!

GLOBAL
SPECIALTIES
m An Interplex Electronics Company
Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex CB1I 3AQ.
Telephone: (0799) 21682 Telex: 817477 GSC LTD.
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T.V. SOUND TUNER
SERIES n BUILT AND TESTED Complete with case. £26.50 + £2.oo p&p.
In the cut-throat world of
ssst
consumer electronics, one
of the questions designers
apparently ponder over
is "Will anyone notice if
we save money by chopp^
mg this out?" In the
domestic TV set, one of the
first casualties seems to be
the sound quality. Small speakers —
Also
and no tone controls are common ^
a^'able with bui!t in headphone
and all this is really quite sad, as the
amp. ONLY £32.50 + £2.00 p&p.
TV companies do their best to transmit the highest quality sound. Given this background a
compact and independent TV tuner that connects direct to your Hi-Fi is a must for quality
reproduction. The unit is mains-operated.
This TV SOUND TUNER offers full UHF coverage with 5 pre-selected1 tuning controls.
It can
also be used in conjunction with your video recorder. Dimensions: 10 /2"x7Vi"x2,/2".
E.T.I, kit version of above without chassis, case and hardware. £16.20 plus £1.50 p&p.
GOODMANS
12", 65W, impedance 4 ohms. Freq. res.: 35 —
HI-FI SPEAKER 6,500 Hz. Magnet: ya"x AY?" dia. Foam surround
vinyl laminated cone. For use in Hi-Fi systems
up to 65 watts. Bass/Mid. £15.95 +£2.20 p&p.
7" 60W Bass/Mid. speaker. 8 ohm impedance.
BARGAINS
Freq. res.: 40 — 6,000Hz. 4%"x 14" magnet.
£14.95 +£1.75 p&p.
414" 25W Bass/Mid. speaker. 4 ohm impedance.
With rolled surround. £4.95 +£1.50 p&p.
Tweeters: 8 ohm soft dome radiator type.
(3%" sq.) For use in systems up to 40 watts.
£3.95 ea. +£1 p&p. or £6.95 pr. +£1.50 p&p.
EAGLE
,
Full range 8" 20W, 8 ohm. Twin cone with
rolled surround.
£6.95 +£2.20 p&p.
Full range 614" 1 5W, 8 ohm. Twin cone with
rolled surround.
£5.95 +£2.20 p&p.
TOKUDEN - 8", 8 ohm full range 7,/2W twin Full range 4" 8W, 8 ohm. With rolled
cone speaker.
£3.50 +£1.10 p&p.
surround.
£4.95+£1.50 p&p.

AMP MODULES
The power amp kit is a module for high
power applications - disco units, guitar amplifiers, public address systems and even high
power domestic systems. The unit is protected
against short circuiting of the load and is safe
in an open circuit condition. A large safety
margin exists by use of generously rated components, result, a high powered rugged unit,
The PC board is back printed, etched and
ready to drill for ease of construction and the
aluminium chassis is preformed and ready to
use. Supplied with all parts, circuit diagrams
and instructions.
Accessories: Stereo mains power supply kit with
trans. £10.50+ £2p&p. Mono: £7.50 + £2p&p.
NICAD CHARGERS/BATTERIES

. I.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Max. output power (RMS): 125 W. Operating
voltage (DC): 50 - 80 max. Loads: 4-16 ohm.
Frequency response measured @100 watts;
25Hz 20KH2. Sensitivity for lOOw: 400mV
@ 47K. Typical T.H.D. @ 50 watts, 4 ohms:
0.1%. Dimensions: 205x90 and 190x36mm.
BUILT £17.50
kit £12.00
+ £1.15 p&p.
+ £1.15 p&p.
PAIR 10W ,SPEAKERS
Incorporates 4 /4" 10 watt
speaker. Finished in teak veneer
simulate. Built, ready to use.
Ideal extension spkrs. 1214x
714 x 4% ins. £14.95 +£1.75 p&p.

STEREO TUNER KIT
SPEC AL
OFFER!
SAFT/MAZDA BATTERIES:
RX6 (HP7/AAsize) £1.10ea. or 4 for £3.50. £13.95
RX14 (HP11/Csize) £2.45 ea. or £4.10 a pair. +£2.50 p&p
RX22 (PP3 size) 9 volt. £4.95 ea., £9.00 a pair. This easy to build 3 band stereo AM/FM tuner
50p p&p per order on batteries.
is designed in conjunction with PE (July 81)
SAFT/MAZDA RX22 Charger (takes 2 PP3's) kit
For ease of construction and alignment it
£2.75 + 80p p&p.
incorporates
three Mullard modules and an
UNIVERSAL CHARGER, takes 4xAA's, or I.C. IF System.
Front scale size 1014"x214"
4 C's or D's + 1 PP3. £5.50 + £1.40 p&p. approx.
With diagram and instructions.
BSR RECORD DECKS MONO MIXER AMP
Auto-Changer model - takes up to 6 records
with manual override. Supplied with stereo
ceramic cartridge, £-|2,95 plus £1.76 p&p,
!3 speed, auto, set-down; with
auto return. Fitted with viscous
£45.00
damped cue, tubular aluminium + £2 p&p.
counter-weighted arm, fitted with 50 Watt, six individually mixed inputs for 2
ADC magnetic head. Ideally suited pickups (Cer. or mag), 2 moving coil microfor home or disco use. £25 95 phones and 2 auxiliary for tape tuner, organs
Manual single play record deck
etc. Eight slider controls — 6 for level and 2
with auto return and cueing
for master bass and treble, 4 extra treble
lever, Fitted with stereo ceracontrols for mic. and aux. inputs. Size:
mic cartridge 2 speeds with 45
1314"x614"x 3%" app. Power output 50 W
rpm spindle adaptor ideally
RMS (cont.) for use with 4 to 8 ohm
suited for home or disco.
speakers. Attractive black vinyl case with
13"xl Vappro*. £14,95 plus £1.75 p&p. matching fascia and knobs. Ready to use.
TO: 323 EDGWARE ROAD,
All mail-to: 21A HIGH ST. ACTON W3 6NG CALLERSW2.
Telephone: 01-723 8432.
Callers: Mon - Sat 9.30 - 5.30. Half day Wed. (5LONDON
minutes walk from Edgware Road Tube Station)
Access
phone
orders
on
01-992
8430.
Now open 6 days a week 9 — 5.30. Prices include VAT.
Note:
Goods
despatched
to
U.K.
postal
addresses
only.
All
itemsand
subject
to availability.
Prices correct
31/9/84
subject
to change without
notice.at
Please
allow
14
working
days
from
receipt
of order
for
despatch.
RTVCwithout
Limitednotice.
reserveAlltheenquiries
right
to update
products
send IR THV C
S.A.E.their
Telephone
or mail orders
by ACCESS welcome.
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BBC

miCRO

AUDIO STORAGE

SCOPE

INTERFACE

R.A.PENFOLD
Use your television or monitor screen as a digital storage oscilloscope. Allows
the VDU to present an analogue signal as an oscilloscope-type display.
With the aid of a suitable homecomputer it is possible to produce
items of equipment that would not otherwise be a practical proposition for most
home-constructors. The interface for
the BBC model B microcomputer which
is featured in this article is a good
example of this.
Basically the interface is just a fast
analogue-to-digital converter which feeds
into the BBC micro's user port. A series
of 255 samples of the input signal are
taken and results are stored in memory,
after which the computer uses these
readings to draw the input waveform on
the television or monitor screen. The
equipment thus functions as a simple
digital storage oscilloscope.
This setup does have its limitations,
and with a maximum sampling rate of
only about 100000 to 200000 per second
it is only suitable for audio frequency
waveforms. However, for many purposes this is all that is required, and
useful results can be obtained, as the accompanying oscillographs show. The
interface includes a simple automatic
triggering facility which enables intermittent as well as regular waveforms to be
displayed.
It should perhaps be explained that
although the BBC microcomputer has a
built-in four channel analogue-to-digital
converter, this has a maximum sampling
rate of only about 100 per second. This is
totally inadequate for the present application as it would only permit sub-audio
waveforms to be displayed!
BLOCK DIAGRAM
The arrangement used in the audio
storage oscilloscope interface is shown in
block diagram form in Fig. 1.
The input signal is applied to the input
of the analogue-to-digital converter via an
attenuator and an amplifier. The amplifier
is needed to increase the maximum sensitivity of the circuit to a suitable level. A
signal level of about 2-55 volts peak-topeak is needed in order to fully drive the
analogue-to-digital converter, and the
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amplifier boosts the sensitivity by a factor
of about one hundred.
This gives an overall sensitivity of
about 25'5 millivolts peak-to-peak to
fully drive the unit, but the attenuator can
be used to reduce sensitivity and prevent
stronger signals from overloading the
unit. The software includes clipping
detection and indication.
In order to function properly the
analogue-to-digital converter requires a
negative supply of between about 3 and
30 volts. A —5 volt supply is available
from the power output socket of the BBC
machine, but as the current required here
is only a few tens of microamps it is more
practical to generate a suitable supply
from the +5 volt supply available from
the user port. This is achieved using a
simple oscillator feeding into a smoothing
and rectifier circuit.
The user port of the BBC computer
provides 8 input/output lines plus two
handshake lines. In this application the 8
data lines (PBO to PB7) are used as inputs. and connect to the 8 data outputs of
the converter. Handshake line CB2 is
used as an output, and it provides a brief
pulse to the "start conversion" input of
the analogue-to-digital converter. The
other handshake line, CB1, is used as an
input, and is fed from the status or "end
of conversion" output of the converter.

OPERATION
In operation a "start conversion" pulse
is first provided by CB2, and the CB1
handshake line then monitors the status
output until it goes high, indicating that
data on the 8 bit output is valid. The output of the converter is then read, another
"start conversion" pulse is provided by
CB2. and so on, until the 255 samples
have been taken.
At the maximum sampling rate it takes
only about 2 to 4 milliseconds for all 255
samples to be taken, and this is the effective sweep speed. This may sometimes be
too short, and some means of slowing
down the sampling rate to increase the
effective sweep speed is required. This
can be achieved by switching in the
monostable multivibrator.
The monostable is triggered by the
status output of the converter, and it
provides an output signal to the CB1
handshake line after a delay which can be
adjusted by means of a potentiometer.
This enables a sweep speed of up to about
1 second to be obtained, so that even very
low audio frequency waveforms can be
displayed.
It is sometimes required to display a
short burst of audio signal or a pulse,
rather than a repetitive waveform, and
some form of automatic triggering is then
needed. This is achieved using a software
loop which prevents the main program
from executing until a trigger signal is
received. This signal is provided by a simple trigger circuit which is fed from the
output of the amplifier stage.
As there are no unused inputs on the
user port one of the other ports of the
BBC machine has to be used. Probably
the most simple solution to the problem,
and the one adopted here, is to use one of
the digital inputs of the analogue port.
These are provided by one of the 6522
VIAs (versatile interface adaptors) of the
computer, and they can be read using the
BASIC ADVAL(O) function. However,
in this case an assembly language routine
has to be used in order to obtain adequate
operating speed, and the appropriate port
is read at address &FE40. Input PB1 of
the analogue port is used, and this
provides an output bit 5 of &FE40 (not
bit 1 as one might reasonably expect).

f
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Fit). 1. Block diayram of the
Storage Scope: wInterface for
: BBC Micro. ^ 7: :-7
''

"CB2 >(USER PORT)
PBO
TO
->^iPB7

A/D
CONVERTER

RECTIFIER
AND
SMOOTHING

OSCILLATOR

- PB1 (ANALOGUE; PORT)

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The full circuit diagram of the BBC
Audio Storage Scope Interface is shown
in Fig. 2.
The input signal is applied to JK1, and
from here it passes to a volume control
type attenuator (VR2) and then to a three
section switched attenuator. The latter
provides attenuations of very roughly
OdB, 20dB and 40dB. In other words it
can be used to reduce the sensitivity by
a factor of 1, 10 or 100. However, with

oscilloscopes the minimum sensitivity is
normally considered at the XI gain
setting, with the other settings giving an
increase in sensitivity (X10 and XI00 in
this case).
While this is not a strictly accurate
way of looking at things it is often a convenient method in use. In this case the
unit is not really intended for accurate
voltage measurements, and a highly accurate attenuator is not provided. It is
really only needed to provide reduced
gain when a large input signal is present.

so that fine adjustments using VR2 are
easier.
lC2b is used as a straightforward noninverting unity gain buffer stage giving an
input impedance of 1 megohm. Although
the attenuators shunt the input impedance
of the amplifier, the overall input impedance is still typically quite high at
around 500 kilohms.
The voltage amplification is provided
by IC2a. and this is used as a standard inverting mode amplifier having its voltage
gain set at nominally 40db (100 times) by
R4 and R5. The output of IC2a is direct
coupled to the input of the anatogue-todigital converter device, IC3.
Ferranti, who manufacture the ZN449.
recommend the input signal should be applied to the device by way of a resistor
network in order to obtain the best possible temperature stability, but in this case
the ultimate in stability is not needed, and
direct connection is acceptable. VR1
enables the quiescent bias of the amplifier
to be varied, and is effectively the X shift
control.
IC1 is used in the trigger circuit, and
this is basically just an operational amplifier used as a comparator. A small bias
voltage is supplied to the non-inverting input by R1 and R2 while the input signal is
capacitively counled to the inverting innut
by CI.
An important point to bear in mind is
that IC1 and IC2 are both devices which
will operate well from a 5 volt supply, and
that they can also operate properly with
their outputs at practically the 0 volt supply potential. Most other operational amplifiers are unsuitable on both counts, and
cannot be used in this design.

Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram for the Storage Scope Interface for BBC Micro
+5V
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A/D CONVERTER
The ZN449 analogue-to-digital converter uses the successive approximation
technique. With this method the input
signal is fed to one input of a high speed
comparator, while the comparator's other
input is fed from the output of an 8 bit
digital-to-analogue converter. This is
operated from some logic circuitry, and it
is the final signal fed to the digital-toanalogue converter that constitutes the 8
bit output signal.
When a negative "start conversion"
pulse is received, the input to the digitalto-analogue converter is set with bit 7 (the
most significant bit) at 1, and the other
bits at 0. The output from the digital-toanalogue converter is therefore at about
half its full scale value. This voltage is
then compared to the input voltage, and
bit 7 is reset to 0 if the latter is at the
lower figure.
Next bit 6 is set at 1, the comparison
process is repeated, and bit 6 is reset to 0
if the input voltage is the lesser of the two.
This process is repeated for bits 5 to 0,
with the output voltage of the digital-toanalogue converter gradually moving
closer to the input potential. Of more importance, the digital output gradually
becomes more accurate until it is a true
representation of the input voltage.
A clock signal is needed to operate the
control logic circuit of the device, and it
takes no more than nine clock cycles to
complete a conversion. An attractive
feature of the ZN449 is its internal clock
which requires just one discrete component. This is C4 which sets the clock
operating frequency.
' A value of 82p gives a nominal
operating frequency of 1MHz. which is
tlie maximum guaranteed operating frequency for the ZN449. This gives nearly
100000 conversions per second (allowing
for the time taken for the computer to
read the output), but in practice a lower
timing capacitance can be used, and it
is often possible to obtain something
approaching 200000 conversions per
second. It is advisable to use the highest
clock frequency that gives reliable results
as this gives the unit optimum high frequency resolution.
R13 and C5 are the load resistor and
decoupling capacitor for the internal
voltage reference of the digital-toanalogue converter. R14 is the discrete
emitter resistor for the long-tailed-pair input stage of the high speed comparator.
This must be fed from a negative supply
in order to permit voltages right down to
the 0 volt rail to be compared. One of the
inverting Schmitt triggers of IC4 is used
as a relaxation oscillator, and another
section of IC4 is used as an output buffer
(the other four sections are unused). Dl,
D2 and C6 rectify and smooth the output
of IC4 to give a negative supply of about
—3 volts.
Pin 4 of IC3 is the "start conversion"
input and is driven direct from the CB2
line of the user port. The status output is
at pin 1 of 1C3, and with SI in the "fast"
position this is coupled direct to the CB1
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line. With SI in the "slow" position CB1
is driven via the monostable multivibrator
based on ICS. This is a CMOS 4047BE
device used in the positive trigger mode,
and it is therefore triggered by the status
output when it goes high at the end of a
conversion.
The CB1 line is fed from the "not Q"
output of ICS which goes from the low
logic state to the high one at the end of
the output pulse. This system works
satisfactorily because the CB1 input does
not respond to a particular logic state, but
is an edge sensitive type which (in this
case) is activated by a low to high transistion. C9, R16 and VR3 are the timing
components, and VR3 is effectively the
sweep speed control.
The data outputs of the ZN449 are
tristate types which can be directly interfaced to a microprocessor data bus, but
this facility is not needed here, and the
outputs are permanently enabled by taking pin 2 low.
CONSTRUCTION
A metal instrument case having approximate outside dimensions of 229 x
133 x 63-5mm is suitable for this project.
A substantially smaller case could be
used, but there might then be difficulty in
accommodating the five controls and input socket on the front panel. The use of
a metal case is strongly recommended
since the input wiring is highly sensitive to
stray pick up of electrical noise, and a
metal case provides screening against
mains hum, etc. The front panel layout is
not too critical, but it is advisable to
mount SKI, VR1 and S2 fairly close
together.
Details of the printed circuit board and
wiring are provided in Fig. 3. IC1, IC2
and ICS are MOS types, and they should
therefore be fitted in intergrated circuit
sockets, and the usual MOS handling
precautions should be taken. As IC3 is a
fairly expensive device it is probably
worthwhile using a socket for this component as well. Use pins at points where
connections to SKI, SK2. and the controls will be made.
The connection to the user port of the
computer is made using a piece of 20-way
ribbon cable about 0-5 to 1 metre long
terminated in a 20-way i.d.c. header
socket. A ready-wired socket and lead of
this type are readily available, and it is
probably best to obtain them in this form.
The free end of the lead is connected to
the printed circuit board, and great care
should be taken to avoid mistakes when
doing this. The lead could be connected
via pins, but due to the close spacing of
the connections it would be difficult to
avoid accidental short circuits.
It is more time consuming to connect
the lead direct to the board, but this is the
safer option. Make sure the lead is connected the right way round. Fig. 4 shows
the user port connections (as seen looking
onto the port), and reference to this
should help to avoid errors.
An exit hole for the lead must be made
in the rear panel of the case, and a rec-

tangular cutout about 27 x 8mm cut or
filed at a suitable position in the top of the
rear panel should suffice. Alternatively, a
multiway connector could be mounted on
the rear panel of the case and the connections to the user port could be made by
way of this. However, this would entail
more wiring and the cost of a multi-way
plug and socket.
SK2 is a 1mm socket mounted at any
convenient place on the rear panel. It is
connected to PB1 of the BBC computer's
analogue port using an insulated lead
about 1 metre long and fitted with a 1mm
plug at each end.
The printed circuit board is mounted
on the base panel of the case using 6BA
or M3 fixings, including spacers to keep
the underside of the board clear of the
metal case. The final wiring is then added.
Keep the wiring to JK1, VR2 and S2 as
short as possible, and it should then be
unnecessary to use screened leads in order to keep stray pick up of noise to an
insignificant level.
OV
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PB6 PB4 PB2

PB0 CB1

Fig. 4. Details of the BBC Micro's user port
connections.
IN USE
With SK2 connected to the user port,
SKI connected to FBI of the analogue
port (refer to page 499 of the "User
Guide"), and the computer switched on,
the computer should function normally. If
there is any sign of abnormal operation
switch off immediately and recheck all
the wiring.
The Storage Oscilloscope Program
should then be loaded and run. Function
keys 0 and 1 enable a simple graticule to
be switched on and off, as required. If
function key 2 is operated the unit is
taken into the triggered mode, and it is
then activated by a suitably strong input
signal. The trigger circuit is quite sensitive, and if the input signal fails to
trigger the unit it would not give a
meaningful trace anyway. The attenuator
controls should then be adjusted for
greater sensitivity. If, on the other hand,
the signal is clipped, a warning tone is
produced from the computer. The attenuator controls should then be adjusted
for lower sensitivity, and a fresh sample
of the input signal should be taken.
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COMPONENTS
Resistors
gee
R1,3, 1 M (5 off)
R6.12.10kl3offl

Talk

R6
6k8
R7,1 1 100k (2 off)
R8
22k
R13 390
R 14 47k
R1 5 2k2
All i\N 5% carbon

Page 690

Capacitors
C1,3, 10On polyester (4 off)
6,7
C2
lOp 25V radial electrolytic
C4
82p ceramic plate (see
text)
C5
Ip 63V radial electrolytic
C8
10n polyester
C9
1 n mylar
C10 10Op 10V radial
electrolytic
C1 1 10On ceramic
Semiconductors
IC1
CAS 140E MOS op-amp
IC2
CA3240E dual MOS
op amp
IC3 ZN449 A/D converter
IC4
74LS14 hex Schmitt
Trigger
IC5 4047BE CMOS
monostable/astable
D1,2 1 N4148 silicon signal
diodes (2 off)
Miscellaneous
JK1 3-5mm jack socket
'SKI 1mm socket
SK2 20-way i.d.c. header socket
(with cable)
51
s.p.d.t. miniature toggle
type
52
12-way 1 pole with end
stop (set for 3-way
operation)
VR1 47k linear carbon
VR2 2M2 linear carbon
VR3 1 M linear carbon
Printed circuit board: Singlesided size 100 x 78mm, EE PCB
Service, Order code 8411-01;
metal case about 229 x 133 x
63'5mm (type WB4); four control
knobs; two 1mm plugs and insulated lead: 6BA or M3 fixings;
Veropins; wire, etc.

-6
Approx. cost
Guidance only
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•6

£26.

10 REM STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE PROGRAM
20 REM BY John Penfold
30 REM COPYRIGHT EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
40 REM for BBC Microcomputer model B 32K
50 MODE 1
60 *FX225, 160
70 ?&FE6C=176
80 DIM START 50:DIM STORE 255
90 P%=START
100 COPT 2
110 .START
120 CLD
130 SEI
140 LDX =0=255
150 .WAIT
160 LDAf32
170 AND &FE40
180 BNE WAIT
190 .LOOP
200 LDAf0
BBC miCRO
210 STA&FE60
220 .INLOOP
AUDIO STORAGE
230 LDAf16
240 AND &FE6D
SCOPE INTERFACE
250 BEQ INLOOP
260 LDA &FE60
SOFTWARE PROGRAM
270 STA STORE,X
280 DEX
290 BNE LOOP
300 CLI
310 RTS
320 .DIRECT
330 CLD
340 SEI
350 LDX f 255
360 BNELOOP
370 ]
380 CLS
390 COLOUR 129:PRINTAB(0,2)"Storage 'scope (c) Everday Electronics"
400 PRINTTAB(8,3)"Program by John Penfold"
410 VDU 28,3,31,39,26,24,1 30,-255:1 1 50:765;
420 PRINT f0=Graticule on: f1=Graticule off","f2=Trigger mode: f3=Direct
mode "
430 REPEAT
440 key=INKEY(20)
450 IF key=1 60 G%=TRUE
460 IF key=161 G%=FALSE
470 IF key=1 62 CALLSTART:PROCgraph
480 IF key=1 63 CALLDIRECT:PROCgraph
490 UNTIL FALSE
500 END
510 DEF PROCgraph
520 CLG
530 IF G%PROCgraticule
540 GCOL0,2
550 reading=255
560 M0VE1 30,510
570 FOR X%=1 30 TO 1 146 STEP 4
580 Y%=?(STORE+reading)
590 DRAW X%,Y%*2 + 255
600 IF Y%(1 OR Y%).254 VDU7
610 reading=reading—1
620 N EXT X%
630 ENDPROC
640 DEF PROCgrahcule
650 GCOL0,1
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660 MOVE 130,255:DRAW 130,765:DRAW 1 150,765;DRAW 1150,
255;DRAW 130,255
670 MOVE 385,255:PLOT 21,285,765:MOVE 640,765:PLOT 21,640,
255:MOVE 893,255:PLOT 21,893,765
680 MOVE 1 30,383:PLOT 21,1 1 50,383:MOVE 1 1 50,5 1 0;PLOT
21,130,510:MOVE 1 30,638:PLOT 21,11 50,638
690 ENDPROC
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Fig. 3. Layout of components on the topside of the printed circuit
board and interwiring to case mounted components. A full-size
printed circuit board master pattern is shown below. This board is
available from the EE PCB Service: Order code 841 1 -01.
(Below left). A close-up view of the finished circuit board with the
"free end" of the 20-way ribbon cable soldered in position.
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Examples of waveforms obtained using the Storage Scope Interface for BBC Micro unit.

If function key 3 is operated the unit is
immediately triggered. This mode is
suitable for repetitive waveforms,
although the triggered mode has a slight
advantage even for this kind of waveform
in that it will always start the trace at the
beginning of a half cycle. Of course, in
both modes the trace is not produced in
real-time, and it takes a second or two for
it to be drawn on the screen.
An important point to bear in mind
when S1 is switched to the "slow" mode
is that the total number of samples
remains at 255. When an ordinary oscilloscope is used at a slow sweep speed
with a much higher input frequency the
trace is in the form of a band across the
screen, with the width of the band varying
in sympathy with the amplitude of the input signal. To produce this type of trace
with this equipment would require more
sophisticated software where the sweep
speed would be slowed down wholly or
partially by taking a greater number of
samples, and the suggested program is
only suitable for displaying audio
waveforms.
The vertical position of the trace can
be adjusted somewhat using VR1, but it
takes a couple of seconds for the d.c.
levels of the circuit to settle after VR1 has
been adjusted.
As explained earlier, it is worthwhile
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trying lower values for C4 in order to increase the maximum sampling speed.
This is just a matter of trying various
values to find the lowest one which gives
proper operation of the circuit. It is possible that the unit operates with C4 re-

moved, and just the internal capacitance
of IC3 to act as the timing capacitance. □
Internal view showing the front panel
wiring.
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NEW ROLE FOR TELEPHONE NETWORK
"INFORMATION HANDLING WILL BE MAIN MONEY MAKER"—BRITISH TELECOM

TOMORROW'S
TECHNOLOGY
REVEALED AT
MARTLESHAM
British Telecom's research laboratories, at Martlesham
Heath, near Ipswich, were on public display last September.
Recent achievements at what is claimed to be Europe's most
advanced centre for communications research include;
• High-reliability microchips to be used in undersea optical
fibre cable.
• Radio links for local networks operating at the highest frequency used to date for civil communications.

Welcoming the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry the
Rt. Hon. Norman Tebbit, MP, the Chairman of British Telecom,
Sir George Jefferson, said: "British Telecom, in its new status as
a public limited company, is at the threshold of a challenging
future. Telecommunications is now emerging from the plain
ordinary telephone stage into the digital era and over the next
decade will move into the information handling business.
"In the period we are now entering, we may see the telephone
replaced by information itself as the main money maker for
British Telecom. The data which is already travelling down the
telephone lines could inherit the starring role that the telephone
has held for so long.

Intelligent Network
"The arrival of what is being called "the intelligent network" is inevitable and necessary for customer and information technology
business development. We are resolved that Britain will be at the
forefront, and British Telecom's skill and financial resources are essential elements in bringing that about. In this field we need to think of and
use know-how on an international scale and our customers and the UK
information technology industry's cause will not be advanced by
national insularity, false protection, or special pleading.
"We are competing both at
• A voice-activated telephone which will automatically dial home when told to do so.
home and abroad. And the only
way to command success in such
• Doubling of 100km "four-minute mile" record distance for optical fibre communications.
a climate is to sustain inventiveness, constantly honing the
technological edge as well as
MEDAL FOR MICROPROCESSOR
looking for new products and services to offer our customers when
The engineer who originated the idea of
they
want them and at the right
PIONEER
using for telecommunications what the
prices. We must never cease tryworld now knows as the microprocessor
ing to increase the effective exhas been awarded the prestigious 1984
ploitation of Martlesham's work.
Martlesham Medal.
"Martlesham has made a very
It was presented to Mr. Charles
valuable contribution to world
Hughes, MSc, CEng, FIEE, by the
developments. All our customers
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry,
are benefiting from its many sucthe Rt. Hon. Norman Tebbit, MP, at British
cesses. There is no doubt in my
Telecom's research laboratories located at
mind that this will continue—
Martlesham Heath, near Ipswich.
indeed, its forward-looking atMr. Hughes, who is Deputy Director,
titude is essential to British
ITH
British Telecom's System Evolution and
Telecom's success as a major inStandards Department, received the
formation technology business,
Medal in recognition of the outstanding
and this will contribute to the
work he has done at Martlesham and
further success of British
previously,
at
the
Dollis
Hill
Research
Cenm
Telecommunications Pic."
tre, since 1 955.
In particular, he conceived in 1968 the
idea of using programmable logic in
microelectronic form and progressing for
telecommunications the application in this
field of what the world now calls microOpposite, the computer demonprocessors. He is seen here with a
strates visually how it identifies a
programmable line card in which the
word from its memory, during a
principles he described are applied.
laboratory experiment.
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The "Open Week" is the seventh occasion
since the war that the organisation has made
its research laboratories public in this way.
The first was in 1954 at the Post Office
Research Station at Dollis Hill—predecessor
of the present laboratories. The most recent
was at Martlesham in 1980, five years after
the building had been opened by the Queen.
Just a few examples from the many exhibits
which demonstrate the wide range of research
conducted at Martlesham and the practical
developments that stem from this work are
highlighted below.

Hi Fi Terminal

N

SPEECH CONTROLLED

Computer Design For

TELEPHONE

New Telephones
Using their own adaption of a special design computer, researchers are speeding-up the development
of new telephones and reducing pre-production
costs.
Our photograph shows assistant executive
engineer, Debbie Reeves, demonstrating how Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) can be used to
progress a new design of telephone handset direct
from the initial engineering drawing to final production mouldings, eliminating time consuming and expensive intermediate processes.
The computer also ensures that the production
moulds are cut to the precise shape required and are
exact interpretations of the original design.

Responding to spoken commands, the Automatic
Speech Controlled Telephone (ASCOT) recognises
the instruction spoken into the mouthpiece. Using a
range of words already stored in the telephone's
computer memory, such as "dial" and "home", it
will automatically make a call. Alternatively, it will
perform all the functions needed to make a call to a
particular telephone on hearing the command "dial"
followed by the correct number.
Up to 50 words may be stored in the memory.
Each time it receives an instruction, the telephone
compares the voice pattern with its "template" contained in the memory and acts accordingly. It
will give a visual display of a stored number upon
receiving the command "view" followed by the
appropriate name or code.
Among its practical applications is its potential as
an aid to physically disabled users who may not be
able to move an ordinary telephone dial or press
buttons.
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PHOTO VIDEOTEX

m

Audio-Conferencing
Termed "the Lighthouse" by BT researchers,
this acoustic terminal is a combined microphone
and loudspeaker unit designed to sit in the centre of a table while the audience holds a longdistance conference with participants at the
other end of the telephone line.
Current audio-conferencing over the public
telephone network has limitations imposed by
the 3-4kHz bandwidth. Advances in digital
coding now enable bandwidth of 7kHz to be
compressed so that high fidelity conference calls
can be transmitted over the same bandwidth as
a normal telephone call.
It is claimed that appreciable improvements
in sound quality will be obtained when it goes
into service giving 7kHz bandwidth, hi fi, via the
Integrated Services Digital Network.

A
m.
K

TROUBLE SHOOTING
Spectacular lightning flashes ere a vivid
example of the capacity of static electricity to
cause death and destruction.
A nasty jolt through the finger when a
metai object is touched after walking over
synthetic floorcoverings is a reminder of the
everyday occurrence of natural charges.
But even harmless human static can
destroy or disrupt the sensitive components
used in today's modern telephones. So Martlesham scientists are continuously applying
the shock treatment to prototype phones
destined for the home and office.

Photo Videotex, which will go into service next
year, will exploit the high-bandwidth and high
speed capacity (64kb/s) of BT's advanced voice
and data Integrated Service Digital Network
(ISDN) due to start later this year, or through the
many cable television networks being developed.
The Photo Videotex library of pictures is built
up by photographing subjects using a special
editing terminal with a television camera. Instead
of transmitting a live image to a distant screen,
coded information is stored in a central computer.
A full colour picture can be summoned out of
the library by any user with a compatible terminal
in their home or office. It takes only 10 seconds
to transmit, receive and display a full-colour, fullframe photograph; and only five seconds for
black and white.
687

FOR
ENTERTAINMENT
BY BARRY FOX
The Telecom Connection
In the winter of 1981 British Telecom
proudly launched its new plug and socket
system for British telephones. These are the
sockets now being installed in British
homes. So far BT has bought 25 million
and soon every home with a phone will
have at least one. The size chosen was
quite deliberately different from that used in
America.
Was this to protect the UK market from
cheap foreign imports? No, said BT, the
British plug is better because it is safer. It
isn't possible for someone with a small
finger (for instance a baby) to push it in and
get a shock.
There is 50 volts d.c. standing on the
British telephone lines and the ringing tone
can be anything between 75 volts and 1 50
volts, depending on how close you are to
the exchange. Although the current
available is low (130 milliamps): the
voltages are at around skin-puncture level
and can upset anyone with a nervous disposition.
After the press conference I measured
the British plug and socket against the US
version. As I suspected the British socket
was actually larger. You can't get a UK plug
in a US socket, however hard you try. But
BT clung to its story. "The European test
finger does not reach the metal contacts on
our sockets" a spokesman confirmed to me
in writing, in December, 1981.
Now the scene changes to October,
1 983. British Telecom is busily installing its
sockets in British homes. The electronic
mail service Telecom Gold is also moving
ahead; and people with home computers
like the idea of plugging into TG. But to do
this you need a modem, and it has to be approved for connection to the British
telephone service.
It was in October, 1 983, that the British
Approvals Board for Telecommunications,
an independent body acting under mandate
from the Government, started testing
modems. Before that the testing work had
been done by BT.
Many of the modems submitted for test
to BABT have a plug and socket that
matches the BT plug and socket. This lets
you plug the modem into the phone line
and the computer and phone into the
modem. So it takes literally only a moment
to make a permanent hook-up.
Euro Shock
Almost at once BABT started rejecting
modems. The socket on the modem didn't
meet the European finger test. While the
modem makers fumed, an unpalatable truth
dawned on BABT, BT and the Government.
BT had goofed! All 25 million BT plugs and
sockets already ordered, and all the tens or
even hundreds of millions to follow in future
years, did not meet the EEC regulations.
If it had been only a few modem makers
involved, the directive would have stood.
But because of the magnitude of the
problem, the Government (to be strictly accurate the Department of Trade and Industry which is actively encouraging the
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liberalisation of telephones and the spread
of information technology) moved fast.
Behind the scenes the DTI assured the
BABT that it would change the law so that
the EEC directive does not apply to the BT
sockets. With this assurance BABT
withdrew its objection to modem sockets.
BT is now safe to go on fitting its own
sockets.
But at the time of writing, the DTI has
not yet worked out a way of publicly announcing the change in law without also
publicising BT's gaffe and proving that
there is one law for the rich multi-million
supplier and another for the poor smallvolume firm.
Behind The Scenes
William Goldman is the man who wrote
the screenplays for everyone's favourite
films: "Butch Cassidy", "All The President's
Men", "How To Steal A Diamond" (The Hot
Rock), "A Bridge Too Far", "Marathon
Man" and many others. Talking earlier this
year at the National Film Theatre he let slip
a couple of interesting facts on the making
of Butch Cassidy.
Originally the two buddies were to have
been Paul Newman and Steve McQueen.
But their agents couldn't agree on who
would get top billing. So McQueen pulled
out and they negotiated with Brando.
Then they negotiated with Warren
Beatty and only finally settled for Robert
Bedford. He desperately wanted the part
but was number umpteen on the list. It
opened to terrible reviews but became
famous by word of mouth,
Goldman has a fascinating observation
on modern film-going habits. Are you old
enough to remember the phrase: "This is
where I came in"? Before and during the
war people would go to the cinema halfway
through a film, watch it to the end, sit
through the supporting "B" picture and ice
wmmmMuseum Piecemmmm
We now take electricity for granted.
Too much for granted, in fact. Mains
power is inaudible and invisible. You
can't smell it but you certainly know if
you touch it—or, if you are unlucky, you
don't know because it kills you.
Familiarity breeds contempt. In the
early days of electricity they had to put
up signs. "This room is equipped with
Edison electric light. Do not attempt to
light with match. Simple turn key on wall
by the door." In small print they added—
"The use of electricity for lighting is in no
way harmful to health, nor does it affect
the soundness of sleep."
How do I know this? Well inexpensive
re-prints of the original posters are on
sale at the Greater Manchester Museum
of Science and Industry. This museum
(free entry) really is worth a visit if you
are in the Manchester area.
It's on the site of Liverpool Road, the
oldest passenger railway station in the

cream ads, then watch the first half of the
main feature and leave where they came in.
No-one (except William Goldman it seems)
would dream of going back to the cinema
next day, and seeing the same film again.
Today audiences go out of their way to
watch a film right from the beginning. You
would hardly watch a film on tape without
first fully rewinding to the beginning, would
you? Also people watch films more than
once. Otherwise, why would anyone buy a
video tape or disc?
Next time you watch an old film bear this
in mind. It explains a lot. Most bid films
make some kind of sense wherever you
drop in. But many modern films make no
sense at all once you have passed the main
title.
Licence To Smuggle
We hear a lot in the news about people
skipping across the border between the
North and South of Ireland. But have you
ever thought what it means in commercial
terms to have a sales tax of 35 per cent on
electronics in the South, with tax at the
British rate in the North? What it means is
that there is a massive black market in
smuggled electronics!
Although the Irish Government gives
money on a plate to any firm willing to
manufacture goods in the South no one
wants to make colour TV sets there. Why?
By some brilliant legal manoeuvring
Telefunken and Thorn-EMI still manage to
persuade manufacturers that they need to
take a licence under the patents which
protect the PAL colour TV system. It is
brilliant because many of the patents have
now died of old age.
The licence contains a strict requirement
that only half the PAL sets made can be exported. The other half have to be sold on
the home market. Southern Ireland has
such a tiny population (around three
million) that the market for TV sets is very
small. It is not worth building a factory to
mass produce colour TV sets of which half
must be sold locally. So they are all imported and carry VAT at 35 per cefljj.
Monochrome sets are made in Southern
Ireland but also carry the heavy tax. That is
why around one-in-three colour TV sets
now sold in Ireland has been smuggled over
from the North.
world and it backs onto the Granada TV
studios. You can see where they have
built full-scale Coronation Street and
Baker Street replicas for shooting modern
TV programmes.
The museum is still expanding but the
Power Hall is already finished. The station was built in 1830 and the Power Hall
is in a freight handling shed built in the
1850s.
The theme is harnessed energy; steam,
internal combustion, diesel and electricity. Manchester was the centre of the
Industrial Revolution in Britain and the
museum has rescued working engines
from the remains of now derelict industries.
One exhibit in the new Textile Hall will
explain the origin and meaning of overtime. As the workers worked faster a
water wheel providing factory power
turned the clock faster!
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To: RT-VC, 21 B High Street, Acton, London W3 6NG
Please send me
£10*95
INCLUDING VAT

car packs

1^ One pack costs £10-95 plus £1 -50 p&p (£12-45)
)E
Value
< I enclose PO/Cheque No
IS

PLUS

£1-50 P&P

Just in time for Christmas we are pleased to make this
special Everyday Electronics offer to readers. Using a
proportional digital radio control system, the steering and
speed of the car can be accurately varied, giving total
manoeuvrability both going forwards and in reverse.
The neat package contains the complete radio control
transmitter, battery-operated car with built-in radio control
receiver and aerial, bollards, decorative labels, a motoring
handbook and a sheet of obstacles and road signs to cut out.
In short, everything you need to practice driving, except the
batteries, at a special price for EE readers.

To: RT-VC, 21 B High Street, Acton, London W3 6I\IG
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wafers for SI and S2 respectively. Makaswitches are held by Electrovalue and
Maplin.
Other components that require mention
are the precision resistors. These are
specified as 0-5 per cent tolerance and
should be purchased if reasonable accuracy
is to be obtained. If resistors with such a
close spec, cannot be obtained then it is
perfectly in order to use lower tolerance
types, if, of course, a reduction in overall
performance is acceptable.

shop!

talk!
BY DAVE BARRINGTON
CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS

Robot City Technology, Dept EE, 20 Burners Lane, Kiln Farm, Milton Keynes
MK11 3AU.

Alfred
This month making his debut in the
pages of EE is Alfred, a robot trainer project. He is a truly inexpensive, by current
prices, model of an industrial "big brother"
that can be programmed by a home computer, such as the Acorn Electron,
A complete kit of parts for Alfred would
normally cost £170, plus VAT. However,
special arrangements have been made with
Robot City Technology whereby readers of
EE may purchase a kit for the sum of £1 60,
plus VAT, A saving of over £ 1 0! Also under
development (but not part of the kit) is a
solid state vision system.
Robot City Tech are also prepared to
supply all components as individual items.
This includes mechanical mechanisms and
pulleys, servo motors and interface board.
For full details, readers should write to

Digital Multimeter
Most of the components used in the
Digital Multimeter project appear to be "off
the shelf" items.
The integrated circuit IC3, type 7106, is
a 3^ digit A/D converter (with display
drivers) and is currently listed by Maplin,
Rapid, Electrovalue and TK Electronics.
the 3^ digit liquid crystal display is now
a common item stocked by most of our advertisers. The display should be mounted on
the circuit board via Soldercon pins.
The "range" and "mode" switches are
not available as single items, a system
called "Maka-switch" is used where the
switch mechanism and wafers are
purchased as separate components. When
purchasing the wafers you should specify: 3
off, 2-pole 6-way and 2 off, 2-pole 6-way

Proximity alarm
The key operated switch used in the
Proximity Alarm is available from most of
our advertisers. The majority of suppliers
will sell a "double-pole double-throw" version. If this is the case only one set of contacts need to be used.
The peizo-electric resonator used for the
warning siren is stocked by Bi-Pak, Cirkit
and Greenweld.
BBC Micro Audio Storage
Scope Interface
The only source of supply we have been
able to find for the ZIM449 A/D Converter
used in the BBC Micro Audio Storage
Scope Interface is Midwich Computer
Company Ltd., Dept EE, Gilray Road,
Diss, Norfolk IP22 3EU.
Fluid Detector
We cannot foresee any component buying problems for the Fluid Detector. The
"fluid level detector" i.e. LM1830 is listed
by Maplin Electronic Supplies: Order code
YY99H (LM1 830).

MASTER
Electronics -Microprocessors - Now!
The PRACTICAL Way\
Electronics — Microprocessors — Computer Technology is the career
and hobby of the future. We can train you at home in a simple,
practical and interesting way.
Recognise and handle all current electronic components and 'chips'.
Carry out full programme of experimental work on electronic &
computer circuits including modern digital technology.
Build an oscilloscope and master circuit diagrams.
Testing and servicing radio — T.V. — hi-fi and all types of electronic/
computer/industrial equipment.
New Job? New Career? New Hobby ?

toSEEmq

andDOOTG
SEND THIS COUPON NOW.

Please send your brochure without any obligation to: —
NAME
ADDRESS

I am interested in:

I ELECTRONICS
n
I MICROPROCESSORS
] RADIO AMATEUR LICENCE
□ CITY & GUILDS EXAMS
Qroc
I
Co\o^
Other Subjects .
BLOCK CAPS PLEASE
AccKwrioBY^-^
OR
TELEPHONE
US
COUNCI
THE ACCREDI
I
Of CORRtL FORSPONOf
NCE C TATION 0734 51515 OR
TELEX 22758
BritishNationalRadio&Electnm^ School Reading,Berks.RGl IBR CACC (24 HR SERVICE)
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Heathklt ■ IT'S A PICASURl TO BUILD
Bring the enjoyment back into your hobby
You'll find Heathkits available for Amateur Radio
with a kit from Heathkit. The beautifully
Gear • Car Test Equipment • Kits For The Home
illustrated documentation and step-by• Self-Instruction Courses • Computer Kits • Test
step instructions make building a Heathkit
Instrument Kits • Kits For Weather Measurements.
a relaxing, absorbing pleasure! Every kit
includes a constructors' guide covering
All the most popular kits and educational products
soldering and component identification
are fully detailed in the 1984 Maplin catalogue (see
which makes construction straightforward
outside back cover of this magazine for details) or
even for a beginner.
for the full list of Heathkit products send 50p for
The Heathkit range contains many kits
the Heathkit International Catalogue
ideal for beginners as well as
complete with a UK price list of all
amateur radio kits, computeritems.
ised weather stations, a
highly sophisticated
robot, a 16-bit computer
kit and a range of home
All Heathkit products available in
(or classroom) learning
the UK from:
courses that have
easy-to-understand texts and
Maplin Electronic
illustrations, in sections so that you can
Supplies Ltd.
progress at your own
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh,
pace, whilst the handsEssex, SS6 SLR.
on experiments ensure
You 11 be proud to say,
Tel: (0702) 552911.
long-term retention of
"I built it myself!"
"
the material covered.
(For shop addresses see back cover.)

Assemble and install your
own system and save pounds
A COMPLETE
>.
SECURITY
SYSTEM
FOR ONLY
£39.95 +va.T
contains:
Control
Unit& mechanical fixings
Enclosure
Key
Switch
& 2 keys
L.E.D.'
s
bW
Speaker
4 highHorn
quality
surface mounting Magnetic Switches MS 1025
With
onlysecurity
a few hours
oftoyour
timeyour
it is family
possibleandtoproperty,
assembleat the
andamazingly
install an
effective
system
protect
low
cost
of
£39.95
+
V.
A
T.
No
compromises
have
been
made
and
no
corners
have been
cut.Assembly
The outstanding
valueforward
resultswith
fromthevolume
production
and
direct
supply.
is
straight
detailed
instructions
providedhome.
WhenShould
installed
youwishcantoenjoy
the peace
of mind
that results
from a
secure
you
increase
the
level
of
security,
the
system
may
extended atsensors.
any time with additional magnetic switches, pressure
pads beorcode:
ultrassonic
Order
CS1370. Don't wait until it's too late - order today
EXTENDED SYSTEM CS 1480 Price £62.50 + V.A.T.
This
system
in addition
to thehorn
CS speaker
1370, anand
ultrasonic
type
US 5063
+This
itscontains,
enclosure,
an additional
a furtherdetector
2 magnetic
switches.
system
outstanding
level of security
providedrepresents
Order Code:
- CS 1480value for money for the high
SELF-CONTAINED ULTRASONIC
ALARM UNIT CK 5063
only £37.00 + V.A.T.
Requires
no installation.
assembled
our
professionally
built andEasily
tested
modules,using
•Adjustable
range
up
to
25
ft.
•Built-in
entrance
and exit delay
•Built-in
timed alarm
•Key
operated
switch
- Off,speaker
Test and Operate
•Provision
for
an
extension
•Fully
self-contained
•Uses3"USSpeaker
5063. 3515
PSL 1865. Key Switch
3901,
Now
you
can
assemble
a really
effectiveSupplied
intruderwith
alarmfullatinstructions,
this low pricetheusingkit
tried
and
tested
Riscomp
modules.
contains
everything
necessary
to
provide
an
effective
warning
your
house
or flat. With
a built-in LEDIt may
indicator
andbetest
position
thesystem
unit isorforeasily
set-up
requiring
no installation.
simply
placed
on asiren
cupboard
desk.a
Movement
within
its
range
will
then
cause
the
built-in
to
produce
penetrating
90dbs supplied
of sound,with
or even
HOdbs with an additional speaker All
parts200
included
Size
x 180and
x 70mm Order
asfullCKinstructions
5063 for ease of assembly
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ALARM CONTROL,
UNIT
CA1250

SIREN & POWER
SUPPLY
MODULE
PSL 1865

Awhich
complete sirenofandproviding
power sound
supplylevels
moduleof
HOdbsisatcapable
2In metres
when
used
with
a horna
Price£19.95 +V.A.T. speaker
addition, the unit provides
The
heart
of1250
any alarm
system
is the feature
control stabilised
12Vincluded
output upsotothat
100mA
A switching
unit.
The
CA
offers
every
possible
relay
is
also
the
unit
may
that
is likelywhether
to be required
when constructing
a complete
used in conjunction
with the US 5063 to formbea
system
a
highly
sophisticated
alarm
installation
or simply
controlling a single
magnetic
switch
onsiren
the front
POWER SUPPLY & RELAY UNIT
•Built-in
electronic
drivesdoor
2 loud speakers
•Provides
exit
and
entrance
delays
together PS 4012
Price£4 95 +V A T.
with
fixed
alarm
time
Provides
stabilised
12Vampoutput
at 85mA
•Battery
back-up
with trickleswitches,
charge facility
contains
a
relay
with
3
contacts.
The
unitandis
•Operates
with
magnetic
pressure
designed
to
operate
with
up
to
2
ultrasonic
pads,
ultrasonic
or
I.R,
units
units or 1 infra-red unit IR 1470.
•Anti-tamper
and panic
facility
SIREN
SL157
•Stabilised
output
voltage
•2panic
operating
modes
full
alarm/anti
tamper
and
Producescoupled
aMODULE
loud penetrating
slidinghorntonespeaker,
which,
facility
when
tos aof suitable
•Screw
connections
tor
ease
of
installation
produces
S.P.L.'
HOdbs
at£2,95
2 metres
Operating
from
9-15V.
Price
+
V.A.T.
•Separate
relay
contacts
for
external
loads
•Test loop facility
5Vi"weather-proof
HORN SPEAKER
HS 588
This
horn
speaker
provides
HARDWARE KIT
extremely
high sound pressurethelevels
(1 lOdbs
at1865
2 metres)
CA£4.91250,
HW1250
or SL 157when used with Price
5 + V.APS.T
3-P0S. KEY SWITCH 3901
only
£9.50
+ V.A.T.
MAGNETIC
MS- 1025
Surface mountingSWITCH
superior quality
This
attractive
case
is
designed
to
house
the
control
unit LEDCA indicators
1250, together
the US 4012 ULTRASONIC MODULE
appropriate
and
keywithswitch
Basic lowrange
cost ultrasonic
detector suitable
for
Supplied
with front
the necessary
mounting
pillarsa wide
of movement
detection
and
punched
panel,
the
unit
is
given
applications
featuring
2
LED
indicators
and
professional
appearance
by
an
adhesive
silk
screened label. Size 200 by 180 by 70mm having adjustable range 5-25 ftPrice £10.95+ V.A.T.
Add
15%post
VATand
to allpacking
prices to all orders
Add
70p
RiSCOMP LiMiTED
Units
on
demonstration
Shop
hours
9.00 to 5.30 p.m
Dept EE23, 21 Duke Street,
Closed
Wednesday
Saturday 9.00
to 1 00 p.m
Princes Risborough,
SAE
all enquiries
Bucks. HP17 OAT.
Orderwith
by telephone
or
post
Princes Risborough (084 44) 6326
using [ t
^23 your credit card |
Please allow 7 days delivery

DIGITAL ULTRASONIC
DETECTOR
US 5063
only £13.96 +V.A.T
•3
levels
of
discrimination
against false alarms
•Crystal
control
•Adjustable
rangeforupgreater
to 25ft.stability
•Built-in
delays
• 12V advanced
operation module uses digital signal
This
processing
to providediscriminating
the highest level
sensitivity
againstof
potential falsewhilst
alarm conditions.
ULTRASONIC MODULE
ENCLOSURE
. _
only
m
£2.95
+ V.A.T.
Suitable
metal
enclosure
for housing
individual
ultrasonic
module
type
USnecessary
5063 anor
US
4012
Supplied
with
the
mounting
pillarsforandUSscrews
etc For
US 5063
order SC 5063:
4012 order
SC 4012
INFRA-RED SYSTEM
IR 1470 only £25.61 + V.A.T.

Consisting
of separate
and receiver
both
of which
are housedtransmitter
in attractive
cases,
thebeam
system
provides
anupmoulded
invisible
modulated
over
distances
of
to 50ft
operating
a
relay
when
the
beam
is
broken
Intended
for
use
in
security
systems,
but
also
ideal for photographicSizeand
applications
80 bymeasurement
50 by 35mm
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FINDING

E. A. Rule
In this series of short articles it is intended to deal with fault finding on various
types of equipment in a completely practical way. The emphasis will be on home
constructed or kit equipment using examples taken from actual workshop or
production line experience. The methods
used to locate faults depend on many factors but in this series we shall divide the
faults into three main groups.
The first of these is where faults have
occurred on newly built or production
line equipment, in other words, equipment
that has either never worked or only
partly worked since it was built and may
contain actual mistakes in wiring or
wrong components, as well as actual
faulty components.
The second group concerning us is
with equipment that has been working
perfectly well up to the time a fault occurred. In this group, faults are almost
always due to faulty components
although sometimes a manufacturing
fault could be the problem (dry soldered
joint for example).
The third group (and the worst) is
where someone has "had a go" and the
result is a piece of equipment which has
now more faults on it than before it was
"serviced!" Personally I have encountered
many examples of this, where people have
tried to save money by doing it themselves, only to finish. up with a larger
repair bill due to the damage they have
done owing to their inexperience. Unless
you really know what you are doing, do
not attempt repairs in this group because
the chances are that you will take the
blame for anything else that goes wrong.
Many hours can be spent putting right
other people's mistakes before you even
get around to the original fault and often
(as in my experience) this type of work
cannot be charged for because the service
charge would be completely out of
proportion to the value of the equipment.
You have been warned!
TEST EQUIPMENT
An experienced engineer is often asked
what type of test equipment should be
purchased for a service department to
enable effective repairs to be carried out?
This is not easy to answer, because it depends so much on the type of work involved and the relative skills of the
engineer. For example, I have recently
been involved in repairs to domestic hi fi,
tape units and cassette radios etc., about
80 per cent of the work in recent weeks
has been mechanical, no electronic test
equipment was used at all. However,
sometimes the reverse is true and one
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never has the right equipment to hand, a
recent repair to an oscilloscope resulted
in a Megger being the most useful item
in locating the fault, the more normal
multimeter being of no use.
It is just not practical to give a hardand-fast rule regarding test equipment but
good detective work and commonsense
can make up for the lack of test equipment, whereas the reverse is not true! One
thing is very sure, there is no such thing
as a "textbook fault". During this series
some examples of real faults will be given,
although some of these will seem to have
come from the realms of science fiction!
ROUTINE PROCEDURES
Faults by their very nature tend to be
"one-offs", no two ever being quite the
same; however we can use the same basic
method to locate similar types of fault
and although some of the examples given
may never cross the path of the reader the
method used can be used over and over
again for many different faults of a
similar nature. It is important to develop
a routine approach to fault finding and to
use it every time, even when sometimes it

may not seem worth while. In my experience a routine procedure has located
more faults in less time than any other
method. True, there are exceptions but in
practice the advantages of a routine approach far outweigh the disadvantages. A
good routine also ensures that you do not
miss anything that may otherwise go undetected. Each of the groups of faults
mentioned earlier requires a different
procedure although there is of course
considerable overlap.
VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT
One thing that can be applied to all
groups, is the measurement of voltages
around the circuit. This should always be
carried out as the first step to locating a
fault and many seemingly complicated
faults will be found by simply doing a
voltage check and comparing it with the
manual or author's voltage table (if
available). If no such table is available,
then one has to rely on personal experience, for example, a transistor
operating normally would not exceed
about 0-7 volts between its base and emitter connections, if you measured (say) 5
-.W*
I
I

r

■

! '•

5,
SS
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volts then an open circuit base/emitter
junction could be suspected. With a.c.
coupled amplifiers the collector voltage
could be expected to normally be about
half the supply rail voltage, etc., etc. It
will depend on your own experience as to
how far you can go, but it is always
worth doing a voltage measurement and
noting the results, even if only for future
reference.
One area where voltage measurement
is difficult is when the various stages are
d.c. coupled. With this type of circuit all
the voltages around the circuit will be
wrong and often not much can be
gleaned; however it is still worth doing
because you may find something, like the
base/emitter example mentioned above.
The method of fault finding in a d.c.
coupled circuit will be covered later in the
series. It is worth mentioning at this point
a very useful tool, this is the "soldersucker". This tool is used for de-soldering
a joint by first melting the solder with the
soldering iron and then "sucking" the
solder away from the joint, leaving it
clean and undamaged, the component
can then be simply "lifted" out of the
board. These tools are not expensive and
quickly repay their cost in undamaged
components and printed circuit board
tracks. It goes without saying of course,
that when removing components or
touching a board with a soldering iron,
the equipment must be switched off, or
better still, disconnected from the supply.

Considerable damage can be done if
equipment is left on while soldering. This
is one of the most common reasons for
faults in group three.
FAULT ANALYSIS
Do not "invent" faults, it is surprising
how many people look for a complicated
explanation for a faulty condition in a circuit, when quite often the fault is a simple
one. Recently I had a set in for service
which had what seemed at first to be a
complicated fault in a digital display. It
was of an intermittent nature, with the
display seeming to have a will of its own.
Sometimes it would work perfectly and
the fault could not be provoked under any
conditions, at other times the display
would show either the wrong display (frequency instead of time, etc.) or show only
parts of the segments of the numbers. At
other times a very slight touch on a front
panel control would correct the condition.
On the face of it a number of faults
seemed to be present. Actually the fault
turned out to be small specks of solder
"spattered" across the underside of the
printed circuit board during assembly,
thus shorting out the tracks; these solder
bridges are very common. The only "tool"
required for this fault is a magnifying
glass! Simple faults can cause quite
mystifying results at times, especially on
newly built equipment. Always consider
the simple explanation first. Often, a good

pair of eyes and detailed observation is all
the "equipment" you will need, coupled
of course with commonsense.
Make sure that you really understand
how your test equipment works. It is no
good connecting up a very expensive oscilloscope (which looks impressive) if you
do not understand the picture it gives
you. With a multimeter, be sure you
understand how its loading on certain
circuits can affect the results. Some of
these points will be dealt with later in this
series, but the point is, that you must
always be on your guard against selfinduced false information, it is very easy
to fall into one's own traps.
Do not be misled by the above comments, that you can do all service work
without the proper equipment, you cannot. However, most of the time simple
tests will locate the fault, but there will be
times when only the proper test equipment will enable the fault to be found. For
example, tracing the reason for a high distortion level in a hi fi amplifier. For this
type of testing you will require a low distortion audio oscillator, a distortion
meter, and possibly an oscilloscope as
well. Nevertheless, most hi fi faults are of
a "go", "no go" nature and simple tests
will normally reveal the fault.
In next month's issue we will look at
some of the faults found on newly built
equipment and give some practical examples of these and the methods employed
in locating them.
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One item of test equipment not
generally found in the average constructor's workshop is the digital multimeter. There are many reasons why this
is so, perhaps the most common being the
high cost involved for a multimeter of
good quality. This article describes how a
basic meter of quality comparable to
many commercial meters can be constructed simply.
Obviously a home-built multimeter
cannot, in most circumstances, be better
than commercial meters. However, by
careful selection of components as will be
explained later, there is no reason why the
performance figures, shown in the
Specification opposite, should not be obtained. Digital multimeters are highly
regarded by many people, and for many
reasons. Perhaps the two most popular
reasons are as follows:
1) They are inherently more accurate
than conventional analogue meters.
2) They are easier to read.
ACCURACY
The accuracy of any multimeter depends on a number of factors, by far the
most' important being "loading effect"
presented to the circuit under measurement. For any meter to function, a
current must be drawn from the circuit
under test. The value of current required
depends on the overall sensitivity of the
meter, which in turn determines the "input impedance". We can illustrate this
point by referring to Fig. 1. Here we have
a simple circuit of two resistors forming a
potential divider across a supply of 10
volts. By using the following formula we
can work out the voltage at point "X".
v
x R2
R1+R2
10
x 100k
100k + 100k
10
x 10000
100000 + 100000
10
x 100000
200000
= 5 volts
Now, suppose we try to measure the
voltage at point "X" with an analogue
multimeter, with an input impedance of
100 kilohms. This is shown in Fig. 2.
With the multimeter directly across the
lower resistor, the resistance in that part
of the circuit is now 50k (Ohm's Law).

mULTimETER

DUIMCOMBE

Inserting these new values in our equation
we find;
10
x 50k
100k + 50k
10 x 50000
150000
= 3-333r volts

=

SPECIFICATION
RESOLU- ACCURACY
F.S.D. TION
MODE
200mV 10OgV + 1 digit 0-7%
Direct
2V
1 mV
0-25%
Voltage
20V
lOmV
0-72%
200V lOOmV
0-35%
2000V IV
0-5%
NOTE: Max v ullage is 1()00V applied via separate
socket
200mV 10OgV + 1 digit 1-1%
2V
1 mV
1-4%
Alternating 20V
10mV
0-7%
Voltage
200V lOOmV
0-45%
2000V IV
0-61%
NOTE: Max v altage is 1 )00V applied to s eparate
socket
200gA 0-1 pA ±1 digit 0-45%
Direct
2mA
1 pA
10%
Current
20mA 10pA
1-2%
200mA 100pA
2-8%
2000mA 1 mA
3-6%
Alternating
Current

200jiA 0-1 pA ± 1 digit
2mA
IpA
20mA lOpA
200mA lOOpA
2000mA 1 mA

pedance, say 10M, and work out the
equation as before (Fig. 3) we find the
following results (R2 is now 99 •009k
(Ohm's Law));
10
x 99009
100k + 99009

Quite a different voltage from what we
would expect! If we now measure the
voltage at the same point, but use a digital
multimeter with a very high input im-

V out -
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0-8%
10%
1-3%
2-8%
3-1%

10

x 99009

199009
= 4-975 volts
The difference is obvious.
RESOLU- ACCURACY
F.S.D. TION
200ohms 0-1 +2 digits
1-7%
2k
1
0-9%
Resistance 20k
10
0-8%
200k 100
1-1%
2M
Ik
M%
20M
10k
1-5%
NOTE: No external voltage must be applied
Junction
Direct measurement of
Test
semiconductor junctions at £
current of 10OpA.
Input
10MQ shunted by 42pF.
Resistance
3^- digits liquid crystal.
Display
Frequency
Substantially flat from 50Hz
Response (a.v.) to 10kHz, within ±0-6dB
from 30Hz to 20kHz.
Protection
Internal A/D i.e. protected by
a current limiting resistor.
2-amp fuse in common
line for current.
Overload
Worst case voltage overload,
safe for approximately one
minute.
Inputs
Two panel mounted sockets
used for all measurements,
except junction test mode and
voltages above 200V.
One rotary switch for Mode
and one for Range, no other'
controls required.
MODE

r

DIGITAL
MULTIMETER
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The first error can be simply
demonstrated as in Fig. 4. Here we view
the meter scale from above. In (a) an observer views the meter needle from an
angle which is not the intended angle. The
result is he reads the meter as 4-1. In
another position (c), the angle is similar
but opposite, and the observer this time
reads the meter incorrectly as 3-9. The
correct viewing angle is 90° from the
scale face and is shown correctly at (b).
The second error, interpolation is
demonstrated in Fig. 5. Here we see a
typical meter scale labelled 1 to 5, with
major divisions indicated. The first division has also been calibrated in tenths.
Suppose the meter needle came to rest
between the second and third minor division of the first major division. The
reading is obviously 1-2 something, but
what precisely is the value? The difficulty
here lies in the inability to judge precisely
the very small parts between the minor
divisions. The result is the reading being
guessed. Could it be 1-25 or could it be
1-26?
With digital multimeters, both the
readability errors are overcome at the
same time. Parallax error is no longer a
problem, and the guesswork is eliminated
entirely—depending on the number of
digits in the display of course, Fig. 6
shows the appearance of a typical display.
From the foregoing paragraphs, it can
be seen that digital multimeters have
certain very important advantages over
comparable analogue meters.
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Readability in analogue meters is
solely dependent on the construction of
the meter scale, and errors here are just
two.
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MULTIMETER DESIGN
The digital multimeter described here
has a total of 26 measurement ranges,
these being shown in the Specification.
Briefly however, the meter is capable of
measuring from 200mV up to 1000V on
the voltage ranges. And from 200pA up
to 2A on the current ranges. Resistance
ranges cover from 200 ohms to 20
megohms in six ranges. All ranges being
full-scale deflection (f.s.d.).
A useful facility provided within the
meter is a junction test. The particular
type of circuit used for resistance ranges
is unsuitable for the normal type of junction test on semiconductors, as the
voltage available at the terminals is below
that normally required to turn junctions
on. In fact the maximum current that can
flow is approximately 6mA, resulting in a
voltage of just less than 0-6V appearing
at the terminals. The junction test terminal is therefore connected to a 1-2V
source within the meter and used on the

Fig. 1 (top left). Simple circuit for a
potential divider.
Fig. 2 (top centre). Measuring the
voltage at point X with an analogue
meter with an input impedance of
100k.
Fig. 3 (above). Measuring the voltage
at point X with a digital voltmeter
(10M input impedance).
Fig. 4 (far left). Example of possible
meter reading errors likely to occur
with analogue types.
Fig, 5 (left). Example of interpolation
error.
Fig. 6 (bottom left). Typical digital
multimeter display.
200pA range. Any junction now being
tested will be turned on, and cause a
reading, typically 60, to be displayed, indicating that the junction is forward
biased.
The input impedance of the meter is
10M shunted by approximately 42p. The
capacitance is due to a simple frequency
compensating network which is used on
the alternating ranges. The capacitance
does not interfere with any other range.
The display used was chosen mainly for
its ease of being seen in sunlight or other
bright conditions. The meter can be
powered by batteries for portable work,
or connected to the mains for bench
work. The current drawn by the meter is
fairly small, giving the two PP3 batteries
used a very long life.
Simple overload protection is provided
by a current limiting resistor in the input
lead to the logic i.e. It is possible that the
circuit can survive a severe overload for a
minute or two, any longer than this then

Fig. 7. Block diagram of how the Digital Multimeter functions.

INPUT
ATTENUATORS
AND
MODE/RANGE
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PRECISION
RECTIFIER

CONTROL
LOGIC
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the protection component will be
destroyed with the possibility of the main
logic i.e. also being damaged. Further
protection is provided by a 2A quick
blow fuse in the common lead.
The meter is fairly complex to construct, but the few adjustments needed in
setting up have been kept to a minimum
without the need for expensive equipment.
In fact the only item required is a d.c.
voltmeter of reasonable accuracy,
although an accurate a.f. signal generator
would be helpful.

^ COMPAR

V,N

TE
LINEAR RAMP
GENERATOR

COUNTER

CLOCK
GENERATOR

Fig. 8, Basic arrangement for a single slope A/D converter.
BLOCK DIAGRAM
A block diagram showing in simple
form how the Digital Multimeter functions is shown in Fig. 7.
The quantity to be measured is connected by way of a mode switch to a network
of attenuators (for voltage), or to shunts
(for current). A range switch selects a
suitable range for the value to be
measured. For example, a voltage of
6-7V would be measured on a range
which had a f.s.d. of 20V. The quantity
being measured is further selected by a
mode switch, which passes it to a precision rectifier if the value is alternating, or
direct to the logic circuit if it is direct.
The logic circuit converts the quantity,
which in passing through previous parts
of the circuit is now a small direct
voltage, into a form more readily accepted by the display. This conversion is
known as the "Dual slope analogue-todigital conversion", and will be explained
in more detail later. Basically the voltage
is compared with a rising voltage, a ramp
voltage, within a comparator. When the
two voltages coincide, a switch is turned
off which stops a series of clock pulses
previously started when the ramp voltage
turned on. During the period when the
ramp voltage was rising, a counter was
counting the number of clock pulses
arriving at its input. With the clock pulses
now finished, the counter transfers them
to the display, which shows the precise
value of the quantity being measured.
The measurement of resistance is
slightly different and uses the logic circuitry and a set of ranging resistors. The
method used is called the "ratiometric
system". A detailed explanation will be
given later, but at this stage it is worth
mentioning that the accuracy is dependent solely on the stability and precision
of the ranging resistors.
The remainder of the block diagram is
the power supply. This is quite conventional and supplies two voltages of +5V
and —5V. Switching is included to change
over from battery to mains operation and
vice-versa. When used on batteries, the
multimeter uses two PP3 9V types, which
have a very considerable life.
THE DUALSLOPE PRINCIPLE
The idea of single slope analogue-todigital (A/D) conversion was briefly given
earlier when we considered the block
diagram. Although the design here uses
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dual slope A/D conversion it is worthwhile considering the single slope principle as this will give a better understanding
when considering the dual slope principle.
A basic arrangement for a single slope
A/D converter is shown in Fig. 8. Here
the blocks mentioned previously can be
seen; a comparator, switch (gate), clock
pulse generator and ramp generator.
Refer also to the timing waveforms of
Fig. 9.
An input voltage Vin, is applied to one
input of a voltage comparator, the second
input being connected to the ramp voltage
generator. When the ramp generator is
first turned on, several things happen.
The gate is turned on from its previously
off state, clock pulses from the clock
generator are allowed through the gate to
the counter. The counter then starts to
count each clock pulse as it arrives.

RAMP

CLOCK
PULSES TO
COUNTER
11
Fig. 9. Timing waveforms for the A/D converter.

CLOCK
GENERATOR
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ELECTRONIC
SWITCHES

CON PROL
LOC IC
INTEGRATOR

COMPARATOR

I
[REFERENCE-J
COUNTER

DISPLAY

fEEt31A|
Fig. 10. Block diagram for a simple dual slope A/D converter.
During the time the ramp voltage is rising there is a relatively stable state in the
circuit. Once the ramp voltage reaches
the value of Vin as shown in Fig. 9a, the
comparator detects the similarity between
the voltages and causes the gate to turn
off. Fig. 9b. In doing so the gate prevents
any further clock pulses from reaching
the counter, Fig. 9c. The counter now
decodes the clock pulses and passes the
result to the display where the voltage Vin,
is displayed directly in volts.
The major disadvantage of this system
is the need to generate a very stable clock
signal, and to ensure that precision with

Fig. 11. Action of the variable ramp
generator.
INTEGRATOR
RAMP VOLTAGE
REFERENCE
VOLTAGE
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COMPONENTS

Approx. cost
Guidance only

excluding
boards

Resistors
R25 15k
R1 3 100
0-5%
9M
0-5%
R1
R26 390k
R14 Ik
0-5%
900k 0-5%
R2
R27 15k
0-5%
R1 5 100
90k
0-5%
R3
R28 Ik
0-5%
R1 6 Ik
R4
9k
0-5%
R29 Ik
0-5%
R1 7 10k
900
0-5%
R5
R30 IM
R18 100k 0-5%
0-5%
R6
90
0-5%
R31 1 M
R1 9 1 M
R7
10
0-5%
R32 IM
R20 10M 2% or 5%
10k
R8
R33 IM
R21 1 M
1 k2
R9
R34 100k
R22 3M3
2% or 5%
RIO oni
R35 47k
0-5% or 2%
R23 6k8
R11 1
R24 15k
0-5%
R1 2 10
All resistors are j\N +5% except where stated. (R10 can be 14in of 30 s.w.g.
Capacitors
10On polyester
010
10n disc ceramic 1000V
C1
lOOn
CM
5-65p trimmer (fail type)
02
470n
012
470p polystyrene
03
220n
013
4700p
04
014
10p 1 OV tant.
220n polyester
05
10p 10V „
015
4p7 lOVelec.
06
016
10OOp 16V elec.
220n polyester
07
10OOp 1 6V „
017
10p 10V elec.
08
10Op ceramic plate
09
Semiconductors
1N4002
D5
1N914
D1
IC1
CA31 40 d.i.l.
IN4002
D6
1N914
D2
IC2
4070
D7
1N4002
ZN423
D3
103
7106
1N4002
D4
104
7 810 5
105
79L05
Switches
Potentiometers
VR1
1 k ten turn horizontal preset Sla-f 6-pole 6-way, maka-switch
S2a-d 4-pole 6-way, maka-switch
VR2
Ik
S3a,b
2-pole 2-way slide switch
VR3
Ik
S4a,b
2-pole 1 -way rotary switch to
fit SI
Miscellaneous
See
SK1-4 4mm sockets, two red, one black, one white
SK5
miniature 3-pole mains socket
J1
mains transformer 6-0-6V at 200mA
FS1
2A quick blow fuse
FS2
1A quick blow fuse
page 690
B1,2
PP3 9V batteries (two off)
LCD
3y digit liquid crystal display
Case—Verobox type 21035 Sin x Syin x Sin, two printed circuit boards.
Low profile i.e. sockets (8-pin, 14-pin, 40-pin), one of each.
Display bezel, two round control knobs, two Terry clips.
Soldercon pins, two battery clips, two 20mm fuseholders, 6BA mounting hardware.
Connecting wire, spirawrap, suitable test leads with 4mm connectors, etc., etc.
which the comparator detects the coincidence of the two voltages is sufficiently
accurate. The dual slope arrangement
overcomes these problems by making the
sampling time constant.
A block diagram for a simple dual
slope A/D converter is shown in Fig. 10.
Here the ramp generator is replaced by
an integrator, which can be simply considered as a variable slope ramp
generator.
Initially, capacitor C in the integrator
is discharged with all Electronic Switches
(ES) off. When the circuit is turned on,
ES1 is turned on allowing the input
voltage Vin to be applied to the integrator,
which begins to charge the capacitor C.
The integrator now ramps positively, for
a period set by the clock generator, time
"T" in Fig. 11. The slope, or angle of this
ramp voltage is determined by the
magnitude of the applied voltage Vin. At
the end of this time period, ES 1 switches
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off and one of the two reference switches,
ES2 or ES3 turns on, depending on the
polarity of Vin, at the same time the comparator resets the clock, which begins
counting from zero.
With one of the reference voltages applied to the integrator, C now discharges
and the integrator proceeds to ramp to
zero, time "t" in Fig. 11. When the integrator reaches zero, the comparator
stops the clock pulses. The number of
clock pulses, and thus time "t" is directly
proportional to the value of Vjn. The
counter decodes the clock pulses and presents the actual value, in terms of voltage
to the display.
Conversion accuracy using this type of
converter is generally independent of
component values and stability of the
clock generator. Accuracy is primarily
dependent on the reference voltage
stability.

THE 7106 I.C.
The heart of the multimeter is of
course the logic circuitry, and this is handled entirely by one i.e. the 7106. The i.e.
is a l.s.i. device in a 40-pin package. The
i.e. incorporates all the analogue-todigital conversion circuitry as well as
circuits for auto-polarity and auto-zero.
The device also includes display
decoder/drivers thus allowing a liquid
crystal display to be driven direct without
any interfacing circuitry or current limit
resistors, etc.
The i.e. uses the dual slope A/D conversion as described earlier and is able to
sample the input quantity at approximately three per second, thus giving the
meter a fast response to rapid changing
inputs. The input impedance of 12the i.e. is
specified as greater than 10 ohms,
although this is reduced when in the
remainder of the circuit.
The input to the i.e. is pin 31, and is
protected by resistor R30. In the event of
an excessive voltage being applied, R30
limits the current applied to the i.e. This
arrangement is not infallible, if the
overload is not removed within a certain
time, the resistor will simply burn away
and allow the full force of the overload to
rest on the i.c!
The 7106 i.c. is able to drive liquid
crystal displays direct. For l.c.d.s to
operate, they require an a.c. signal, this is
provided for by the i.c. and a suitable
signal is available at pin 21. For a particular segment to be turned on, it must
be driven by a signal of equal amplitude
but opposite phase to that of the
backplane, pin 1 on the l.c.d. This is used
to good effect when auto-polarity is considered.
Within IC3 is a voltage comparator
which is used to detect the polarity of the
input. Voltage comparators are designed
to give a logic 1 output if the difference
between their inputs is positive, and a
logic 0 if the difference is negative. This is
the basis of the auto-polarity circuit and
the signal so produced by the comparator
is available at pin 20.

DECIMAL POINT
Decimal point switching is achieved by
selection of the appropriate Exclusive-Or
gates of IC2. The truth table for an
Exclusive-Or gate shows that, if one or
the other inputs is high the output will be
high, but if both inputs are high the output will be low. If we take one input low
and use the other as the back-plane
signal, the output will vary between low
and high, but not out-of-phase as is required. If we thus take the control input
high, the gate will invert the back-plane
signal which will now be out-of-phase as
required and drive the appropriate
decimal point.
The control inputs, pin 2 of IC2 for example, are kept low by taking them to the
negative rail. The selection of the decimal
points is made by S2d. The pole of this
switch is taken to the positive rail which
697

allows the control inputs to be taken high
when they are selected.
Over-voltage is indicated by all digits
turning off except for the most significant
one. The display will readjust "1".
The typical accuracy for the i.e. is
0-05%, this being typically +1 count. In
other words this means the last digit of
the display can vary by either plus one or
minus one. For example, a reading of
1-234, can be either 1-233 or 1-235. This
is not a fault of the i.e. and is common in
all digital equipment. The i.e. can also
provide an over-range indication by turning off all digits in the display except the
most significant one.
The internal circuitry of the i.e. is far
too complex to describe in great detail,
however, the block diagram given in Fig.
10 is a fair representation of how the i.e.
works. A number of discrete components
are required to set various functions
within the i.e., and these are not shown in
the block diagram.
Together with the display, the i.e. can
form a very accurate panel meter with a
f.s.d. of 200mV. It was with this in mind
that the construction of the whole digital
multimeter included provisions for using
this part of the circuit separately. Experienced readers will be able to work this
out quite simply.
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram for the
Digital Multimeter is shown in Fig. 12,
which also shows the power supply.
The power supply is conventional in
design and uses two small three-terminal
regulators to provide the two supplies required by the circuit. Considering the
mains side of the power supply; mains
voltage is stepped down by the transformer to give about 12V a.c. to the bridge
rectifier consisting of diodes D4 to D7.
The bridge rectifier now provides about
8V d.c. to each of the smoothing
capacitors C16 and C17 (it is assumed
that S3a/b is in the mains position).
The two regulators, IC4 and ICS
provide regulation to the required ±5V
required by the circuit. The two small
capacitors on each of the outputs from
the i.c.s provide a final smoothing of the
d.c. In some regulator circuits very small
value capacitors (lOn for example) are
sometimes found on the outputs of the
regulators. These are usually provided to
prevent high-frequency transits from appearing on the supply lines. They are not
required here as the main i.e. has a very
low noise threshold and is virtually unaffected by r.f. spikes, noise, etc.
The remaining part of the power supply is the switching arrangement used to
switch from mains to battery operation.
Total isolation of the two supplies is
necessary and is carried out here by S4a
and S4b (part of mode switch) switching
the mains supply, and Sle and Slf (also
part of the mode switch) switching the
battery supply off. Switching between the
two different supplies is carried out by the
small rear panel mounted switch S3.
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Some constructors may feel that the
expense incurred in providing this type of
complex switching is not justified. It is
suggested therefore, that just one type of
supply is chosen thus eliminating the
extra switches. This does not give the
multimeter that certain flexibility, but
nevertheless can be tried if desired.
The heart of the multimeter is of
course the 7106 i.e., IC3, the basic operation of which was outlined earlier. Mention was made of a few setting components, and these will now be described.
REFERENCE VOLTAGE
The stable reference voltage is
provided by a band-gap reference diode,
D3. The device is a small integrated circuit which provides an extremely stable
voltage of 1-2V. The exact voltage may
vary from device to device, but will at all
times be stable. The
temperature coefficient is 30ppm/oC, while that of the
internal oreference of the i.e. is only
100ppm/ C. A potential divider consisting of R27, R28 and VR3 is used to
adjust the output of D3 to give a precise
reference of lOOmV at pin 36 of IC3.
This voltage is also used to measure
resistance and in consequence is connected to a number of ranging resistors. The
full 1-2V of D3 is taken via R8, R9 and
VR1 to the Junction Test terminal. With
the multimeter set to read 200pA d.c. fullscale. the preset is adjusted to give a
reading of 100.
Components R34 and C9 set the internal oscillator of IC3 at approximately
50kHz. This can be adjusted more accurately by using a small preset in place
of R34, although for most purposes the
accuracy of the oscillator is unimportant.
The dual slope integration components
(R and C in Fig. 10) are R35 and C13.
Capacitor C12 is the auto-zero component which at the end of a count, charges
up to a value determined by the offsets
between the integrator and the comparator. When the circuit is counting, this
voltage offset is added or subtracted to
the actual input voltage thereby compensating for any drift, etc.
D.V. MEASUREMENT
The direct voltage to be measured is
connected between the "COM" terminal
and the "+" terminal; and then via the
mode switch, SI. For the purpose of this
explanation we shall assume the input
voltage is 20V. As already stated, the
logic i.e., IC3, cannot accept this voltage
direct, its maximum input being just
0-2V. Obviously this high voltage must
be stepped down, and is done here quite
simply by the precision potential divider
consisting of R1 to R7.
Returning briefly to the introduction, a
simple equation was given, which gives
the output voltage from a potential
divider, reference to this will show that

the correct combination of resistors is
9M9 for Rl, and 100k for R2. This is
position three on the range switch, and
S2a is switched to this position. As the
quantity being measured is a direct
voltage it does not need to be passed
through the a.c./d.c. converter. In consequence it passes via Sib and Sic to the
input pin of IC3. S2d, selects the appropriate position for the decimal point in
the display. All other switches not mentioned do not play any part in this mode
of measurement. Finally, as already
described, the logic circuit performs the
necessary analogue-to-digital conversion
on this output (0-2V), and displays the
result.
D.C. MEASUREMENT
The measurement of direct current is
quite simple and involves passing the
current to be measured through a series
resistor, and then measuring the voltage
drop produced across the resistor. As
with d.v. the a.c./d.c. converter is not required and the path is as follows. From
the (+) terminal via Sla to the range
switch S2b, through the selected resistor,
and then via the 2A protection fuse to the
circuit under measurement. The voltage
drop produced is taken via the wiper of
S2b to Sib and finally via Sic to the
input of the logic i.e.
A.V. MEASUREMENT
The alternating voltage to be measured
is applied to the meter in a similar way,
however, this time the voltage is required
to go via a high voltage isolating
capacitor, Cl. This capacitor blocks any
direct voltage which may be present. An
example here is the measurement of ripple
on a d.c. power supply.
The particular range required is selected by S2a, this time however the voltage
does not go direct to the logic i.e., but
passes through the a.c./d.c. converter,
shown as a block on the main circuit
diagram. The converter is selected by Sib
and then by Sic which connects the output of the converter to 1C3. Throughout
the d.v./d.c. measurements, the converter
was short circuited and thus did not affect
the remainder of the circuit.
Conversion from alternating voltage to
a direct voltage is carried out by IC1 and
associated components, together they
form a high precision half-wave rectifier.
The use of such a circuit greatly increases
the accuracy of rectification than if a
standard single silicon diode was to be
used. Conventional diodes are imperfect
at very low level a.c. signals because they
do not begin to conduct until the applied
voltage exceeds a certain value, often
called the "knee". In most diodes this
knee value is usually 600mV, much
higher than the 200mV or so we are applying to the circuit. By combining diodes
with operational amplifiers the effective

Fig. 12 (facing page). Complete circuit diagram for the Digital Multimeter, including the
power supply. The A/D converter circuit is shown within the dotted area.
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knee value is reduced by a factor which is
equal to the open loop gain of the opamp. In this way the circuit acts as a perfect rectifier even down to voltages of a
few hundred microvolts.
CONVERTER
The circuit for the converter is shown
within the dotted area of Fig. 12. The opamp is wired as a high impedance a.c.
amplifier with gain adjustable by VR2.
The input is applied via R21, and
negative feedback via Dl, R24, C5 or by
D2, R25, C5. On negative half-cycles of
the input, Dl conducts with D2 reversed
biased, the output is zero. On positive
half-cycles the op-amp swings positive,
D2 conducts with Dl reversed biased, the
output is now positive.
When the input voltage is zero, the
diodes act as open circuits, which cause
zero negative feedback to be applied to
the op-amp. Under this condition the opamp operates in the open loop mode and
gives a high voltage gain. Consequently,
only a very small voltage, typically 3pV
or less is needed to raise the forward
diode voltage above the knee, beyond
which rectification as described takes
place. Once the knee value has been exceeded, the diode acts as a virtual short
circuit and under this condition the gain is
determined by the ratio of R22 to
R23/VR2.
Using this circuit as near a perfect rectifier is obtained.
A.C. MEASUREMENT
As with previous measurements, the
alternating current is applied to the "+"
and "com" terminals. The path for the
current is the same as for direct current.
The voltage drop produced across the
range resistor is alternating, thus it requires rectification to a direct voltage
before being applied to the logic circuit.

Fig. 13. Simplified diagram showing the
"ratiometric" method of measuring
resistance.
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This is carried out by the a.c./d.c. converter which is switched into circuit by Sib
and Sic. The resulting direct voltage can
now be applied to the logic circuit and
shown on the display, and read as current
rather than voltage.
RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENT
The principle, known as the
"ratiometric" system, is used to measure
resistance. A simplified diagram of the
operation is shown in Fig. 13. In this
system, we require to apply the reference
voltage across both a standard resistor
and the unknown resistor. To achieve this
as simply as possible we disconnect the
reference low input from the OV line and
connect it across the standard resistor.
This is carried out by switch Sid. The actual path the reference voltage takes is;
from VR3 wiper, through one of the
range resistors R15-R20, through the unknown resistor via Sla and returned to
the common line by way of the "com"
test lead. This path is shown simply in the
diagram of Fig. 13.
By its name, the "ratiometric" system
uses a ratio to determine the value of the
unknown resistor, this being the ratio of
the voltage across the standard resistor to
the voltage across the unknown resistor.
These voltages are monitored between the
ref hi and ref lo pins on the logic i.e., and
by input hi and input lo/common pins,
the latter monitoring the voltage across
the unknown resistor.
The logic circuitry inside the i.e. is so
arranged that, the ratio between
1000
' REF
= Actual reading on display
For example, suppose we select the 2k
ohm range and measure a resistor of
exactly 2000 ohms. We know that from
Ohm's Law, the unknown resistor will
have twice the voltage across it than will
the standard resistor.

Expressed as a ratio, 2:1. Inserting
these in our equation
^ INPUT x 1000
= —x 1000
= 2000 ohms
You can try this yourselves by measuring (mathematically) 500 ohms! The
ratiometric system has two main advantages, first only lOOmV is used for the
measurement thus enabling in-circuit
measurements to be made without turning on transistor junctions. Second the
accuracy is totally independent of the
reference voltage stability, providing the
voltage remains stable for the duration of
the measurement, the accuracy is solely
determined by the accuracy of the range
resistors. This also means that no calibration is required.
JUNCTION TEST
Referring to the resistance measurement above, the voltage used as already
stated cannot be used to turn on transistor or semiconductor junctions. Thus a
separate terminal is provided which can
deliver the required voltage to turn on a
junction. This is provided by the reference
voltage circuit consisting of D5 and other
components.
In use, the mode switch is set to d.c.
and the range switch to the 200pA range.
The semiconductor junction to be tested
is connected between the "junction test"
terminal and the "+" terminal, connections to other terminals are not used. In
this condition a voltage of 1-2V appears
between the terminals, and is sufficient to
turn on any junctions.
The preset VR1 is used to set the
current flowing with the test leads shorted, to lOOpA, a semiconductor junction
when forward biased will show a reading
of approximately 60'0.
NEXT MONTH: Construction, setting
up and use.
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TWO FABULOUS OFFERS FROM
FIND YOUR WAY
THROUGH THE DIGITAL
£

m
52

N
ELECTRONICS MAZE

The incredible 'MINI 20'
28 ranges
20kn/V d.c. & 4kn/V a.c.
(With protective fuse)
Accuracy: 2% d.c, and resistance,
3% a.c.
| 28 ranges: d.c. V lOOmV, 3V, 10V,
30V, 100V, 300V, 600V. d.c. 1 BO^A,
600mA, 6mA, 600mA. a.c, V 15V,
50V, 150V, 500V, 1500V, a.c.
130mA, 300mA, 3.OA. Ohms 0- I
,,
2kn,0-2Mft.dBfrom ~10to +62 in
6 ranges.
Dimensions: 105 x 130 x 40mm.
The 28 ranges cover all likely requirements. Operation is straightforward, just turn the selection
switch to the required range.
This special offer is a wonderful
opportunity to acquire an essential piece of test gear with a saving of nearly £10.00.
THE IDEAL INSTRUMENT
ft Ml V .CO 1 CO
FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR
L-MML. I CC I .DU
(complete with carrying case, leads and instructions)
'SUPER 20'
A SUPER PROTECTED UNIVERSAL MULTIMETER

*20KfW
AC AND DC
T20 super

misefca

★ 39 RANGES
★ INDESTRUCTIBLE
(automatically protected %
on all ranges but 10A /

Accuracy:
39 ranges:

d.c. ranges and H 2% a.c. 3% (of f.s.d.)
d.c. V lOOmV, 1 0V, 3 0V, 10V, 30V, 100V, 300V, 1000V.
d.c. I 50/xA, 100/xA, 300/xA, 1.0/xmA, 3mA, 10mA, 30mA,
100mA, 1 A, 10A
a.c. V 10, 30V, 100V, 300V, 1000V;
a.c. I 3mA, 10mA, 30mA, 100mA, 1.0A, 10A.
a o-5.oka, o-soka, o-5ooka, 5Ma, somh.
dB from -10 to -f-61 in 5 ranges.
Dimensions: 105 x 130 x 40mm.
These special offers is a wonderful opportunity to acquire an
essential piece of test gear with a saving of nearly £20.00.
(complete with carrying case,
leads and instructions)
ONLY £33 50
PRICES Our prices include VAT and postage and goods are normally
despatched by return.
For details of these and the many other instruments in the Alcon range,
including multimeters, components measuring, automotive and electronic instruments, please write or telephone:
JvOt Instruments Ltd.
19 MULBERRY WALK LONDON SW3 6DZ TEL: 01-352 1897 TELEX: 918867
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First there was
SUPERKIT
and now ..,
NEW
SUPERKIT II
This practical self-instruction kit has been developed to extend the
original beginners' SUPERKIT. SUPERKIT II includes an instruction
manual and many more components, enabling you to design and use
adders, subtracters, counters (ripple, up/down, synchronous, decade
and Gray code), registers, pattern recognisers and 7-segment displays.
You need the board and components from SUPERKIT to enable you to
build the circuits in SUPERKIT II. Together the two kits provide an
excellent introduction to digital electronics - what really goes on
inside a computer.
SUPERKIT (SUP) £22.00
SUPERKIT II (SUP II) £16.00
Special prica £36.00 for both (SUP -f II) (inc. VAT and p & p)
The SUPERKIT series is backed by our theory courses, DIGITAL
COMPUTER LOGIC (beginners' course), which covers the design of
logical circuits, and DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN (more advanced),
which covers the design of digital computers. MICROPROCESSORS
AND MICROELECTRONICS teaches you what a microprocessor is
and what it can do.
DIGITAL COMPUTER LOGIC (DCU £7.00
DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN (DCD) £9.50
MICROPROCESSORS AND MICROELECTRONICS (MIC) £6.50
Please send for full information on these and our other courses.
GUARANTEE If you are not completely satisfied, return the item to us within 28 days for a full
refund. All prices include worldwide surface postage (ask for prepayment invoice for airmail).
Allow 28 days for delivery in UK. Overseas payment by international credit card or by bank draft
drawn on a London bank.
CAMBRIDGE LEARNING LTD, Unit 34, Rivermill Site,
FREEPOST, St Ives, Cambs PE17 4BR, England.
Tel: 0480-67446
No 313026022 Transcash No 2789169 Reg No 1328762
• VAT
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A
Please send me (initial letters used):
SUP
@ £22.00
DCL @ £7.00
SUPII
@£16.00
DCD @£9.50
SUP + II @£35.00
MIC @£6.50
I enclose a cheque/PO payable to Cambridge Learning Ltd for£
Please charge my
credit card,
No
Expiry date
Telephone orders from credit card holders accepted on
0480 67446 (24 hrs)
Name
Address .
Signature.
CAMBRIDGE
LEARNING
Unit 34, Rivermill Site, FREEPOST,
St Ives, Cambs PE17 4BR, England.
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This unit is mainly intended for use as
a simple burglar alarm, and it simply
sounds an audible alarm if someone
comes within about one foot or so of the
unit. One way of using the unit is to hang
it from a door handle so that the alarm
sounds if an intruder approaches the
other side of the door. The alarm signal
will give warning of the intrusion if the
house is occupied, or should deter any
would-be burglar if the house is unoccupied.
The circuit is quite simple and is a true
proximity detector which uses an oscillator and a sensor wire to detect the
presence of anyone near to the unit,
rather than using infra-red, radar, or
ultrasonics as the basis of detection. The
stand-by current consumption of the circuit is a little over 300 microamps which
is low enough to permit economic battery
operation of the alarm even though it will
be left operating for long periods of time
in normal use.
BLOCK DIAGRAM
The block diagram of the Proximity
Alarm is shown in Fig. 1. The sensor is
just two pieces of wire which are very
close together but are not in electrical
contact with one another, and these are
connected to the input and output of an
oscillator. However, the oscillator is
biased so that its quiescent output voltage
is zero and oscillation normally fails to
occur. Any electrical noise picked up by
the sensor tends to briefly take the output
of the oscillator away from its zero volts
quiescent level so that oscillation can take
place. The circuit has its sensitivity adjusted so that under stand-by conditions
the noise picked up by the sensor is insufficient to produce these bursts of oscillation, but only marginally so. Anyone in
close proximity to the sensor tends to

pick up electrical noise and capacitively
couple it to the sensor, and this resultant
increase in electrical noise received by the
sensor causes bursts of oscillation from
the oscillator.
The output from the oscillator is rectified and smoothed, and the d.c. voltage
produced is used to drive a latch circuit.
This in turn activates an audio oscillator
which drives a loudspeaker and produces
the alarm sound, a low frequency oscillator modulates the audio oscillator to
give a two tone alarm signal. The two
tone alarm has the advantage of being
much more noticeable than a single tone
of similar volume. Once triggered the
alarm continues to operate until the unit
is switched off due to the inclusion of the
latch circuit in the unit. The on/off switch
is a key-operated type so that there is no
quick way for an unauthorised person to
switch off the alarm.
In order to be usable it is clearly
necessary for the unit to incorporate a
circuit which prevents the device from
operating properly until a few seconds
after switch-on so that the user has a
chance to move away from the unit
before it becomes operational, and the
unit does not simply trigger as soon as it
is switched on. This is achieved using a
simple timer circuit which prevents the
smoothing circuit from producing an output signal until about three seconds after
switch-on.
CIRCUIT
Three integrated circuits form the basis
of the unit, as can be seen from the full
circuit diagram which appears in Fig. 2.
The oscillator is built around
operational amplifier IC1, and this is used
in the non-inverting amplifier mode.
Variable resistor VR1, together with Rl,
form the negative feedback network

which determine the voltage gain of the
amplifier, and the gain can be adjusted
from less than unity to about 11 times by
means of VR1. Resistor R2 biases the
non-inverting input to the negative supply
rail so that the circuit has the necessary
reluctance to oscillate; R2 has a high
value which makes the circuit sensitive to
stray pick-up by the sensor. This also ensures that the capacitance in the sensor is
adequate to produce oscillation when
there is sufficient pick-up to bias IC1 into
linear operation. Capacitor C2 is the discrete compensation for IC 1.
The smoothing and rectifier circuit is
comprised of R3, D1 and C3. Resistor
R3 is included to reduce the attack time
of the circuit slightly, and this gives the
circuit some immunity to noise spikes
picked up by the sensor and helps to prevent spurious triggering.
IC2 is a CMOS 4001 BE integrated circuit which is a quad 2-input NOR gate,
but in this circuit the two inputs of each
gate are connected together so that four
simple inverters are produced. Gates
IC2c and IC2d are connected in series so
that they act as a non-inverting buffer
stage. Initially C7 is uncharged so that
the input and output of this buffer stage
are both at logic 1. Transistor TR1 is

M!

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Proximity Alarm.
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V R1
100 k

IC2pin U

lOu

10 k

9V |
PP3 |

33p
1NA148

100/J
IC1"
CA3130

IC3a

R4
220 k
—W
IC2a
A0018E

lC2b
40018E

SENSOR
10 k

2M 7

TRi
BC 109

IC2 pin 7

2M2

IC2c
.001 BE

IC 3b

IC2d
4001BE

VR2
220k
XI
PB 27 20
©

i

}EE105G|
Fig. 2. Full circuit diagram of the Proximity Alarm.
biased into conduction by the base
current it receives from the buffer amplifier via R12, and C3 is therefore held in
an uncharged state. Capacitor C7 is
charged quite quickly by way of R10
though, and about three seconds after
switch-on the input to the buffer stage
falls to logic 0, the output also goes to
logic 0, TRI is cut off, and the rectifier
and smoothing circuit is then able to
function normally. Thus the switch-on
delay is obtained. Diode D2 ensures that
C7 discharges rapidly when the unit is
switched off so that it is ready to give a
further switch-on delay as soon as SI is
returned to the "on" position again.
A simple latch circuit is formed from
the other two gates of IC2, and these are
connected in series with positive feedback
provided by R4 giving the latching action.
Normally the input and output of the
latch are at logic 0, but when the unit is
activated the bursts of oscillation from
IC1 charge up C 3 to a potential which is
high enough to take the input and output
of the latch to logic 1.
The audio alarm generator is powered
from the output of the latch circuit, and is
therefore switched on when this output
goes to logic 1. The alarm generator uses
the two timer circuits in a 7556 device,
this is the dual version of the 7555 timer
i.e. (which is the CMOS version of the
popular 555 device). It is essential to use
the 7556 in this circuit and not the standard 556 device, since the latter requires
a supply current which is substantially
higher than the latch circuit can provide.
The current consumption of the 7556 is
about one hundred times lower at a mere
160 microamps (typically).
The alarm tone is generated by IC3a
and its output directly drives XI which is
a ceramic resonator. This produces quite
a loud signal but consumes a current of
only about 2 milliamps. The timer formed
by IC3b is used as the low frequency
modulation oscillator, and this drives the
modulation input of IC3a via R7. This
resistor limits the shift in the output frequency of the tone generator as the out-
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put of IC3b switches back and forth between virtually the two supply potentials.
The modulation frequency is about 2Hz.
Variable resistor VR2 is used to adjust
the tone generator so that it produces two
frequencies that give good efficiency from
LSI, and the loudest signal obtainable.
» fl 1
A plastic box having outside dimensions of 150 by 80 by 50mm makes an
ideal case for this project. The case is
used vertically with VR1, SI and XI
mounted in a row down the front panel
(as shown in the photographs). The keyoperated switch used in the prototype required a 19mm mounting hole which can
most easily be made using a chassis
punch of the appropriate diameter.
Resonator X1 has provision for two
small fixing screws, but the mounting
holes can be slightly enlarged to take
6BA mounting bolts. The resonator itself
can be used as a template when marking
the positions of the two mounting holes
on the front panel. A third small hole is
required to enable the two leadout wires
of XI to pass through to the interior of
the easel
All the other components fit onto a
printed circuit board which measures 146
by 38mm. This must be accurately cut to
size if the specified case is used since it
slots into a set of guide rails in the case,
and will not do so properly if the board is
slightly over or under size. There are
spaces at the ends of the board where
mounting holes can be drilled if a different case is used.
The board is constructed using the normal constructional methods, but it should
be noted that all three integrated circuits
are CMOS types. The 7556. device has
internal protection circuits that render
special handling precautions unnecessary,
but the other two integrated circuits
should be handled as little as possible,

COMPONENTS
Resistors
10k (4 off)
R1,3,
1 1 12
Shop
2M7
R2
220k (2 off) Talk
R4,9
100k 12 off)
R5,8
68k
R6
page 690
2M2
R7
330k
R10
All 1W carbon +5%
Potentiometers
VR1
100k linear carbon
VR2
220k 0-1W horizontal
preset
Capacitors
C1
lOOp 10V elect.
C2
33p ceramic plate
C3,6
10On polyester (2 off)
C4
4p7 63V elect.
C5
1 n mylar
C7
10p 25V elect.
Semiconductors
1 N41 48 silicon diode
D1,2
(2 off)
CAS 1301 orCA3130E
IC1
CMOS op-amp
4001 BE CMOS quad
IC2
2-input NOR gate
ICM7556 dual CMOS
IC3
timer
BC109 silicon npn
TRI
Miscellaneous
SI
Keyswitch
XI
PB2720 ceramic
resonator
B1
9 volt PP3 size
Single-sided printed circuit board
146mm x 38mm: plastic case
measuring 150 x 80 x 50mm
(type 5005): twin lead for sensor:
battery clip: control knob: wire,
etc.
Approx. cost
Guidance only

£11
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they should be the last components to be
fitted onto the board, and be soldered in
place using an iron having an earthed bit.
The board will take either the CA3I30T
TO-99 cased device or the CA3I30E
8-pin d.i.l. version in the IC1 position.
Connections to off-board components are
made via Veropins. This wiring is shown
in Fig. 3 which also provides full details
of the printed circuit board.
The sensor is simply a piece of twin
(figure-of-eight) cable about 700mm long.
One end of one connector and the opposite end of the other connector are
soldered to the board, so that only one
end of each wire is connected to anything,
and there is no path of conduction
through the sensor. A small hole is drilled
in the top of the case to provide an entrance hole for the sensor wire.
ADJUSTMENT AND USE
With VR1 set in a fully clockwise
direction and the unit switched on the
alarm signal should be produced after approximately three seconds. VR2 is then
adjusted to give the loudest alarm signal
that can be obtained.
A simple way of using the unit is to
hang it from a door handle by looping the
sensor wire over the handle. Start with
VR1 adjusted fully anti-clockwise, switch
the unit on, wait a few seconds, and then
slowly advance VR1 in a clockwise direction. At some point the alarm should
be activated, and this point represents
roughly the correct setting for VR 1.
The unit is reset by switching off and
allowing the alarm signal to decay, and
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Fig. 3. Printed circuit board layout and
wiring.
then switching on again. Move away
from the unit before the switch-on delay
ends, and then move back to it again. If
the alarm sounds when you are within
about a foot or so of the unit VR 1 has the
correct setting. If the unit lacks sensitivity
advance VR1 very slightly, reset the unit
and try again. If the alarm triggers before
you approach, adjust VR1 slightly in an
anti-clockwise direction, reset the unit
and try again.
By a process of trial and error it should
be possible to eventually obtain correct
operation of the unit, but the setting of
VR1 may be quite critical. With careful
adjustment of VR1 it is usually possible
to obtain an operating range of over one
metre, but it is not advisable to use the
unit at such a high level of sensitivity as
spurious triggering can easily occur.

If the unit is employed where only very
weak fields of electrical noise are present
it may be necessary to boost the sensitivity of the input circuitry by raising
the value of R2 or decreasing the value of
Rl, but this should only be done if the
unit lacks sensitivity even with VR 1 fully
advanced. Another problem that can
sometimes occur is that of the unit failing
to operate the alarm if someone is in close
proximity to it, but with the alarm being
triggered if the person moves away; the
exact opposite of what is required!
This is presumably due to signals
coupled into the sensor by the person
close to the unit tending to phase out the
normal pick-up in the sensor. When the
person moves away the normal pick-up is
sufficient to trigger the unit. Slight
repositioning of the alarm and sensor, especially turning the sensor at right angles
to its position, should eliminate this.
It may take a little experimentation to
successfully install and set up the unit,
but once a suitable arrangement has been
found it should not be necessary to repeat
this procedure unless the unit is used at a
different location.
□
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PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED
STILL AVAILABLE
Tape punch and reader
£22.50
Bench isolating transformer 250 watt
£7.75
BO AC in-flight stereo unit
£1.50
Drill assortment 4 each 25 sizes between .25mm & 2.5mm £11.50
Battery condition tester, less box
£1.75
Nicad chargers, mains
£0.75
Flourescent inventor 13 watt from 12v
£3.50
Ten digit stitch pad-pb phone etc
£1.95
Uniselector 2 pole 25 way
£4.60
Water valve mains operated
£2.50
Counter 6 digit mains operated
£1.15
ditto 12v resettable
£3.45
Double glazing clear PVC sheet, 23,/2" wide-per running ft. £0.15
Locking mechanism with 2 keys
£1.15
Magnetic Clutch
£4.50
Mouth operated suck or blow switch
£2.30
Solenoid with slug 8 -12v battery op
£1.82
ditto 230v mains
£2.30
Timer Omron STP NH 110v AC Coil
£6.90
Key switch with 2 keys dp mains
£1.75
Air valve mains operated
£3.75
Latching relay mains operated
£3.50
Dry film lubricant aerosol can
£0.65
Coin op switch, cased with coin tray
£4.60
<5%
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8 POWERFUL MODEL
MOTORS
(all different)
for robots, meccanos, drills,
remote control planes, boats,
etc. £2.95.

Complete kit of parts for a three channel sound to light unit
controlling over 2000 watts of lighting. Use this at home if you
wish but it is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is
housed in an attractive two tone metal case and has controls for
each channel, and a master on/off. The audio input and output
are by V*" sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide
thyristor protection. A four pin plug and socket facilitate ease of
connecting lamps. Special price is £14.95 in kit form or £25.00
assembled and tested.
WANT A PART OF HISTORY? During the last war, cars and
army lorries were able to travel without lights. The drivers looked
through binoculars which contained infra red Converter Cells (a
British invention). We have these infra red binoculars and you can
obtain this bit of history for only £3.50 + £2.50 pp (Cases are a
bit rusty through long storage and although unused, we cannot
guarantee the cells are in working order, although working cells
can be obtained).
40w 1 metre FLUORESCENT TUBES ideal for pelmet
lighting etc. Large quantities to clear box of 25 for £12, carriage
paid, or £25 per 100 you collect other tubes in stock also chokes
and accessories very cheap.
PUSH OPERATED SWITCH Suitable for door or window,
has one pair 10 amp contacts which open and two pair 10 amp
contacts which close as plunger touches. 57p - 100 for £27.
THERMOSTAT ASSORTMENT
10 different thermostats. 7 bi-metal types and 3 liquid types.
There are the current stats which will open the switch to protect
devices against overload, short circuits, etc., or when fitted say
in front of the element of a blow heater, the heat would trip
the stat if the blower fuses; appliance stats, one for high temperatures, others adjustable
over a range of temperatures which
could include 0 - 1000C. There is also a thermostatic pod which
can be immersed, an oven stat, a calibrated boiler stat, finally an
ice stat which, fitted to our waterproof heater element, up in the
loft could protect your pipes from freezing. Separately, these
thermostats could cost around £15.00 - however, you can have
the parcel for £2.50.
MINI MONO AMP on p.c.b., size 4"x 2" (app.)
Fitted volume control and a hole for a tone control should you require it. The amplifier
has three transistors and we estimate the output to be 3W rms.
More technical data will be Included with the amp. Brand new,
perfect condition, offered at the very
low price of £1.15 each, or 10 for £10.00.
- BARGAIN OF THE YEAR The AMSTRAD Stereo Tuner.
This ready assembled unit is the ideal tuner for a music
centre or an amplifier, it can also be quickly made into a
personal stereo radio — easy to carry about and which will
give you superb reception.
Other uses are as a "get you to sleep radio", you could even
take it with you to use in the lounge when the rest of the
family want to view programmes in which you are not
interested. You can listen to some music instead.
Some of the features are: long wave band 115 - 270 KHz,
medium wave band 525 - 1650KHz, FM band 87 108MHz, mono, stereo 8( AFC switchable, tuning meter
to give you spot on stereo tuning, optional LED wave band
indicator, fully assembled and fully aligned. Full wiring
up data showing you how to connect to amplifier or headphones and details of suitable FM aerial (note ferrite rod
aerial is included for medium and long wave bands. All
made up on very compact board.
Offered at a fraction of its cost: only £5.95
10 for £50
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AMSTRAD SPEAKER SYSTEMS 25 watt RMS loading 80 8'
woofer, 4" tweeter with crossover. £12.00 per pair + £4 post. New
and unused but cabinets slighty damaged hence this low price,
carry our normal guarantee.
COMPONENT PACKS All brand new components, price is £1
per pack, if you order 12 you get one extra free, your choice;
1 - 5 13 amp ring main junction boxes
2 - 5 13 amp ring main spur boxes
3 - 25 13 amp fuses for ring mains
4 - 5 surface mounting switches suitable insulated for mains
voltage
5 - 3 flush electrical switches intermediate type, will also
replace 1 or 2 way switches
6 - 5 in flex line switches
7 - 4 in flex line switches with neons
8 - 2 80 watt brass cased elements
9 - 2 mains transformers with 6v la secondaries
10 - 2 mains transformers with 12v ia secondaries
11 - 1 extension speaker cabinet for 6i" speaker
12 - 5 octal bases for relays or valves
13 - 12 glass reed switches
14 - 4 OCR 70 photo transistors
15 - 25 assorted gemanium transistors OC45 etc
16 - 4 tape heads, 2 record, 2 erase
17 - 2 ultra sonic transmitters and 2 ditto receivers
18 - 2 15000 mfd computer grade electrollics
19 - 2 light dependent resistors similar ORP12
20 - 5 diff micro switches
21 - 2 mains interference suppressors
22 - 2 25 watt crossover units
23 - 1 40 watt 3 way 9rossover unit
24 - 250 various screws'and self tappers
TELEPHONE ITEMS (ex-GPO)
Plug and Wall socket - 4 pin or 5 pin
£2.30
Plugs only 4 pin or 5 pin
£1.15
Modern desk telephone
£7.50
Heavy black old type
£5.50
External bell unit
£6.50
Bell ringing power unit
£6.50
Pick up coil
£1.15
STABILISED POWER SUPPLY (Mains Input)
By LAMDA (USA) — Ideal for computer add-ons, d.c. output.
Regulated for line volts and load current. Voltage regulation .1%
with input variations up to 20% — load regulation 1% from no
load to full load - or full load to no load. Complete in heavy duty
case - Models available: 5v - 9A £23. 12v - 1.5A
£13.25. 15v • 1.2A £13.25. 24v - 2A £23.
PRESTEL UNITS
These are brand new
and we understand
tested, came with
manufacturer's
guarantee now void
as the manufacturer
no longer trades.
These originally
sold for over £150.
We offer them
complete, except for
7 plug in i.c.'s and price is only £14.95 (less than the value of the
modem included)
25A ELECTRICAL PROGRAMMER
Learn in your sleep: Have radio playing and
kettle boiling as you wake — switch on lights to
ward off intruders — have a warm house to come
home to. You can do all these and more. By a
famous maker with 25 amp on/off switch.
^v1
Independent 60 minute memory jogger.
™
A beautiful unit at £2.50.
AGAIN AVAILABLE - Computer desks - size approx 4 x2'
2 6" high formica covered, cost over £100 each. Our price vary
from £9.50 to £13.50 depending on condition - you must collect hundreds supplied to schools.
50 THINGS YOU CAN MAKE
Things you can make include Multi range meter. Low
ohms tester, A.C. amps meter, Alarm clock. Soldering
iron minder. Two way telephone. Memory jogger. Live
line tester. Continuity checker, etc. etc., and you will still
have hundreds of parts for future projects. Our lOKg
parcel contains not less than 1,000 items - panel meters,
timers, thermal trips, relays, switches, motors, drills, taps,
and dies, tools, thermostats, coils, condensers, resistors,
neons, earphone/microphones, nicad charger, power unit,
multi-turn pots and notes on the 50 projects.
YOURS FOR ONLY £11.50 plus £3.00 post.
FROZEN PIPES. Can be avoided by winding our heating cable
around them — 15 mtrs connected to mains costs only about 1 Op per
week to run. Hundreds of other uses as it is waterproof and very
flexible. Resistance 60 ohms/metre. Price 28p/metre or 15m for £3.95
FLEXIBLE EXTENSION LEAD twin rubber .5mm ideal grass
c utter s etc 250 mtre £25 50 meter coil £6.75
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
4 volt 4 amp £1.75
24 volt 4 amp £4.85
6 volt 1 amp £1.15
25 volt 1 amp £2.25
12 volt V, amp £1.15
35 volt 2 amp £3.95
12 volt % amp £1.55
38 volt TA amp £4.95
12 volt 1 amp £1.75
26 volt 10 amp £9.95
15 volt 2 amp £3.45
50 volt 2 amp £5.50
15 vol t 4 amp £4.60
25.0.25 % amp £3.95
18 volt 1 amp £1.95
12.0.12 2 amp £4.95
20 vol t 1 amp £2.30
115v 1 OOw auto
24 vol t 2 amp £3.45
115v 250w auto £3.95
£5.75
Up to 50% discount for quantity

EXTRACTOR FANS - MAINS OPERATED
Woods extractor.
5" - £5,75, Post £1.25.
6" - £6.95, Post £1.25.
5" Plannair extractor
£6.50. Post £1.25.
4"x 4" Muffin 115v.
£4.50. Post 75p.
4"x 4" Muffin 230v.
£5.75. Post 75p.
All the above ex-computer,
those below are unused.
4" x 4" £8.50. Post 75p.
9" American made
£11.50. post £2.00.
Tangential Blower 10x3
air outlet, dual speed
£4.60. Post £1.50.
TANGENTIAL
by British Solartron, asBLOW HEATER
used in best blow heaters.
2Kw approx 9" wide £5.95,
3Kw either 9" or 12" wide
(your choice) £6.95 complete with 'cold' 'half and
'full' heat switch, safety
cut out and connection dia.
Please add post £1.50 for 1 or two post free.
2.5 Kw KIT Still available: £4.95 + £1.50 post.
ARE YOU MAKING HEATERS? tangential blowers £1.50
- 2.5 KW porcelain mounted elements 60p, porcelains 8p - 3 level
switches 25p, fibre glass log effects - 25p, wood surrounds and
base £1.50, glass rod elements 50p - these are the '100 off less
VAT prices, for samples double prices and add post & VAT.
PANEL OR CABINET LOCK WITH 2 KEYS Very good
quality made by Willmot Breedan "Union" £1.15 or 100 for £57
MINIATURE WAFER SWITCHES
?24 pole,
pole, 43 way
way ——
pole, 32 way
way -— 42 pole,
pole, 42 way
way —— 33 pole,
2 pole, 6 way — 1 pole, 12 way.
All at 25p each or 10 for £2.00
Up to 12 pole 12 way IN STOCK - PLEASE ENQUIRE
24 HOUR TIME SWITCH - Made for control of Randall
Central Heating Boilers these give 2 on/offs per 24 hrs. Equally
suitable for control of heaters of heating systems. £4.60.
CONNECTING WIRE PACK 96 lengths of connecting
wire, each 1 metre long and differently colour coded, a must for
those difficult interconnecting jobs. 85p the lot.
RED LEDS 10 for 69p. 100 for £5.75. 1000 for £52.
IN LINE SIMMERSTAT Ideal heat controller for soldering
iron and many other hand-held appliances. £2.30. 10 for £17.25.
VENNER TIME SWITCH
Mains operated with 20 amp switch, one
on and one off per 24 hrs. repeats daily
automatically correcting for the lengthening or shortening day. An expensive time
switch but you can have it for only £2.95.
These are without case but we can supply
a plastic case - £1.75 or metal case - £2.95
Also available is adaptor kit to convert
this into a normal 24 hr. time switch
but with the added advantage of up to
12 on/offs per 24 hrs. This makes an
ideal controller for the immersion heater.
Price of adaptor kit is £2.30.
Ex-ElectricitY Board.
Guaranteed 12 months.
IONISER KIT
Refresh your home, office, shop, work room, etc. with a
negative ION generator. Makes you feel better and work
harder - a complete mains operated kit, case included.
£11.95 plus £2.00 post.

OTHER POPULAR PROJECTS
Short Wave Set - covers all the short wave bands using
plug-in coils. Kit complete
£14.50
R C Bridge Kit
£9.95
3 Channel Sound to Light — with fully prepared metal case. £14.95
Big Ear, listen through walls
£9.50
Silent sentinel Ultra Sonic Transmitter and receiver
£9.50
Car Light 'left on' alarm
£3.50
Secret switch - fools friends and enemies alike .... £1.95
3 — 30v Variable Power Supply
£13.80
2 Short & Medium wave Crystal Radio
£3.99
3v to 16v Mains Power Supply Kit
£1.95
Radio stethoscope - fault finding aid
£4.80
Mug stop — emits piercing squarl;
£2.50
Morse Trainer — complete with key
£2.99
Drill control kit
£3.95
I. BULL (Electrical) Ltd.
Interrupted beam kit
£2.50
Transmitter surveillance kit
£2.30
(Dept. EE), 34-36 AMERICA LANE, |3TrpW|Wl
Radio Mike
£6.90
HAYWARDS HEATH, SUSSEX RH16 3QU. r.'iiWl
FM
receiver
kit
—
for
surveillance
or
normal
FM
£3.50
MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash, P.O. or cheque with order. Orders under Car Starter Charger Kit
£15.50
£12 add 60p service charge. Monthly account ord.ers accepted from
£7.95
schools and public companies. Access 8f B/card orders accepted day or Insulation Tester — electronic megger
night. Haywards Heath (0444 ) 454563. Bulk orders: phone for quote. Battery shaver or fluorescent from 12v
£6.90
Shop open 9.00 — 5.30, mon to Fri, not Saturday.
Matchbox Radio - receives Medium Wave
£2.95
Aerial
Rotator
—
mains
operated
£29.50
STORE CLOSING SALE
Aerial direction indicator
£5.50
All stocks must go from one of our big warehouses. 10,000,000
40 watt amp - hifi 20h2 - 20kHz
£9.50
items, everything from AERIALS to ZENERS will be cleared at fanLinear Power output meter
£11.50
tastically low prices - if you are a manufacturer you can save
yourself a fortune - send for our Sale List, not for small buyers as
115 Watt Amplifier SHz 25kHz
£13.50
minimum order £100.
Power supply for 115 watt amps
£8.50
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GREEIMWELD
- The Pack People! More packs - more in them - more
value! All our packs contain brand new,
marked full spec components at a
fraction of the normal price and offer
constructors the widest range of parts
at the lowest cost! How do we do it? By
buying manufacturers end-of-run and
surplus components. Because we
purchase from many sources, we have
an extremely wide range of top quality
parts - too costly to sort hence the
packs described below. Our larger
packs are ideal for schools, groups or
clubs.
NEW PACKS:
K524 OPTO PACK - a variety of single
point and seven segment LEDS (incl.
dual types) of various colours and sizes,
opto isolators, numicators, multi digit
gas discharge displays, photo
transistors, infra red emitters and
receivers. 25 assorted £3.95; 100
£14.95; 250 £35.
K525 PRESET PACK - Big, Big variety
of types and sizes - submin, min and
std, MR, slider, multiturn and cermets
are all included. Wide range of values
from 20R to 5M. 100 assorted £6.75;
250 £12.95; 1000 £48.
K526 HEATSINK PACK - Lots of
different sizes and shapes of heatsink
for most diode and transistor case
styles. A pack of 25 assorted including
several large finned types - total weight
over 1kg £5.50; 100 £19.50.
K527 HARDWARE PACK - This has a
large variety of pk and self tapper
screws from 2xi" up to 8x1i" also
washers, some BA, metric and Whit,
screws plus other miscellaneous
brackets, captive nuts and bits and
pieces. 1kg (up to 1000 pieces) £4; 3kg
£9; 10kg £25.
K528 ELECTROLYTIC PACK - All ready
cropped for PCB mounting, this pack
offers excellent value for money. Good
range of values and voltages from
0.47/xF to 1000/xF, 6vto lOOv. 100 £3.95;
250 £8.95; 1000 £32.
K531 PRECISION RESISTOR PACK High quality, close tolerance R's with an
extremely varied selection of values
mostly i and iw tolerances from 0.1% to
2% - ideal for meters, test gear etc. 250
£3; 1000 £10.
K532 RELAYS - Wide selection of styles
voltages and contacts. 4v-240v, AC/DC,
SP to 4PCO. 20 for £6; 100 £25.
ESTABLISHED FAVOURITES
K517 TRANSISTOR PACK - 50 assorted
full spec marked plastic devices PNP
NPN RF AF. Type numbers include
BC114 117 172 182 183 198 239 251 214
255 320 BF198 255 394 2N3904 etc etc.
Retail cost £7+; Special low price 275p.
K523 RESISTOR PACK - 1000 - yes
1000 i and i watt 5% hi-stab carbon film
resistors with pre-formed leads for PCB
mounting. Enormous range of
preferred values from a few ohms to a
several megohms. Only 250p; 5000
£10; 20,000 £36.
K520 SWITCH PACK - 20 different
assorted switches - rocker, slide, push,
rotary, toggle, micro etc. Amazing value
at only 200p.
K522 COPPER CLAD BOARD - All
pieces too small for our etching kits.
Mostly double-sided fibreglass, 250g
(approx. 110 sq. ins.). For lOOp.
K541 VERO OFFCUTS - Ifs back!! Our
most popular pack ever. This has been
restricted for some time, but we have
now built up a reasonable stock and
can once again offer 100 sq. ins. of vero
copper dad offcusts, average size 4x3".
Offered at around i the price of new
board 320p.
K530 100 ASSORTED POLYESTER
CAPS - All new modern components,
radial and axial leads. All values from
0.01 to 1 uf at voltages from 63 to 1000!!
Super value at £3.95.

K518 200 DISC CERAMIC CAPS - Big
variety of values and voltages from a
few pF to 2.2uF; 3v to 3kv £1.00.
K514 100 SILVER MICA CAPS - From
5pF to a few thousand pF. Tolerances
from 1% to 10% £2.00.
K203 1 00 WIREWOUND RESISTORS From Iw to 12w, with a good range of
values £2.00.
K505 20 ASSORTED POTENTIOMETERS - All types including single,
ganged, rotary and slider £1.70.
W4700 PUSH BUTTON BANKS - An
assortment of latching and
independent switches on banks from 2
to 7 way, DPCC to 6PCO. A total of at
least 40 switches for £2.95; 100 £6.50;
250 £14.00.
1984/85 CATALOGUE
84 page A4 size - Bigger, Brighter,
Better - more components than ever
before! With each copy there's discount
vouchers, Bargain List, Wholesale
Discount List, Bulk Buyers List, Order
Form and Reply Paid Envelope. All for
just £1.00!! Winter Supplement due out
November - Send large SAE for your
free copy.

SOLDER TOOLS
From a simple 15 watt model to a precision
temperature controlled iron, we stock solder
irons to suit all manual requirements together with supporting stocks of bits, desolder tools, materials, etc.
ANTEX
C.240- 15W/240V;
CSCN - 15W/240V
CS- 17W/240V
XS - 25W/240V
Replacement bits from 3/32"
to i"
De-solder heads, stands, elements and handles.
ERSA
'Sprint' high speed iron: 80/
1 BOW, 240V. Heats in 10
seconds!

€
' 1j
NI-CAD CHARGER PANEL
177 x114mm PCB with one massive
Varta Deac 57 x50mm 0 rated 7.2v
1000mAH and another smaller Deac
32 x35mm 0 rated 3.6v 600mA. The
price of these Ni-cad stacks new is over
£20. Also on panel is a mains input
charger transformer with two separate
secondaries wired via bridge rectifiers,
smoothing capacitors and a relay to the
output tags. The panel weighs Ikgm.
All this for just £6.00.
IW AMPURER
Z914 - Audio amp panel 95 x65mm
with TBA820 chip. Gives IW output
with 9V supply. Switch and vol. control.
Just connect batt. and speaker. Full
details supplied. Only £1.50; 10 for £12;
25 for £25; 100 for £75.
Z915 - Stereo version of above
115x65mm featuring 2 x TBA820M
and dual vol. control. £3.50; 10 for £30;
25 for £65; 100 for £200.
AM TUNER PANEL
Z916 - For use with mono amp above.
Neat panel 60 x45mm. Only £1.50; 10
for £12.00.
NI-CAD CHARGER SCOOP!!
Ever-Ready model CH4, this charger
will take up to 4AA, C or D cells plus 2
PP3 if required. Smart two tone grey
case 212 x97 x60mm. Only £7.95.
NI-CADS: AA 99p; C 199p; D 220p; PP3
395p.
VEROBOARD & RIBBON CABLE
Discontinued lines, some at less than i
price!! e.g. Dipboard 158x165mm
£3.50; 26W Greay ribbon £4/3m; Red
wirewrap wire 24AWG £2.50/100m.
Full details on List 18.
POWER/VU METER
Neat unit 40 x40mm scaled 0-25 200uA
movement. Only £1.00; 10 for £8; 25
£17; 100 £58.
WE CAN SUPPLY KITS OF PARTS FOR
MOST PROJECTS FEATURED IN
"EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS".
Ring or write for quote.
See ad in ROBOTICS SUPPLEMENT for
more items.

All prices include VAT; just add 60p P&P.
Min Access order value £5. No
_
443D Millbrook Road
min CWO value. Official orders ■F98^
from schools etc. welcome - y \
Southampton SOI OHX
min invoice charge £10.
Goods normally despatched by return Te! (0703) 772501/783740
of post.
t
Our shop has enormous stocks of components and is open 9-5.30
Mon.-Sat.
Come and see us!!
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Tonr SPECIALIST SUPPLIERS for

ORYX
Temperature controlled solder iron TC.82 45W/240V
with scale.
Oryx 50 - 50 watt version of above.
Standard types
Oryx 30 - 30W/240V
Viking - 27W/240V
Oryx M.3 - 17 watts, 12 volts.
A wide range of replacement tips available for all
models in sizes from 0.8 to 6.4mm.
Oryx safety stand.
Oryx de-solder tool.
MINIATURE SOLDER STATION
SOLDER and DE-SOLDER BRAID SOLDER in many
grades.
Please mention PE when sending for your FREE 40
page A-Z price and products list

BRITAIN'S LEADING QUALITY COMPONENT
SUPPLIERS - SEND FOR FREE 40 PAGE A-Z LIST
ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS FREE POSTAGE GOOD SERVICE & DELIVERY
28 St. Jude's Rd.,
Englefield Green, Egham,
ELECTROVALUE LTD Surrey
TW20 OHB.
(0784) 33603. Telex 264475.
North - 680 Burnage Lane, Manchester. (061) 432 4945
EV Computing Shop 700 Burnage Lane, Manchester (061) 431 4866

FREE CAREER BOOKLET
Train for success, for a
better job, better pay
Enjoy all the advantages of an ICS
Diploma Course, training you ready for a
new, higher paid, more exciting career.
Learn in your own home, in your own
time, at your own pace, through ICS home
study, used by over 8 million already!
Look at the wide range of opportunities
awaiting you. Whatever your interest or
skill, there's an ICS Diploma Course
there for you to use.
Send for your FREE CAREER BOOKLET
today—at no cost or obligation at all.
TICK THE FREE BOOKLET YOU WANT
AND POST TODAY
^
TV & AUDIO
/ELECTRONICS
□
■engineering □ SERVICING
RUNNING YOUR I—I
, ELECTRICAL
OWN BUSINESS I—I
■engineering
Name
I Address
ICS
Dept ECSB4
160
Stewarts
Division ofcoroorationi
National London
SW8Road,
4UJ.
Education

01 622 9911
(all hours)
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that more needs to be done in the UK to
live up to the ITU's definition of the service
without detracting from the social
pleasures of holding two-way conversations by radio.

1

RADIO

WORLD
BY PAT HAWKER G3VA
Amateur Radio Defined
Many years ago a series of articles was
published in one of our national
newspapers under the title "It's fun finding
out". Appropriately, one article covered
"Amateur Radio". It reflected the view that
while undoubtedly the operation of your
own h.f. or v.h.f. transmitter as a hobby can
be great fun, it is also capable of providing a
valuable insight into the theory and practice
of radio communication engineering.
In the days when at least some part of a
station, if only the aerial, aerial matching
unit, and some test equipment were home
constructed there was every incentive to
keep abreast of current technical developments and to grapple with understanding
a.c. theory (reactance as well as the
resistance), impedance matching, the joperator, Smith charts, "loaded Q",
equivalent noise resistance and the like,
little of which is necessary to pass the
Radio Amateur's Examination.
Amateur radio owes many of its
privileges to the fact that the International
Telecommunication Union formally
recognises the hobby as; "A radio communication service for the purpose of selftraining, intercommunication and technical
investigations carried out by amateurs, that
is, by duly authorised persons interested in
radio technique solely with a personal aim
and without pecuniary interest," This definition is incorporated in the ITU's Radio
Regulations. Amateur radio is thus a hobby
defined by an international treaty drawn up
by some 1 50 nations.
While the DTI has the power at any time
to withdraw all amateur operating
privileges in the UK it could not re-allocate
any of the "exclusive" frequencies allocated
to the amateur service for any other purpose unless it could be shown that this
would not cause interference to amateur
radio operation outside the UK—a virtual
impossibility in the case of, for example, the
7, 14, 21 and28MHz bands.
Self-training?
Nevertheless, there is a growing danger
that the current UK licensing system
singularly fails to encourage the important
"self-training and technical investigations"
aspects of the hobby.
The Radio Amateur's Examination, as
conducted by the City & Guilds of London
Institute, has the aim of ensuring only that
UK amateurs have sufficient technical understanding of radio transmission that they
do not wreak havoc in the electromagnetic
environment. It does not—and indeed
should not—be regarded as representing a
level of technical knowledge in regard to
modern communications theory and practice to which a licensed amateur should
aspire.
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An Incentive To Learn?
In many overseas countries, including
the USA, Japan and the USSR, this
problem has always been tackled by "incentive licensing"—making it reasonably
easy to acquire a licence providing limited
privileges but then insisting on further tests
or other evidence of "learning by doing"
before granting additional privileges: in
many countries there are several grades of
licence open to those prepared to serve
their "apprenticeships". No such distinction
is made in the UK—the technical requirement for Class A (h.f. and v.h.f.) and Class B
(v.h.f. without a Morse test) being identical.
Martin Atherton, G3ZAY has recently
proposed that the UK should introduce "a
voluntary advanced' RAE" akin to the advanced driving test with the aim of encouraging amateur enthusiasts to continue
their technical studies on a structured basis
well beyond the level of the RAE. He
believes that new amateurs, including the
many who have no professional connection
with radio or electronics, should be encouraged to learn more about the technical
side of the hobby rather than to allow
national and international conversation,
contests, DXing, etc., to become the dominant aspects of the hobby, as they appear
to be doing at present.
Whether a voluntary "advanced" RAE
would carry much weight could be
questioned but it does seem, if the hobby is
to retain the respect of governments and
justify its internationally-defined status.

mm CQ on TV
The transmission of the well-constructed
play "CO" by Paula Milne on Channel 4,
October 11, was the subject of some heartsearching among radio amateurs. Did this
drama in which great efforts were made to
present a technically authentic view of some
aspects of the hobby do more or less for the
public image of the hobby than Tony Hancock's classic "The Radio Ham" with its not
entirely unrelated plot?
Both presented radio amateurs involved
with maintaining radio communication with
lone sailors—but Hancock's version of the
outrageously bumbling "ham" is held by some
to have seriously denigrated the hobby. My
own view is that it was the affectionate work
of a true comic genius and likely to remain in
the memory long after Paula Milne's diligent
"Norman" has been forgotten.
Curiously, although the disc of Hancock's
sketch still circulates, the TV recording is
among those which the late Tony Hancock's
executors seem anxious not to screen.

The IMew Schedule
On September 10, the DTI formally introduced their pew schedule to the UK
amateur licence, setting out the frequency
bands, modes of transmission, maximum
power output (carrier or peak envelope
power), the status of each band, and
whether this is available for the amateur
satellite service. This detailed table is accompanied by a long series of footnotes,
definition of symbols, and an explanation of
the technical terms.
The schedule has thus become extremely
complex yet needs to be most carefully
studied by anyone taking the RAE. The vast
majority of amateurs do not have the time
or inclination ever to take full advantage of
all bands and all modes—yet have to
answer questions on them for the RAE. This
is another argument in favour of an initial
limited-facility licence followed by extra
grades under a carefully thought-out incentive scheme.
Curiously enough licensed amateurs are
expected to keep abreast of changes in
licence conditions by reading the London,
Belfast or Edinburgh Gazette. It seems
many years since the licensing authorities
provided any revised copies of the licence
to individual amateurs.
Diamond Jubilee
An amateur who has been licensed for
25 years is often called an "old-timer" but
what one wonders should one call those
few who can claim 50 or even 60 years as
amateurs?
Recently I had the pleasure of attending
at Bromley, Kent the "Diamond Jubilee of
G2MI" marking the anniversary of the
happy day in August 1 924 when a youthful
Arthur Milne first received vyhat was then
officially an "experimental" licence for
wireless telegraphy. Few people have contributed more to the hobby: honorary editor
for many years of the RSGB Bulletin', with
the help of his wife, Lucy, he ran the UK
QSL Bureau for over a quarter of a century:
he has transmitted the weekly RSGB News
Bulletin (3650kHz, Sundays 9am local
time) on almost 1300 occasions. For the
occasion he put on a fascinating exhibition
of some of his home-built equipment and
components, and valves of the pre-war era.
There has been a marked revival of interest in some early communications
receivers marketed between about
1936-46, not as museum pieces but as
operational receivers. Classic designs such
as the series of HRO and Super-Pro
receivers, the AR88D and some of the
Hallicrafters sets are still capable of giving
good performance on 14MHz and below,
particularly for Morse (c.w.) operation,
I have even been stirred into refurbishing
a valve receiver I built in 1946 based
loosely on the Tobe Deutchmann tuner kit
of 1936 and still capable of sorting out the
many signals on the crowded amateur
bands. The real breakthrough in receiver
design came in the early thirties with the
first use of piezo-quartz crystals as i.f.
selectivity filters—an invention of the
British engineer Dr. J. Robinson but first
implemented in h.f. communications
receivers in the USA by James Lamb of the
American Radio Relay League.
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EMERYMY ELECTROMICS
PRIMTED CIRCUIT B04RD
SERVICE
Printed circuit boards for certain EE constructional projects are now
available from the EE PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in
glass-fibre, and are fully drilled and roller tinned. All prices include
VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per board for overseas airmail. Remittances should be sent to: EE PCB Service, Everyday
Electronics Editorial Offices, Westover House, West Quay Road,
Poole, Dorset BH15 1JG. Cheques should be crossed and made
payable to IPG Magazines Ltd.
Please note that when ordering it is important to give project
title as well as order code. Please print name and address in Block
Caps. Do not send any other correspondence with your order.
Readers ordering both p.c.b.s ancf software cassettes may send a
single cheque/PO for the combined amounts listed.
Readers are advised to check with prices appearing in
the current issue before ordering.
NOTE: Please allow 28 days for delivery. We can only
supply boards listed here.
PROJECT TITLE

Order Code

Cost

— JUNE '83 —
Eprom Programmer, TRS-80
Eprom Programmer, Genie
Eprom Programmer, TRS-80 & Genie

8306-01
8306-02
8306-03

£9.31
£9.31
£1.98

— JULY'83 —
User Port Input/Output M.t.T. Part 1
User Port Control M.U. Part 1

8307-01
8307-02

£4.82
£5.17

8308-01
8308-02
8308-03

£3.20
£5.15
£5.08

8308-04
8308-05

£3,56
£4.56

— AUGUST '83 —
Storage 'Scope Interface, BBC Micro
Car Intruder Alarm
High Power Interface M.t.T. Part 2
Pedestrian Crossing Simulation
M.LT. Part 2
Electronic Die

— SEPTEMBER '83 —
High Speed A-to-D Converter
M.LT. Part3 8309-01
Signal Conditioning Amplifier
M.LT. Part3 8309-02
Stylus Organ
8309-03
Distress Beacon
•8309-04
Distress Beacon Pocket Version
8309-05

£4.48
£6.84
£5.36
£3.98

— OCTOBER '83 —
D-to-A Converter M.LT. Part 4
High Power DAC Driver M./.T, Part 4
Electronic Pendulum

£5.77
£5.13
£5.43

— NOVEMBER '83 —
TTVPower Interface for Stepper Motor
M.LT. Part5
Stepper Motor Manual Controller
M.LT. PartS
Digital Gauss Meter
Speech Synthesiser for BBC Micro
Car On/Off Touch Switch
— DECEMBER '83 —
4-Channel High Speed ADC (Analogue)
M.LT. PartS
4-Channel High Speed ADC (Digital)
M.LT. PartS
TRS-80 Twin Cassette Interface
Environmental Data Recorder
Touch Operated Die (Dot matrix)
Touch Operated Die (7-segment)
Continuity Tester

8310-01
8310-02
8310-03

£4.53

8311-01

£5.46

8311-02
831 1-03
8311-04
8311-05

£5.70
£4.45
£3.93
£3.11

8312-01

£5.72

8312-02
8312-03/09
8312-04
8312-05/06
8312-05/07
8312-08

£5.29
£7.43
£7.^4
£4.34
£4.34
£3.41

— JANUARY'84 —
Central Heating Pump Delay
Biological Amplifier M.U. Part 7
Temp. Measure & Control for ZX Comprs
Analogue Thermometer Unit
Analogue-to-Digital Unit
Games Scoreboard

8401-01
8401-02

£3.33
£6.27

8401-03
8401-04
8401-06/07

£2.35
£2.56
£9.60

— FEBRUARY'84 —
Eprom Programmer/ROM Card for ZX81 ••8402-01
Oric Port Board M.LT. Part 8
8402-02
Negative Ion Generator
•8402-03
Temp. Measure & Control forZX Comprs
Relay Driver
8402-04
— MARCH '84 —
Latched Output Port M.t.T. Part 9
Buffered Input Port M.LT. Part 9
VIC-20 Extension Port Connector
M.LT. Part 9
Commodore 64 Extension Port Connector
M.U. Part 9
Digital Multimeter Add-On for BBC Micro
— APRIL '84 —
Multipurpose Interface for Computers
Data Acquisition "Input" M.LT. Part 10
Data Acquisition "Output" M.t.T. Part 10
Data Acquisition "PSU" M.U. Part 10
Timer Module
A.F. Sweep Generator
Quasi Stereo Adaptor
— MAY'84 —
Simple Loop Burglar Alarm
Computer Controlled Buggy M.U. Part 11
Interface/Motor Drive
Collision Sensing
Power Supply
— JUNE '84 —
Infra-Red Alarm System
Spectrum Bench PSU
Speech Synthesiser/W./.T, Part 12
Train Wait
— JULY'84 —
Ultrasonic Alarm System
Atom EPROM Simulator
Electronic Code Lock
Main board
Keyboard
— AUGUST'84 —
Microwave Alarm System
Temperature Interface-BBC Micro
— SEPTEMBER '84 —
Op-Amp Power Supply
— OCTOBER '84 —
Micro Memory Synthesiser
Drill Speed Controller
— NOVEMBER '84 —
BBC Audio Storage Scope Interface
Proximity Alarm

£7.84
£9.56
£8.95
£3.52

8403-01
8403-02

£5.30
£4.80

8403-03

£4.42

8403-04
8403-05

£4.71
£4,63

8404-01
8404-02
8404-03
8404-04
8404-05
8404-06
84(34-07

£5.72
£5.20
£5.20
£3.09
£3,58
£3.55
£3.56

8405-01

£3.07

8405-02
8405-03
8405-04

£5.1 7
£3.20
£4.93

8406-01
8406-02
8406-03
8406-04

£2.5&
£3.99
£4.85
£3.42

8407-01
8407-02

£4.72
£3.08

8407-03
8407-04

£2.70
£3.24

8408-01
8408-02

£4,36
£2.24

8409-01

£3.45

*8410-01
8410-04

£8.20
£1.60

8411-01
841 1-02

£2.90
£2.65

•Complete set of boards. "Calibrated with C1, VR1 and IC3 fitted. M.LT.—Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques, 12-Part Series.
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PROJECTS^^^hU

Reach effectively and economically to-days enthusiasts anxious to know of your
through our semi-display and classified pages. Semi-dispiay spaces may be booked at
timetre (minimum 2 5cm). The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 33 pence per word
number 60p extra. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Electronics
crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisetance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Department, Everyday Electronics and
2612, IRC Magazines Limited, King's Reach Tower, Stamford St., London SE1 9LS. (Telephone
TURN YOUR SURPLUS capacitors, transistors, etc.,
into cash. Contact Coles Harding & Co., 103 South
Brink, Wisbech, Cambs. 0945-584188. Immediate
settlement.

Security

%
-

FREE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE!
► LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES
I» HIGHEST QUALITY EQUIPMENT
\ FREE DIY DESIGN GUIDE
i • FULLY ILLUSTRATED
»MICROCHIP CIRCUITRY
* QUICK DESPATCH SERVICE
19 FULL INSTRUCTIONS
SEND SAE OR PHONE
C-TEC SECURITY, Dept EE,
--60 Market St, Wigan WN1 1
Telephone (0942) 42444
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SPECTRUM 48k Electronic Circuit Design Program.
Input types of components available and their prices,
and the computer will ask for a specification. Output
is a circuit diagram with component types and values,
and the total cost of the circuit. Send £10.00 to N. J.
EDWARDS, 68 Woodhill Rise, Norwich.

ORDER FORM please write in block capitals
Please insert the advertisement below in the next availble issue of Everyday Electronics
for
Insertions, I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed Uoyds Bank Ltd. and made payable to Everyday Electronics)

1
8
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS and
NAME
1
ADDRESScomputer PROJECTS
S
Classified Advertisement Dept, Room 2612,
King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS 1
Telephone 01-281 5942
I
Rate;
I
33p per word, minimum 12 words. Box No. 60p extra.
Company registered in England. Registered No. 53626. Registered Office: King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London SET 9LS. f
11/84
I
ii

Miscellaneous
FREE! PARCEL OF COMPONENTS worth £10.
Send only 80p postage! D. HORSLEY, 113 Clare
Road, Braintree, Essex.
THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
811 Forest Road, London E17. Telephone 01-531 1568
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
8 oz
4 oz
2 oz
1 lb
SWG
0.88
8 to 34
1.10
3.63
2.09
1.27
0.93
3.82
2.31
35 to 39
3.20
2.25
1.61
40 to 43
6.00
3.49
44 to 47
8.67
5.80
2.75
9.58
6.38
48
15.96
3.69
SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE
1.97
5.20
2.93
14 to 30
9.09
TINNED COPPER WIRE
0.94
2.41
3.97
1.39
14 to 30
Fluxcore
0.94
3.25
1.82
Solder
5.90
Prices include P&P VAT. Orders under £2 add 20p.
SAE for list of copper and resistance wire.
Dealer enquiries welcome.
SHEETMETAL FOLDERS, 18" £38, 24" £45. Bench
or vice held. Leaflet, 01-890 7838 anytime.

Build electronic
circuits without solder
on a Roden S-Dec
This has built-in
contacts and holes into
which you plug your components.
Suitable for all ages. Can be used
time after time. Ideal gift for
students or experimenters.
Full instructions and 2 circuit
diagrams with each S-Dec.
Send cheque or P.O. to:Rodra Products, Dep EE
High March, Daventry £5.25
Northants, NN11 4QE
including p A p

For Sale
WORKING TEST EQUIPMENT, Signal generators,
variable P.S.U.s meters, isolating transformers and
breakdown units etc at give away prices. S.A.E. to
S.H.E., 5 St Josephs, Ballycruttle, Downpatrick,
BT30 TEN.
Everyday Electronics, November 1984

products
and
services
£7-80 per single column cen(minimum 12 words), box
and Computer Projects and
ments, together with remitComputer Projects, Room
01-261 5942).
Service Sheets
BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICE for service sheets
on Radio, TV etc. £1.50 plus S.A.E. Service Manuals
on Colour TV and Video Recorders, prices on
request. S.A.E. with enquiries to: BTS, 190 King's
Road, Harrogate, N. Yorkshire. Tel: 0423 55885.

INVENTORS
Think of something new?
Write it down!
American industry offers potential
royalties for you innovations and new
products. We offer free confidential
disclosure registration and initial consultation in London regarding your
idea's potential value. Write without
delay for your free information
package.
American Inventors Corporation
82 Broad Street, Dept. EV,
Westfield, Massachusetts 01086,
United States of America
A fee based marketing company
FULL SIZE SERVICE SHEETS £2 + Isae; CTV/
MusC£3 + Isae. Repair/circs almost any named TV/
VCR £9.50. Isae free quotations for manuals, sheets
- free mag inc. service sheet. T.I.S.E.E. 76 Church
Street, Larkhall, Lanarks - Phone 0698 883334.
Educational

IMPROVE YOUR PROSPECTS
with skills all employers want. Train
the easy way with modern home
study courses from Ideal Schools.
MODERN ELECTRONICS
Takes you from the beginning, right
up to C & G level 2 and BTEC national
level.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
Learn BASIC with a Spectrum included if you wish.
For free booklet, write today to:
IDEAL SCHOOLS
(Ref: EE1) Freepost,
Waking, Surrey
a
GU21 4BR.
Everyday Electronics, November 1984

★ BAKER *
GROUP P A. DISCO
o o o o■
AMPLIFIERS post £2
150 watt Output, 4 input Mixer pre-amp. Illustrated
£99
150 watt Output, Slave 500 mv. Input 3 Speaker Outputs . £80
150+150 watt Stereo, 300 watt Mono Slave 500 mv. Inputs £125
150 watt PA Vocal, 8 inputs. High/Low Mixer Echo Socket £129
100 watt Valve Model, 4 inputs, 5 Outputs. Heavy duty .... £125
60 watt Valve Model, 4 inputs. Low imp and lOOv line output £69
60 watt Mobile 240v AC and 12v DC. 4-8-16 ohm + IOOv line £89
BAKER LOUDSPEAKERS
Type
Model
Ohms £18.00
Price
P.Midrange
A./Disco/G roup Mid
DG50/10
10Size 50Watts 8/16
Hi-Fi
Major100/10 1012in 30100 84/8/16 £25.00
£16.00
Hi-Fi
Superb
12in 30 8/16 £26.00
P.A./Disco/Group DG45
12in 45
£16.00
Hi-Fi
12in
80 4/8/16
8 £25.00
Woofer
Hi-Fi
Auditorium 15in 60 8/16 £37.00
12in 75 4/8/16 £20.00
P.A./Disco/Group
DG75
P.A./Disco/Group DG100
12in 100 8/16 £26.00
P.A./Disco/Group DG100/15 15in 100 8/16 £35.00
DISCO CONSOLE Twin Decks, mixer pre amp £105. Carr £15.
COMPLETE DISCO 150 watt £330; 300 watt £390 Carr £30.
DISCO MIXER, 240V, 4 stereo channels, 2 magnetic, 2 ceramic/
tape,
monocontrols,
mic channel,
v.u.mounting,
meters, headphone
monitor
outlet,1 slider
panel twin
or desk
grained aluminium
facia. Tape output facility.
£49. Post £1.
DELUXE
as abovefader,
plus
L.E.D. V.U.STEREO
displaysDISCO
5 bandMIXER/EQUALISER
graphic equaliser, left/right
switchable inputs for phone/line, mike/line.
fO
Headphone Monitor, Mike Talkover Switch
LI l/. PP £2
As above with 7 Band Graphic
£128.
P.A.
CABINETS
(empty)
Single
12
£30;
Double
12
£36. carr
WITH SPEAKERS 60W £27; 75W £52; 90W £71; 150W
£80 £10.
HORNBOXES 200 Watt £30, 300 Watt £35. Post £4.
WATERPROOF HORNS 8 ohms. 25 watt £20. 30 watt £23. 40 watt
£29.
20W plus
volt line £38.
£2. 31in. square
MOTOROLA
PIEZ0100ELECTRONIC
HORNPostTWEETER,
£5
100 watts. No crossover required. 4-8-16 ohm, 7ix3iin.
£10
CROSSOVERS. TWO-WAY 3000 c/s 30 watt £3. 100 watt £4.
3 way 950 cps/3000 cps. 40 watt rating. £4, 60 watt £6, 100 watt £10.
LOUDSPEAKER
in stock.
4 ohm, Sin. 7x4in,BARGAINS
£2.50; 6iin,Please
8x5in.enquire,
£3, Sin.many
£3.50.others
6im. 25W
D.50.
8 ohm, 2ifn. 3in £2; 5 x3in, 6 x4in, 7 x4in, Sin. £2,50; 6iin, TOW £16; 8 x 5in £3;
Sin. £4.50; lOin, £5; 12in. £6. 8in 25W £6.50.
1525 ohm,
2Jin,
3iin,
5x3in,
6x4in
£2.50.
6Jin
10W
£5.
8in.
£4.
10in.
ohm, 3in. £2; 5x3in, 6x4in, 7x4in. £2.50. 120 ohm, 3Jin dia. £1.£7.
Make
Model
Size Watts Ohms Price Post
AUDAX
WOOFER
Sin. 25 8 £10.50 £1
7ix4iin.
GOODMANS
HIFAX
100 8 DO £2
GOODMANS
HB WOOFER
Sin.
Sin. 6030 88 £13.50
WHARFEDALE
WOOFER
£9.50 £1£2
CELESTION
DISCO/Group
lOin. 50 8/16 £21 £2
12in. 120 8/15 £29.50 £2
GOODMANS
HPG/GROUP
GOODMANS
12in. 120 8/15 £29.50 £2
HPD/OISCO
GOODMANS
HP/BASS
15in.
GOODMANS
HPD/BASS
ISin. 250
230 88 £72
£84 £4£4
MIKES Dual Imp £18.50, Floor Stand £12.50, Boom Stand £22.00. Post £2.
RCS SOUND TO LIGHT CONTROLLER KIT
Printed Circuit. Cabinet. 3 channels, 1,000 watts each. Will operate
from
or Disco.
£19. 4Post
£1. 4,000 WATT with chaser +
READYHi-FiBUILT
DELUXE
CHANNEL
speed + programme controls £69. Post £2.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Price £2Post
250-0-250V
80mA. 6.3V 3.5A. 6.3V 1A.
£7.00
350-0-350V 250mA. 6.3V 6A CT £12.00 Shrouded £14.00 £2
250V 60mA. 6.3V 2A.
£4.75 £1
220V 25mA. 6V 1 Amp £3.00 220V 45mA. 6V 2 Amp £4,00 £1
Low voltage tapped outputs available
1 amp 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 48, 60 £6.00 £2
ditto 2 amp £10.50
3 amp £12.50
5 amp £16.00 £2
LOW VOLTAGE MAINS TRANSFORMERS £5.50 each post paid
9V, 3A; 12V, 3A; 16V, 2A; 20V, 1A; 30V, 1iA; 30V, 5A+ 17-0-17V,
2A; 35V, 2A; 20^0-60V, 1A; 12-0-12V, 2A; 20-0-20V, 1A; 25-0-25V,
£8.50 post 50p MINI-MULTI TESTER
Deluxe
pocketImpedence
size precision
moving4000
coil
instrument.
+ Capacity
o.p.v. Battery included. 11 instant ranges
measure: DC volts 5, 25, 250, 500. AC volts
10, 50, 500, 1000. DC amps 0-250^3; 0250ma. Resistance 0 to 600K ohms.
De-Luxe Range Doubler Meter, 50,000
o.p.v. 7 x 5 x 2in. Resistance 0/20 meg in
5 ranges. Current 50pA to 10A. Volts 0.25/
IQOOv DC, lOv/IOOOv AC. £21.00 post £1
PANEL METERS
£5.50 post 50p
50pA, lOOpA, 500/xA, 1mA, 5mA, 100mA, 500mA, 1 amp, 2 amp, 5
amp, 25 volt, VU 2Jx2xU Stereo VU 3Jx|x1in.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS 18 s.w.g. 4 sides, riveted corners:
614xx49xx2iin.
2iin £1.75;
£3.60;1212xx35xx2iin.
2iin.£1.80;
£2.60;1314xx911x 2in.
x 2in.£3.00;
£3.50.
ALI ANGLE BRACKET 6 x j x Jin. 30p.
ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 s.w.g. 12 x 12in. £1.80; 14 x 9in. £1.75;
672p,
x 4in.12 55p;
x Sin.16£1.30;
x 7in. 96p;
90p; 14 x 3in.
x 5in.1290p;
x 10in.10£2.10;
16 x 86in.x 6in.
£1.30.
ALUMINIUM
BOXES.
MANY
OTHER
SIZES
IN
STOCK.
4 x 2i x 2in. £1 00; 3 x 2 x lin. 80p, 6 x 4 x 2in. £1.60; 8x6x3
in. £2.50; 12 x 5 x 3in. £2.75; 6 x 4 x 3in. £1.80; 10 x 7 x 3in. £3.
HIGH
+ 20/350V . 75p
16/4506VOLTAGE50pELECTROLYTICS
220/400V £2 20
32+32/500V
£2
20/500V 75p 8+8/500V , , .£1 32+32/350V
50p
32/350V 45p 8 + 16/450V 75p 32 +32+32/450V £1.50
32/500V 95p 16 + 16/350V 75p 16+32+32/500V .. £2
SINGLE PLAY DECKS. Post £2.
Make
Model Cartridge Price
GARRARD
6200 Ceramic
Ceramic £22
BSR
P182
BSR
P232
BSR
P200 Magnetic
Magnetic £28
£34
AUTOCHANGER BSR Ceramic £20
DECCA TEAK VENEERED PLINTH
Superior finish with space and panel for small amplifier.
Board cut for BSR or Garrard 18Jin. x 14Jin. x 4in.
£5
Black/chrome facia trim. Tinted plastic cover £5
Post £1
TINTED PLASTIC COVERS for Decks. £5 each
Post £1
1717 xx 12s
13i xx 3iin.
13J xx 4iin.
4iin.
3iin. 181
14i *x 12i
13 xx 313in. 171
Zl xx 13i
221 x 13s x 3in. 16J x 13 x 4in.
30J x 13i x 3iin.
211 x 141 x 2iin. 141 x 131 x 2jin.
RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Dept 4, 337, WHITEH0RSE ROAD, CR0YD0N
f| SURREY. U.K. TEL: 01-684 1665
Post 65p Minimum. Callers Welcome.
Lists 32p. Same day despatch. Closed Wed.
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Pack*
AC/DC COMPONENT PACKS
Pack Qty
Price
Description
No,
£1.00
IF 11 12
RED 5mm LED
£1.00
TF 12 30
500mz ZENERS 5%
1 amp Reel. Diodes in 4000
TF 15 50
£1.00
series
£1.00
TF 16
1 amp Bridge Rect.
6
Transistor
pads
£1.00
TF 17 100
£1.00
TF 18 20
A/S Euses 20mm
£1.00
TF 19 10
3A Rect. Diodes
£1.00
TF 110 2
0RP 12
£1.00
TF 111 5
BR 100 DIAC
£1.00
BC109B
TF 112 10
£1.00
TF 113 10
EC's all different
£1.00
BER 86
TF 114 50
£1.00
8 pin DIL.sockets
TF 115 12
TF 116 20
10mm Horir. Pre set
£1.00
(10 values)
TF 117 10
Slide Pots - 3K
£1.00
all the same
£1.00
Mixed Pots
TF 118 10
£1.00
TF 119 10
Feed throughs
£1.00
Electrolytic Caps
TF 120 25
Polyester Caps
£1.00
TF 121 50
TF 122 100
Mixed Resistors £1.00
Incl. Wire Wound
TF 123 100
Mixed Transistor Hardware £1.00
£1.00
5mm LED clips and rings
TF 124 25
£1.00
TF 125 10
BC 107
£1.00
TF 126 10
BC 108
£1.00
Green 5mm LED
TF 127 6
£1.00
Yellow
5mm
LEO
TF 128 6
TF 129 150
Mixed nuts/bolts/washers/
£1.00
approx. self tapper
£1.00
TF 130 25
Mixed Electrolytics Axial
£1.00
Mixed Electrolytics Radial
TF 131 25
£1.00
TF 132 50
Mixed Polyester Axial
£1.00
TF 133 50
Mixed Polyester Radial
£1.00
TF 134 15
BC 337
TF 135 20
500MA A/S 20mm Fuse
£1.00
£1.00
TF 136 50
Mixed Ceramic Discs
£1.00
TF 137 50
Mixed Ceramic Plates
£2.00
TF 21 200
47 pf 160V Polystone Cap
£2.00
TF 22 10
LM 3900 N
£2.00
TF 23 10
Mixed DTL
TF 24
5 4700 mf 25V Tag Elect 2" x 1" £2.00
1000 mf 63V Ax Elect
£2.00
TF 25 10
£2.00
TF 26 50
.022 mf 400V RAD POLY
£2.00
TF 27 10
100 mf 250V Ax
TF 28 10
2.2 mt 160V Polyester RAD £2.00
£2.00
TF 29 10
VDR's
£2.00
TF 210 10
Mixed TTL (74 series)
£2.00
TF 211 4 2N 3055 H(RCA)
£2.00
TF 213 200
IN 4151 Diodes
£2.00
TF 214 200
IN 4148 Diodes
£5.00
TF 51 100
White/Red 5mm LEO
TF 52 50
£5.00
BC 108C
TF 53
10,000 mf 63V Comp. grade £5.00
2
£5.00
TF 64 iKG Reel 22g ersin multicore
£5.00
TF 55 10
2N3055 H(RCA)
£5.00
TF 56
5 0CP71
TF 57
3
10,000 mf 40V Comp. grade
£5.00
elect
TF 58 720
JW Carbon film IfHOMfl ten
£5.00
values
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - ALL GOODS BRAND
NEW & NORMALLY DESPATCHED BY RETURN
POST
TERMS: Cash with order. POST & PACKING: Please
add 75p to total order.
AC/DC ELECTRONICS
COMPONENTS
DEPT E.E., 45 CHURCH STREET,
ENFIELO, MIDDLESEX.
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IE MOVE...

SPECIAL

D

Motorist's November issue takes a good
look at the latest in the car audio market.
News, reviews, plus systems, sets and
ancillaries guide.

PLUS IMPROVED NIGHT LIFE!! See and be seen on
the road at night. Guide to auxiliary lighting—what to buy and how to fit.
AND

D

Q

•1>
Autumn issue of this colour
magazine extra with special 'LIVING
ELECTRIC' features.

It's easy to complain

INDEX
TO ADVERTISERS
AC/DC Electronics
711
Alcon Instruments
701
BK Electronics
Cover III
B.N.R.E.S
706
Bull J
705
Cambridge Learning
Cardigan Electronics
Cirkit Holdings
Electrovalue
Global Specialists
Green weld

701
712
658, 659
706
676
706

about an advertisement.
Once you know how
One of the ways we keep a check on the advertising that appears in the
press, on posters and in the cinema is by responding to consumers' complaints.
Any complaint sent to us is considered carefully and. if there's a case to
answer, a full investigation is made.
If you think you've got good reason to complain about an advertisement,
send off for a copy of our free leaflet.
It will tell you all you need to know to help us process your £
complaint as quickly as possible.
The Advertising Standards Aethority. w
If an advertisement is wrong,we're here to put it right.
ASA Ltd, Dept 1 Brook House.lbrrington Place, London WC1E 7HN

* ★ ★ STEPPER MOTORS * * *
For robotics, turtles and X/Y Plotters
ICS Intertext
706
Type 1035/014. Low Current Model ★ 48 steps/rev. (7 deg steps.) ★ Wt 300 Grms. Price £1350 inc.
P/P & VAT.
Leisuretronics
Cover II
Type HR23. (Higher Resolution) ★ 200 steps per rev. (1.8 deg steps.) ★ Wt 600 Grms. Price £2950
inc. P/P & VAT.
Magenta Electronics
662
RS 8 stage Darlington ★ Drives 2 ID35's from the User Port. Price £225 inc. P/P & VAT.
SA1QZ7.1.C. Single Pulsed input determines speed. Second input determines direction. Suitable for
Maplin Electronics
Cover IV, 691
direct Drive of one ID35 (HR23 requires additional Power Transistors). Price £8.50 inc. P/P & VAT.
Book, DIY Robotics & Sensors with the BBC MICRO. £7.95 inc. P/P. (Commodore 64 version. .
same price.)
Practical Motorist
712
NOTE.
Motor prices vary with foreign exchange rates. If ordering after 1.12.84, please telephone
Proteus
709
first.
Telephoned ACCESS & VISA orders welcome.
Radio Component Specialists
711
We cannot help with advice on projects, but a Price List of the RS components mentioned in the
Rapid Electronics
661
above books, plus limited Stepper Motor data is available free, BUT will be sent ONLY ON RECEIPT
OF AN A4 SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE, STAMPED WITH 24p.
Riscomp Ltd
691
R.T.V.C
676
CARDIGAN ELECTRONICS
Chancery Lane, Cardigan, Dyfed, Wales. Tel: (0239) 614483
Software Index
660
Shop Hours; Mon-Sat, 10 to 5
Closed all day Wednesday.
Goods normally by return post, allow 14 days delivery if not in stock.
T.K. Electronics
675
Published approximately the third Friday of each month by IPC Magazines Ltd., Kings Reach Tower, Stamford St., London SE1 9LS. Printed in England by Chapel River Press, Andover, Hants.
Sole Agents tor Austraha and New Zealand—Gordon and Gotch (A/Sia) Ltd. South Africa—Central News Agency Ltd. Subscriptions: Inland £12.00, Overseas tl3.00 per annum payable to IPC
Services, Oakfield House, Perrymount Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex. Everyday Electronics is sold subject to the following conditions namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the
Publishers first given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on cover, and that it shall not be lent, resold, or hired
out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.

POWER
AMPLIFIER
MODULES!
r
OMP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES now en,ova
world wide reputation for quality, reliability and performance at a realistic price Four models
available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market i e , Industry, Leisure,
Instrumental and Hi Fi etc When comparing prices, NOTE all models include Toroidal
power supply. Integral heat sink. Glass fibre P C B and Drive circuits to power compatible
Vu meter Open and short circuit proof
OMPIOO Mk II Bi-Polar Output power 110
watts RMS into 4 ohms. Frequency Response 1 5Hz 30KHz —3dB, T H D 0 01%,
S N R —118dB. Sens for Max output
500mV a 10K. Size 360 X 115 X 72mm
PRICE £32 99 ^ £2 50 P&P
OMP/MF100 Mos-Fet Output power 110
watts RMS into 4 ohms. Frequency Response 1 Hz - lOOKHz —3dB, Damping Factor
o
80. Slew Rate 45V/uS, T H D Typical
0 002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S N R
— 125dB Size 300 X 123 X 60mm PRICE
£39 99 -h £2 50 P&P
OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200
watts RMS into 4 ohms. Frequency Response 1Hz lOOKHz —3dB, Damping Factor
250, Slew Rale 50V/uS, T H D Typical
0001%,
Sensitivity 500mV, S NR
i . — 130dB, Input
Size 300 X 150 X 100mm PRICE
£62 99 + £3 50 P&P
OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300
watts R M S into 4 ohms. Frequency Response 1Hz lOOKHz —3dB, Damping Factor
350, Slew Rate 60V/ uS, T HD Typical
0 0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, SNR
— 130dB. Size 330 X 147 X 102mm PRICE
£79 99 • £4 50 P&P
Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above A
very accurate visual display employing 11 L E D diodes (7 green 4
red) plus an additional on off indicator Sophisticated logic control
circuits for very fast rise and decay times Tough moulded plastic
case, with tinted acrylic front Size 84 ■ 27 ■ 45mm PRICE £8 50 •
50p P&P
NOTE Mos Fets are supplied as standard (lOOKHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 500mV) If required
P A version (50KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 775mV) Order — Standard or P A
19 RACK CASED MOS FET STEREO
AMPLIFIERS with twin power supplies and
L.E D Vu meters plus X L R connectors Prices
on application
LOUDSPEAKERS
5 to 15 INCH Up to 300 WATTS
R.M.S. All speakers 8 ohm
Impedence.
POWER RANGE
"""V,
820 50
M.S.ally
Hi-Fi/Disco.
oz WATT
magnetR I'."
voice coil Ground ally fixing escutcheon Res Freq 40Hz Freq Resp to
6KHz Sens 92dB PRICE £9 90 Available with black grille £10 90 P&P £1 50 ea
12 100 WATT RMS Hi-Fi/D.sco
50 oz magnet 2" ally voice coil Ground ally fixing escutcheon Die cast chassis White cone Res
Freq
25Hz Freq Resp to 4KHz Sens 95dB PRICE £26 00 ■ £3 00 P&P ea
15 100 WATT RMS Hi-Fi/Disco
50 oz magnet 2" ally voice coil Ground ally fixing escutcheon Die cast chassis White cone Res
Freq 20Hz Freq Resp to 2 5KHz Sens 97dB PRICE £34 00 • £3 00 P&P ea
McKENZIF
12 85 WATT R M S. C1285GP Lead guitar keyboard Disco
2"■ £3ally00voice
P&Pcoilea Ally centre dome Res Freq 45Hz Freq Resp to6 5KHz Sens 98dB PRICE £24 99
12 85 WATT RMS C1 285TC P A Disco 2" ally voice coil Twin cone
Res Freq 45Hz Freq Resp to 14KHz PRICE £24 99 • £3 00 P&P ea
15 1 50 WATT R M S C1 5 Bass Guitar Disco
3" ally voicecoil Die cast chassis Res Freq 40Hz Freq Resp to4KHz PRICE£49 99 • £4 OOP&Pea
WEM
5 70 WATT RMS Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil Res Freq 52Hz Freq Resp to 5KHz Sens 89dB PRICE £20 00 ■ £1 50 P&P ea
8 150 WATT R M S Multiple Array Disco etc
1" voice coil Res Freq 48Hz Freq Resp to 5KHz Sens 92dB PRICE £27 00 • £1 50 P&P ea
10 300 WATT R M S Disco Sound re-enforcement etc
T ' voice coil Res Freq 35Hz Freq Resp to 4KHz Sens 92dB PRICE £30 00 • £2 00 P&P ea
12 300 WATT RMS Disco Sound re-enforcement etc
1 "voicecoil Res Freq 35Hz Freq Resp to 4KHz Sens 94dB PRICE £38 00 ■ £3 OOP&Pea
SOUNDLAB (Full Range Twin Cone)
5 60 WATT R M S Hi-Fi Multiple Array Disco etc
1" voice coil Res Freq 63Hz Freq Resp to 20KHz Sens 86dB PRICE £8 99 • £1 OOP&Pea
6 60 WATT RMS Hi-Fi Multiple Array Disco etc.
T voice coil Res Freq 56Hz Freq Resp to 20KHz Sens 89dB PRICE £9 99 ■ £1 50 P&P ea
8 60 WATT RMS Hi-Fi Multiple Array Disco etc.
J ," voice coil Res Freq 38Hz Freq Resp to 20KHz Sens 89dB PRICE £11 99 • £1 50P&Pea
IHOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass
Jfibre printed circuit board and high quality lli ill
components complete with instructions.
FM MICROTRANSMITTER (BUG) 90 105MHz with very sensitive
microphone Range 100 300 metres 57 ■ 46 • 14mm (9 volt)
Price; £7 99 75p P&P
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85 1 15MHz vancap controlled
professional performance Range up to 3 miles 35 • 84 ■ 12mm
(12 volt) Price: £12 49p • 75p P&P
SINGLE CHANNEL RADIO CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER
RECEIVER 2 7MHZ Range up to 500 metres Double coded modulation
Receiver output operates relay with 2amp 240 volt contacts Ideal for
many applications Receiver 90 ■ 70 • 22mm (9 12 volt) Price:
£16 49. Transmitter 80 ■ 50 ■ 15mm (9 12 volt) Price: £10 29
P&P ■ 75p each S A E for complete list
POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1 00 minimum OFFICIAL
WELCOME. SCHOOLS.COLLEGES. GOVERNMENT
VISA ORDERS
BODIES. ETC PRICESINCLUSIVEOFV AT SALES COUNTER
VISA ACCESS/C O D ACCEPTED

PRICES INCLUDE VAT ♦ PROMPT DELIVERIES * FRIENDLY
SERVICE * L|£SmiS A|m ^LB||AMP rffR CURRENT L|ST
IDEAL for WorkBURGLAR ALARM
shops, Factories.
Belter to be "Alarmed" then terrified
Thandar s famous Minder' Burglar Alarm System. Offices, Home,
Superior microwave principle Supplied as three units, etc Supplied
complete with interconnection cable FULLY ready built
GUARANTEED
Control Unit — Houses microwave radar unit range
up
to position,
15 metres
by sensitivity
control
Three
key adjustable
operated
— armed
30 second
exit andfacia
entryswitch
delay— off — test
Indoor alarm — Electronic swept freq siren
l04dB output
Outdoor
Alarm — Electronic swept freq siren 98dB
output Housed m a tamper proof heavy duty metal
case
Both the control unit and outdoor alarm contain re
chargeable batteries which provide full protection
during mamsfailure Power requirement 200/260 Volt
AC 50/60HZ Expandable with door sensors panic
buttons etc Complete with instructions
SAVE f148 00 Usual Price £228 85
BKE s PRICE £79.99 t £4 00 P&P
' Why buy a collection of self assembly boards'
p
OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS
The very best m quality and value Made specially to suit todays
need for compactness with high sound output levels Finished in
hard wearing black vymde with protective corners, grille and carry
handle All models 8 ohms Full Range 45Hz 20KHz
OMP 12/100 watts 20" x 1 5" X 12 £125 00 per pair
OMP 10/200 watts 18 -15" ■ 11 £145.00 per pair
OMP 1 2/300 watts 20" ■ 15" - 11 £1 69 00 per pair
Delivery Secuncor £8 00 per pair
1
1 K-WATT
^
STEREO CASSETTE DECK
SLIDE DIMMER
* Control loads up
STEREO CASSETTE DECK
I to 1 Kw
Ideal for installing into Disco
* Compact Size
and Hi-Fi cabinet/Consoles
43/3" ■ 1" • 2 V2"
Surface mounting (Horizon* Easy snap in fix
tal) Supplied as one unit with
mg through panel
all electronics including
cabinet cut out
* Insulated plastic
mams power supply
case
* Metal top panel Black finish
* Full wave con* Piano type keys including
trol using 8 amp
pause
tnac
* N or ma I / C hro me tape
* Conforms to
switch
BS800
* Twin Vu Meters
• Suitable for both resist
ance and inductive loads In* 3 Digit counter
applications in
* Slider Record Level control numerable
the home, and
Size 171 x 317 mm Depth industry,
disco s, theatres etc
110mm
PRICE £12 99 • 75p P&P
PRICE £35 99 • £3 00 P&P^ Any quantilyi
BSR P256 TURNTABLE
P256 turntable chassis • S shaped tone arm
Belt driven • Aluminium platter • Precision
calibrated
counter cueing
balancelever
• Ann
skatevolt(bias)
device) • Damped
• 240
AC
m
operation (Hz • Cut out template supplied •
Completely manual arm This deck has a com
pletely
arm and
is designed
or discomanual
and studio
use where
all theprimarily
advan
tages of a manual arm are required
Price £32 35 each £2 50 P&P

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS MOTOROLA
Join the Piezo revolution The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an*
mproved transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters As a
crossover is not required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts
(more if 2 put m series) FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER
TYPE ' A" (KSN2036A) 3" round with protective wire
mesh ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-fi
speakers Price £4 90 each ■ 40p P&P
TYPE B'(KSN1 005A) 3'. " super horn For general
purpose speakers, disco and P A systems etc Price
£5 49 each • 40p P&P
TYPE 'C (KSN6016A) 2" ■ 5" wide dispersion
horn For quality Hi fi systems and quality discos etc
Price £6 49 each 40pP&P
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2" ■ 6" wide dispersion
horn Upper frequency response retained extending
down to mid range (2KHz) Suitable for high quality
Hi fi systems and quality discos Price £8 99 each
■ 40p P&P
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 3V horn tweeter with
attractive silver finish trim Suitable for Hi fi monitor
systems etc Price £5 49 each • 40p P&P
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mount
mg plate, level control and cabinet input jack socket
85 ■ 85 mm Price £3.99 • 40p P&P
STEREO DISCO MIXER
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 7 band graphic
equaliser and 10 segment LED Vu Meters Many
outstanding features
5 Inputs with individual fader controls:—
2 Mag. turntable, 2 Aux. plus Mic with talk-over
switch. Headphone monitor. Master output control
with Hi-Low outputs. Compatible with our OMP
Power Amplifiers
Size 360 x 200 x 120 mm. Supply 240V 50Hz AC
PRICE £119.99 V £3.00 P&P
r

B. K. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 5. COMET WAY, SOUTHEND ON-SEA,
£SSEX. SS2 6TR TEL: 0702-527572
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The amazing Maplin Catalogue is here again!
The new edition is packed with hundreds and
hundreds of new electronic components to bring
you right up to date with all the latest
developments. As all home constructors agree
(and a good many professionals too) the Maplin J
Catalogue is the one essential piece of equipment
they really need. And now with all our prices on
the page the Maplin Catalogue is better value
than ever.

/

On Sale From 10th November 1984.
Pick up a copy as soon as it's published at any
branch of W.H. Smith or in one of our shops. The
price is still just £1.35, or £1.75 by post from our
Rayleigh address (quote CA02C).
ssfjsar

Post this coupon now for your copy of the 1985 catalogue.
Price £1.35 + 40p post and packing. If you live outside the U.K.
send £2.40 or 11 International Reply Coupons.
I enclose £1.75.

PRICE
£1-35

Name
Address
I
[

EE 11/84 j

Moplin Electronk Supplies Ltd. Moil Order; P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh
Tel: Southend |0702) 552911 •Shopsci»:159-I61 KingStreet,ES
London W6. Tei 01-748 0926. *8 Oxford Road, Manchester. Tei 061-23602
fflMspuim •Lynton Square, Perry Barr, Birm oghom. Tet;021-356 7292,
•282-284 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex, Tei 0702-554000.
ELECTRCHSSIC SUPPLIES LTD
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DEPENDING on your point of view, the small robots or
'microrobots" now on the market can be seen as toys or as
educational equipment. In practice they can be both. Most
children get their first 'hands on' experience "of machinery
through mechanical toys. This early empirical approach, purely
for fun, provides valuable intuitive knowledge for those who
may later take up engineering as a career.
On the hobby or amusement level, 'personal" robots, as they
are being called, are to be welcomed as something interesting
one can do with a home computer. All that skill acquired in
'driving' a computer can be adapted to the concrete business of
programming movements of real objects in three-dimensional
space—instead of just churning out symbols or graphics on a
flat screen.
On the level of education and training, small robots costing a
Practical and Everyday Electronics November 1984

few hundred pounds are being used as models or simulators to
allow students and factory staff to get some understanding and
feel for industrial robots in a safe and economical way. Fullscale industrial robots usually cost tens of thousands of
pounds—very expensive as educational equipment! And the
machines already working in factory production lines are far too
busy to be interrupted for training purposes.
Because the market for educational robots is much more
predictable than that for personal robots—which could be just a
short-lived fad—most of the small robots now on sale are being
designed as miniature, low-power training versions of the industrial machines. (Though in some cases they are well enough
built to be used in factories for light packing or assembly tasks.)
This means, in general, that they imitate the commonest and
most versatile form of robot found in manufacturing industry—
Robotics Supplement 1

the single-arm manipulator with multiple joints, as widely used
in automatic spot welding of car bodies for example.
SMALL ROBOT STRUCTURES
The typical small single-arm robot is designed to stand on a
table or lab bench. It is about a foot or more high and weighs
roughly the same as a heavy-duty typewriter. The arm is made
up of several sections or members constructed of metal plates or
pressings, which are jointed in much the same sort of arrangement as an industrial robot (Fig. 1).
These members are comparable with the human trunk, upper
arm. forearm, hand and fingers. They are articulated by rotating
joints corresponding to the human waist, shoulder, elbow, wrist
and prehensile joints in the hand. The robot is driven by lowpower electric motors or hydraulic cylinders, under the control
of a microprocessor or microcomputer system. It will lift and
move loads which are typically to be measured in grams, compared with the kilograms of industrial robots.
Also classed as personal robots are little wheeled vehicles
called buggies or tortoises ('turtles' in the USA). These run
about on the end of a flexible cable under remote control of a
computer. Although they may well have some educational value
in control systems generally, they do not have industrial 'big
brothers' as directly as the single-arm manipulators do. Perhaps
the nearest thing in industry is the AGV (automatic guided
vehicle) used, for example, in automated warehouses.
WAIST ROTATION
SHOULDER ROTATION
ELBOW ROTATION
FLANGE
ROTATION
WRIST BEND

IpeisupI

WRIST ROTATION

Fig. 1. Level of articulation and joint rotations (axes of
movement) available in a typical industrial robot—the
Puma 260, a light-duty machine made by Unimation
(Europe) Ltd. The manipulator arm members are
driven by d.c. servomotors position controlled by the
user's software program held in a 16K RAM
ROBOTS, AUTOMATION AND PRODUCTIVITY
But why have these small robots emerged as commercial
products at this particular time, in the early I980"s? One reason
is that cheap stepping motors (£10-£15) and cheap programmable controllers in the form of microprocessors and home
computers have recently become widely available. These make it
possible to manufacture and sell the robots at prices low enough
to be afforded by individuals and educational establishments.
We shall be looking at this technical design aspect in another
article.
A more fundamental reason is that only in the past few years
have industrial robots really 'taken off in British manufacturing
industry. According to the British Robot Association, the
average growth in the UK's robot population has been more
2 Robotics Supplement

than 60% per annum over the past couple of years. But before
that it was much lower. This recent rapid increase has occurred
because British industry is now trying to catch up with the rest
of the industrialised world, after being a long way behind Japan,
USA. Germany and Sweden in the application of robots.
British manufacturers have had robots available to them on
the open market for twenty years or more, but have simply not
woken up to what these machines can do to boost productivity.
Now, competition from abroad is forcing our industry to get
moving. So the sudden interest in training people to understand
and use robots is a direct result of this belated response by UK
manufacturers.
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
The idea of the robot has been around for many centuries. In
literature it has existed from Homer to modern science fiction.
The name itself comes from 'robota," the word meaning work in
Russian and other Slavonic languages (written in the appropriate Cyrillic characters of course). It was, in fact, a Czech,
the author Karel Capek. who coined the word in the 1920s, in
his play Rossum's Universal Robots.
In the real world, robots have been known for several centuries in the form of automata (machines imitating animate
creatures). The 18th century clockmakers Jacquet-Droz, for example, constructed several mechanical humanoids which wrote,
drew or played musical instruments. But in the 20th century the
term robot has been applied to almost anything automatic—for
example traffic lights, because they replace policemen for
directing road traffic.
With modern industrial robots, however, there is a return to
the concept of machines with structures and actions similar to
those of living creatures, as we have seen with the single-arm
manipulator. Of course, this is not being done merely for the
sake of imitation, as with the 18th century automata, but
because the modern robots are intended to replace manual
operations to some degree. They must therefore be designed to
get as near as possible to the flexibility and versatility of the
brain-directed human arm and hand.
Moreover, the robot manufacturer cannot afford to produce
many different types of highly specialised machine with restricted markets. He wants to make and sell large quantities of standardised robots which are versatile enough to work in many different manufacturing processes. Taken to its logical conclusion,
this policy would end up in manufacturing robots which were in
fact very similar to human beings. But in practice, of course, this
is not necessary.
The present level of articulation in single-arm manipulators—
five or six axes of rotation of the kind shown in Fig. 1—can be
seen as developing slowly from the automation systems of fifty
or more years ago. These were the early transfer lines in Detroit
automobile plants and conveyor belts in other industries.
Automatically operated rods or gates were used for simply
pushing or pulling objects on or off these moving production
lines at the right times and in the right directions.
Such simple devices, which are still in wide use, are only
programmed to make one particular movement, and they repeat
it tirelessly and reliably every time they receive the appropriate
mechanical or electrical trigger. Thus they are rather like the
mindless physiological reflexes in humans or other animals.
Some of the early programmable robots were derived from
this pushing/pulling type of action, in that they were based on
the principle of the telescopic arm—a rod that would extend and
retract but not bend in the middle. But the telescopic arm was
pivoted to allow it to move round in a horizontal plane, so that it
could act in different directions, and also had a manipulatory
hand or gripper on the business end. The early Unimate robots
of this kind, for example, could pick up, set down and
manipulate tools or objects under the control of instructions
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stored on a magnetic drum.
The increasing versatility of automation systems—especially
with computer control coming in—led to the development of the
articulated arm capable of performing much more complex
movements. Unlike the telescopic arm, it could move its gripper
up and over, or down and under or some other path, as
necessary to avoid obstructing parts of the fixed machinery in a
plant.
We now have both types working in factories. In general they
are called first-generation or 'pick and place' robots. They will
operate tools, such as welding heads or paint-spraying guns, or
handle materials or workpieces, such as placing chocolates into
paper trays or positioning metal components for machining
processes.
They operate, however, with a fixed sequence of positions and
actions, for which they have been initially programmed. And
they are somewhat 'mindless' in this, because even if the tool or
workpiece is missing for some reason they will just go on
uselessly beating the air. repeating the same movements.
But first-generation robots are versatile devices when they can
be re-programmed. This calls for a method of programming
which allows the instructions to be quickly and easily changed.
In the early days programming was done by hardware—
mechanical stops, limit switches, hand-set electrical connections
and pneumatic air tubes, cam-operated contacts and so on. This
kind of technology is now being replaced by software programming, through minicomputers and microcomputers. Software
programming is not only more convenient and flexible to use
but also allows a higher level of machine intelligence to be
introduced.
One technique of programming by software is to start from
the desired movements and positions of the robot's hand in
three-dimensional space (using Cartesian or cylindrical coordinates) then calculate by a long string of transformations the
various arm and drive positions, control signals and program instructions required to achieve them. This is highly complex and
difficult. Most manufacturers of commercial robots provide
means for a much easier and quicker method of programming—
empirical rather than analytical.
The user has a hand-held keyboard or control box which
allows him to drive the various axes of the robot arm so that he
can find the correct movements, positions and actions experimentally for the task involved. When each correct position
or action is found in this way, the user presses a key to record it
in the robot's programmable memory (e.g. a RAM). Thus a
complete software program is built up empirically, and from
then on can be repeated automatically. This is called 'training" or
'teaching' the robot.
CONTROL AND SENSING SYSTEMS
Drives for the various parts of the articulated arm—often
electric but sometimes hydraulic or pneumatic—are controlled
by electrical/electronic circuits which receive commands from
the stored program. These control systems are either open-loop
(sometimes called 'non-servo') or closed-loop (or 'servo'), as
shown in Fig. 2.
In an open-loop control system—typically a sequence of
pulses fed into a stepping motor—a given electrical change, say
a single pulse, produces a known angular or linear displacement
in the motor and arm mechanism. Open-loop systems have the
advantages of simplicity and low cost and can be very accurate
for position control if there in no backlash, slip or other play in
the mechanism. The more advanced designs of industrial robots,
however, tend to use closed-loop control.
Here, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), the position resulting from a
mechanical movement is measured by a transducer, such as an
analogue potentiometer or a digital shaft encoder, and the
Practical and Everyday Electronics November 1984

information—the 'actual position'—is continuously compared
with the "desired position' supplied by the stored program. When
they are different an error signal is produced. The motor, which
could be an a.c. or d.c. servomotor or an hydraulic cylinder,
drives the mechanism to reduce the error signal to zero and then
stops. Such servomechanisms automatically deal with any
mechanical lost motion because this is contained within the feedback closed loop. By their use, repeatable positioning accuracies
in robots of better than 0- 1mm are now being obtained.
But even the monitoring action of the closed-loop control
system is confined within the robot itself. In the latest robotic
systems now emerging, called 'second-generation' robots,
greater accuracy, versatility and intelligence are obtained by extending the monitoring concept outside of the robot to include
the workpieces. materials or tools being manipulated. Various
sensing techniques are being developed, both privately and
through publicly-funded research projects. Japan is spending
about £55M on such work, the UK about £1 ^M.
At present most of the sensors actually constructed or
operating are optical and are therefore called 'vision systems' or
"machine vision". Typically, a small television camera mounted
near or actually on the robot views the objects being
manipulated in relation to the operating end of the robot arm.
The video signal from the camera undergoes analogue and
digital signal processing to derive numerical data on size, position. shape, colour and any other information required, and this
is used, via a computer, to control the robot arm in relation to
the work.
For example, at a General Motors automobile plant in
Canada, a vision system guides two co-ordinated robots to pick
different gear housings off a moving conveyor and sort them
into stacks according to type. RCA Laboratories have
developed a vision guided equipment for assembling
loudspeakers onto mounting points. The vision system locates
the holes in the speakers and the studs on the mounts, while
force transducers 'feel' to check whether a successful assembly
has been achieved.
Conditional branching in computer programs, based on the
logical operator implication (or IF p, THEN q), allows robots to
make decisions—or rather implement human decisions—on the
basis of inputs from sensors and transducers.
Some robots on the market already have force transducers
built into their hands to detect if the grippers are actually in contact with the workpiece and holding it. The idea of incorporating
speech recognition systems to enable robots to respond to
spoken commands has been tried experimentally. It may well
prove genuinely useful in industrial processes where an
operator's hands are busy with other tasks requiring human
levels of skill and dexterity.

MOTOR
DRIVE
CIRCUITS

PROGRAM
STORE

MOTOR
I ELECTRIC OR
ELECTROHYDRAULIC)

MECHANICAL MOVEMENT
(LINEAR OR ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT)

COMFARATOR
(DIFFERENCE

[573

o—
TRANSDUCER

Fig. 2. Two methods of position control used for drive
motors or hydraulic cylinders in articulated arms: (a)
open-loop, and (b) closed-loop. (For simplicity,
diagrams do not show whether functional blocks and
signals are analogue or digital)
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GENESIS P101 ROBOT
From £750.00
(System From
£1050.00)
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MICROGRASP
From £215.00
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HEBOT II
From £95.00

Powertran's range of educational robots has
been tried and tested in schools, colleges and
universities throughout the world.
From a simple demonstration of computer control to a full simulation of industrial robots, there
is a Powertran product to suit - at a price that
will suit your budget.
Powertran robots are now more reliable than
ever. The developments and improvements
made since our incorporation into the Feedback
Group of companies are the direct result of
Feedback's 25 years' experience.
Write or phone for our illustrated catalogue and
full price list of kits and ready-built robots.

(Prices quoted are exclusive of VAT and apply to the UK only.)

POmwAN

P0RTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AND0VER,
HANTS SP10 3RF. TEL (0264) 64455
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RB5X is a mobile robot with onboard processor
( + 8K RAM) which is programmed by downloading from an external computer. Its language
is Tiny BASIC, and software is available which
allows the mobile to learn from its environment.
Other features include: Plug-in space for custom
electronics boards, a sonic rangefinder for up to
10 metres, 8 tactile sensors and an ability to find
its charger and recharge itself when detecting a
low battery state. There is a socket for preprogrammed software modules, two RS232 interfaces, six 8-bit l/Os, a horn and flashing l.e.d.s,
plus an undercarriage photodiode system.
Dimensions 330mm dia., height 580mm. Optional extending arm paytoad 0-45kg. Other addons such as speech synthesis/recognition
available. Price $2295. R. B. Robot Corp.,
18301 West 10th Ave., Suite 310, Golden,
Colorado 80401.

iy.

Armdroid I has 5 axes plus 3-finger gripper (6 stepper motors with open loop control) capable of
lifting 300g. Supplied with PSU and software for BBC, Commodore 64 or Spectrum, but will interface
to any micro with 8-bit parallel port. Microswitches to aid positional sensing are optional. Hand-held
manual control box is available. Overall dimensions: 150 x 230 x 310mm with reach of 340mm,
Price £495 + VAT (assembled), £445 + VAT (kit). An alternative 2-fingered gripper is available for
£35 + VAT. Colvis solid state vision system allowing 32 x 32 pixels can be added. Price £899 + VAT.
Colne Robotics Co. Ltd., Beaufort Rd., East Twickenham, MiddxTWI 2PQ. f 01-892 8197.
Teach Robot (TR2) is powered by 6 d.c. motors with optical shaft encoding for position sensing. It
has 5 axes plus gripper, the main bearing comprising two ball races. The kit can be assembled in 6 hrs
(spanners are provided). The robot may be manually activated from Action Box , or each motor micro
driven by a Euro-board interface on a system bus allowing up to 9 boards. Vert, reach 760m, hor.
reach 460mm. Prices: TR2 £185 (kit), 90-page manual £12-50, Action Box (kit) £41, 6-board interface/bus kit (without i.c.s) £180. Prices exclude VAT. Remcon Electronics Ltd., PO Box 81,
Chislehurst, Kent BR7 6LP. if 01-467 7377.
4^

Fischertechnik telescopic robot arm is one of 6
micro controlled devices that may be built using
their highly educational 'Computing Kit'. Each
peripheral may be broken down and reassembled
as another, to make such things as a plotter, a
sun-seeking solar cell and a sorting machine. The
robot incorporates 2 motors with potentiometer
position sensing, and an electromagnetic pickup. Available from major toy stores. Price
£64-95. Artur Fischer (UK) Ltd., Fischer
House, 25 Newton Rd., Marlow, Bucks SL7 1JY.
(f Marlow 72882.
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Atlas is a self-contained stepper motor driven
robot with onboard micro. It has 5 axes plus one
supplementary function. The teaching console
provides automatic editing. The robot is readily
dismantled to allow students to study its
mechanisms. Maximum payload is 1kg, Resolution better than 0-1 mm and repeatability better
than 1mm @ full load. Price £1,950. Test &
Diagnosis module £250 (kit). L. J. Electronics
Ltd., Francis Way, Bowthorpe Industrial Estate,
Norwich NR5 9JA. (f0603 748001.

Teach Mover has 5 axes
of movement (plus gripper) using stepper motors
with open loop control.
This unit has been specifically designed to simulate industrial robot operations in the laboratory or classroom; it has an on-board microprocessor. Via
the teach control unit an operator can put together complex routines by
positioning the arm with the various keys and pressing the 'Record' key. Up
to 53 positions can be recorded in this way. An auxiliary 12V/4A power
supply is required (£170). The price, £2,280, includes teach control unit,
user manual and Apple II software package. Accessories include an experimenter's kit. Syke Instrumentation Co. Ltd., Syke House, 117/119
Station Road, Liss, Hants. GU3 7AJ. if 0730 893821.
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Minimover has 5 axes of movement using stepper motors with open loop
control, it has an 'intelligent' gripper that can sense if it is holding
something and judge its size to within 1-5mm. Will interface directly to
Apple II, TRS 80 and Pet computers or any 8 bit parallel port machine. Max.
payload at full extension is 445g. Auxiliary power supply required, 12V, 4A,
from manufacturer, £130. Robot price £1788 including cable and user
manual (prices exc. VAT). Accessories available include; Reference and
applications manual; Pneumatic gripper (two finger) with mount adaptor kit;
Pneumatic accessory kit with 4-way valve and speed control; Also various
software packages. Syke Instrumentation Co. Ltd., Syke House,
117/119 Station Road, Liss, Hants. GU33 7AJ. tf 0730 893821.
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BBC Buggy kit is based on modular Fischer Technik parts, prewired stepper motors and assembled circuit boards, and may be modified during experimentation. Only a screwdriver is required for assembly. Interfaces are
available for Spectrum and RML (Commodore 64 in pipeline) which include
onboard ADC and 7-seg. display of control lines status. The Buggy accommodates a full range of sensors and is sold with a 13 program cassette.
These are: Test & Familiarisation, Switch (direct computer control),
Memory Switch, Recorder (route display), Snail (screen route planning),
Routeplanner, Bar Code Routep/anner, Explore (seeks out object, defines its
shape and returns to base), Explore Wall (maps boundaries), Sunseeker
(maze lightfinder), Man vs Buggy, Line Follower, and Tin Pan Alley
(composing music by barcode). A 'Grab Arm' is available. Price (BBC version £164-35 + VAT. Economatics (Education) Ltd., Epic House, 9
Orgreave Rd., Sheffield SI3 9LQ. £ 0742 690801.
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Neptune Models I and II (currently published
in Practical Electronics) are electro-hydraulically
powered robots. Neptune I has 6 servocontrolled axis movements and Neptune II has 7.
These systems use water as the hydraulic
medium; they are sold in kit form. Assembly time
is minimised by the use of a preformed wiring
loom, pre-assembled and tested electronics and
pre-assembled cylinders which are leak-proof
and incorporate inertial compensation. Suitable
for the BBC, VIC 20 and Spectrum computers,
Neptune I has 8-bit control and II has 12-bit control. Both robots are, with ADC option, controllable via a hand-held simulator (£45/£52).
Maximum payload is 2-5kg. Prices: Neptune I:
£1,732-50 including ready-built control electronics (optional), Neptune II: £2,530 including
ready-built control electroncs (optional). ADC
option £109; ready-built hydraulic power pack
£500; gripper sensor £43; optional threefingered gripper £86; connector leads extra.
Cybernetic Applications, Portway Trading
Estate, Andover, Hants. SP10 3PR. if 0264
50093.
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Hero Junior is fashioned visually on Hero 1 but
intended for domestic and entertainment use. It
can sing, recite poetry, follow human beings
around, and wake up its owner in the morning
with a personalised alarm, detecting whether or
not the reposer has stirred before taking appropriate action. Battery life is 4-6 hours. Hero
JR can patrol a security round and activate the
Heath burglar alarm upon detecting an intruder.
Unfortunately, this and other wireless features
are not suitable for use in the UK. A range of cartridges give JR a choice of personalities to suit
situations, e.g. games and songs for a party,
quizes for education etc. JR has no arm. Price
£499-95 (kit); £999-95 (assembled). Maplin
Electronic Supplies.
Edinburgh Turtle is a production version of that
produced by the a.i. department of Edinburgh
University. It may be programmed to move a
fixed distance in any direction, or to turn a
specific number of degrees. Incorporates a
retractable pen, which, using the language LOGO
may be used to draw shapes and remember how
to do it again in the future. Two types available:
TURTLE-SERI with serial interface, PSU and
EPROM for use with any micro, and TURTLEPARA in which a specific interface for the micro

Hero 1 (ETW-18) is a mobile incorporating an
extending arm (up to 127mm) plus a further 3
axes and gripper. The head rotates 350° to position the arm and sensors, the entire machine being powered by 8 motors, 7 of which are steppers. An optical encoder measures distance
travelled, and there is a breadboard for experimental circuits. Also includes: Voice synthesiser, ultrasonic motion detector, sound
detector, light detector, 7-seg. display and
keyboard for program entry, ultrasonic rangefinder, cassette interface, realtime clock/calendar, battery charger, and a teaching pendant
which provides an easy way to program movements. Includes 1200 page robotics course.
Price £1,995 + VAT & p.p. Available ready-built
from Zenith Data Systems Ltd., Bristol Rd.,
Gloucester GL2 6EE. if 0452 29451. Available in
kit (ETS-18) from Maplin (see advertisers' Index). Price £999-95.

M

used is supplied. In the latter, disc or cassette
software is downloaded. RC4 Turtle does not require a cable link because it has an onboard
rechargeable battery, and communicates via a
two-way radio control link. Therefore its movements are not restricted, and additional sensors
can feed data back to the micro. Prices: Edinburgh Turtle £350 (SERI), circa £170 (PARA).
RC4 £175. To all prices add p&p and VAT.
Jessop Microelectronics Ltd., Unit 5, 7 Long
St., London E2 8HN. if 01-739 3232.
Robotics Supplement 7

MA2000 Open University robot has 6 axes,
powered by d.c. servo motors, plus a pneumatic
gripper (for which a compressed air cylinder, or
compressor is required). Supplied in wooden
case which converts into operating base, keypad,
and controller interface for BBC Model B and the
University's Hektor micro. Software (partly
BASIC) enables 3 alternative movement
programming methods. Experiment kit also
available. Arm reach is 500mm, payload 1kg.
Price to be announced. TecQuipment International Ltd., Bonsall St., Long Eaton, Notts
NG102AN. (f0602 72261 1.
I
IS

Alfred (featured currently in Everyday Electronics) is powered by six servomotors, five of
which provide axis control, and one of which is
mounted on the forearm (but not shown in
photo) to control the gripper. Power is transmitted along the plastic arm by toothed belts,
producing a highly articulate arm using simple
components. Alfred interfaces to any micro with
an 8-bit I/O port, and requires a 12V/2-5A PSD.
The arm heralds a range of peripherals including
vision and mobile base. Software includes
simulated pendant. Arm reach is 380mm,
payload 170g. Price £140 + VAT. Available from
Robot City Technology, 20 Burners Lane, Kiln
Farm, Milton Keynes MK11 3AU. if 0234
750120.
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Beasty Arm is powered by 3 radio control type
servomotors using the well known 'Beasty'—a
matchbox sized motor controller which communicates with a BBC micro serially
(theoretically allowing optical, and even radio
link-ups). The standard arm uses a hook,
although a gripper can be added. Arm lengths,
joint leverages etc. are selectable, facilitating
custom design. Software supplied on cassette is
ROBOL which is a simple control language. Price
£110 (basic configuration). Also available: EV1
Electronic Vision of 128 x 256 pixels scanned in
0 05 sees. Price £129-95. Beasty Mobile Base is
a caterpillar vehicle measuring 360 x 304 x
225mm high, capable of conveying a 6-5kg load
over rugged.terrain at up to 5 m.p.h. Price £60.
Commotion, 241 Green Street, Enfield, Middlesex EN3 7SJ. f 01 -804 1 378.

NOTE: Prices were correct at time
of going to press, but in many cases
should only be considered as a
guide. The supplement heading picture shows a robot made by ASEA
Ltd., spot welding SAAB motor cars.
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Mentor has 6 axes of movement,
simultaneously servo controlled. Features integral control electronics and power supply, long
life bronze and nylon bearings and inertial compensation circuitry. Optional ADC (on-board)
available, also hand-held simulator. Suitable for
use with the BBC, VIC 20 and Spectrum computers using BASIC. Mentor is supplied as a kit
with ready-built control electronics (optional).
Price £552. ADC option £22-50; Simulator (requires ADC option) £48; prices include VAT.
Connector leads extra. Cybernetic Applications, Portway Trading Estate, Andover, Hants.
SP10 3PR. f 0264 50093.
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George can be programmed with up to 48
steps, and will go forwards, backwards, hold,
turn, or curve left, or right, and retract. He has 3
speeds and 9 time intervals, and incorporates a
light beam and sounder. A demo' program is
provided. George is 168mm high. Price £23-95.
Available through retail outlets. Computer
Games Ltd., CGL House, Goldings Hill,
Loughton, Essex IG10 2RR. (f 01-508 5600.
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Cyber 310 has 5 degrees of movement with a programmable gripper
(6 stepper motors) and a maximum payload of 250g. It has the rare ability
to rotate the shoulder through 300 degrees in the vertical plane to operate
on the opposite side with the arm upside down. Ideal for use with BBC
micro or 8 bit parallel (Centronics) ports; uses ROBOFORT (extension of
FORTH) learning system, sub-routines in BASIC (non-learning). Price
£772-50. Includes R0B0F0RTH software, cable, step by step tutorial. Application software available (£230)—the core of the package is Cartesian
co-ordinates (x,y,z,); Cylindrical polar co-ordinates (distance, height plus
angle); this (three in one) package allows movement by describing a position in space and the approach angle of the gripper. Also includes Towers of
Hanoi using real disks. Cyber Robotics Ltd., 1 Ditton Walk, Cambridge
CB5 8QD. f 0223 210675.

EE Buggy (published in Everyday Electronics May 1984) uses a twin
motorised gearbox with magnetic clutch. Optoelectronics feedback
provides closed loop control, along with 2 collision detectors. For use with
micros having 8-bit user port. Price £37 (excluding p.c.b.s which are
available from the EE PCB Service). Greenweid, 443 Millbrook Rd.,
Southampton SOI OHX. (f 0703 772501.
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Genesis series: PI02 is a hydraulic anthropomorphic arm with 5 axes
plus gripper capable of a 31b payload. It has double-acting cylinders with inductive positional feedback, and 2-speed operation. Dedicated 6802 control box offers 8 programmable sequences of up to 64 steps, but allows
greater sophistication by way of an RS232 link to an external computer. 4K
of non-volatile memory is incorporated. Price £ 1,476 -f VAT.
P101 is a simplified version with single-acting cylinders, and 2K of nonvolatile memory (8 programmable sequences of up to 32 steps). Price
£1,050 + VAT.
Micrograsp (also shown in the photograph) is a motor-driven arm of 4
axes plus gripper. Potentiometers provide positional sensing. Can be driven
from almost any micro (ZX81 especially) using the interface board supplied.
Construction is basic with all those parts subject to wear readily replaced.
Price £272 + VAT.
Hebot II (shown above) is a turtle type robot featuring independent 2wheel drive, collision detectors, retractable pen, flashing eyes and a horn.
Supplied with this is a universal interface board. Price £95 + VAT.
All these robots are available in kit form from Powertran Cybernetics
Ltd., Portway Industrial Estate, Andover, Hants SP1 0 3BR. f 0264 64455.
HRA934 is a ready-built version of PI02 (with improved interface). Price
£2,726 + VAT. Available from Feedback Instruments, Park Rd., Crowborough, Sussex TN6 2QR. ^08926 3322.
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MN919 Monkey romps along a tightrope, aativated by a clap of the hands, or other fragor.
Driven by 2 cranked gripper arms. Price £9-99.
MN935 Circular is controlled using a hand held
unit, and can wheel around the floor in any direction, or turn on the spot. Has 2 wheels driven by
2 d.c. motors. Price £29-99.
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SHALL ROBOTS
Movit Mini Robots range comprises 5 battery
powered machines (shown in order).
MV913 Line Tracer is guided along a line by an
infra-red sensor. It has 3 wheels driven by 2 d.c.
motors. Price £17-99.
MV915 Piper M ouse uses a sound sensor to
follow instructions issued by its owner using a
whistle. Has 3 wheels driven by 2 d.c. motors.
Price £1 9-99.
MV918 Memocon Crawler contains RAM to
remember and follow instructions entered
through a keyboard. Has 3 wheels driven by 2
d.c. motors. Price £34-99.
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Prism Micro Products Ltd., Prism House, 1829 Mora St., City Rd., London EC1V 8BT. ifOI253 2277. Movits are available through High
Street hobby and toy stores.
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TORUS'
An introduction to computer controlled
Robots. This kit is easily assembled and
utilizes the motorized gearbox
described below. Further details on
request.

GREENWELD
84 PAGE CATALOGUE
NOW AVAILABLE!!
It's Bigger, Brighter, Better, more
components than ever before. With
each copy there's discount vouchers,
Bargain List, Wholesale Discount List,
Bulk Buyers List, Order Form and
Reply Paid Envelope. All for just £1.00!

MOTORIZED GEARBOX
As featured in 'Computer Control of
Small Vehicles' in May issue of EE.
Complete set of components (not PCB)
+ Gearbox & Wheels (as recommended by the authors) for £37.

IF YOU'RE going to build your own
robot you'll need lots of components.
... our packs offer outstanding value
and big variety. A few are listed here for details of over 30 others send £1 for
CAT or large SAE for latest pack list.
K021 Miniature iW 5% carbon film resistors, as used in nearly all projects. 10
each of all values from 10R to 1M in the
El2 range. Total 610 resistors. Price
£5.95.
K003 ITT PMT 100V range or similar
polyester capacitors. 10 each of: .01
.015 .022 .033 .047 .068; .1 .15 .22 .33
.47uF. Price £5.16.
K010 Electrolytic caps, 16V wkg. 10 of
each of: 1 2.2 4.7 10 22 47 100 200 470
lOOOuF. Total 100 capacitors. Price
£7.02.
K518 200 Disc Ceramic Caps. Big variety of values and voltages from a few
pF to 2.2uF; 3V to 3kV. £1.00.
K517 Transistor Pack. 50 assorted full
spec marked plastic devices PNP NPN
RF AF. Type numbers include BC114
117 172 182 183 198 239 251 214 255
320 BF198 255 394 2N3904 etc. etc.
Retail cost £7 + . Special low price 275p.
Official orders welcome - minimum
invoice charge £10. No. min. on CWO.
Goods normally despatched by return of post
Our shop hasandenormous
stock
components
9-5.30 Mon-Sat. Comeis& seeopenus!! from

TECHNOLOGY
ARMDROID 1 ROBOTIC ARM
Five axis stepper motor driven robot,
assembled or in kit form, for use with most
8-bit micros.
COLVIS COMPUTER VISION SYSTEM
Image processor with its own computer and
lightweight camera for attaching to a robot.

ft
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bine Robohcs Co. Ud.
Beaufort Road /off Richmond Road East Twickenham Middlesex T W1 2PQ
Telephone Ol 892 8197 or 8241 Telex 8814066
10 Robotics Supplement

These units are as used in a
computerized tank, and offer the
experimenter in robotics the
opportunity to buy the electromechanical parts required in building
remote controlled vehicles. The unit
has 2 x 3V motors, linked by a
magnetic clutch, thus enabling turning
of the vehicle, and a gearbox contained
within the black ABS housing, reducing
the final drive speed to approx 50rpm.
Data is supplied with the unit showing
various options on driving the motors
etc. £5.95. Suitable wheels also
available; 3" Dia plastic with black tyre,
drilled to push-fit on spindle. 2 for £1.30
(limited qty). 3" dia aluminium disc
3mm thick, drilled to push-fit on
spindle. 2 for 68p.

GREENWELD
443D Millbrook Road
Southampton
SOI
OHX INCLUDETelVAT:
(0703) JUST
772501/783740
ALL PRICES
ADD SOp PW
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Tom Ivall

ALTHOUGH the small educational and personal robots are
l somewhat crude in mechanical design compared with their
industrial big brothers, in another respect they are more advanced. Programming by software, and all the operational flexibility
it provides, came rather late in the day to industrial robots—
when minicomputers and microcomputers eventually arrived in
the factory. With the small educational and personal robots it
was the other way round.
The means of programming by software—microprocessors
and microcomputers with their associated programming
languages—already existed in some abundance and variety
before the small robots were even thought of. In fact it was the
electronics and software that really sparked the mechanics of
these devices into existence.
A generalised schematic of a personal or educational robot is
shown in Fig. !. The technology is similar in principle to that of
the industrial programmable controller used for sequence control of machines or processes. Such a system can be broken
down, as shown, into three main functions: a stored, alterable
program, a control section, and whatever device is being actuated (in this case a machine under position control).
To make a single-arm robot perform a required task—say
picking up an object, moving it to another place and putting it
down there—the various mechanical members of the articulated
arm have to be moved through sequences of positions in space.
So the electric motors or low-power hydraulic cylinders that
drive these members, rotating them about the various joint
pivots, have to produce related sequences of angular or linear
positions at their drive shafts or rods (depending on the gearing,
transmission etc).
In turn this means that the drive motors or cylinders must be
energised for specific durations and at specific times throughout
the task. The electric or hydraulic power is switched to them in
the required pattern by a control system—typically by switching
semiconductor power amplifiers on and off.
The power switching is controlled by electrical signals and
these in turn are initiated by data from a stored software
program. Usually this program is held in one or more semiconductor memory chips. Part of the total storage capacity is a
programmable memory, usually a RAM: this holds the user's
application programs, which can be loaded and changed as required.
The remaining storage capacity is used for necessary
firmware: a permanent (ROM) or semi-permanent (EPROM or
RAM) memory holding an internal system program—called an
operating system by some manufacturers—which allows the applications software to be conveniently run on a particular
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arrangement of robot hardware. This internal 'managerial'
firmware is, of course, dictated by the design of the robot
system's fixed hardware.
In software terms the applications and internal system
programs are stored lists of position-control instructions. Electrically they are spatial patterns of binary states in the bit cells of
the memory chips. They are written into and read out of
memory under the control of a microprocessor. When read out
to perform their position-control functions, the static bits
become a stream of digital data, which passes out of the
'Program' block in Fig. 1 via a serial or parallel input/output
channel.
At this point the program instructions are in binary code,
typically a sequence of 8-bit bytes. They therefore have to be
decoded to form the switching signals, and this is done in the
'Control' block of the Fig. 1 schematic.
As systems, the small robots now on the market can be
divided into two groups. In the first group, the 'Program' digital
storage and processing section of Fig. 1 is built into the equipment by the manufacturer, along with the 'Control' section and
mechanisms. The programmable part of the memory might be a
small capacity RAM (say 8K) and the microprocessor a 6502
chip. Also provided is a purpose-designed control box or
keyboard.
In the second group of products, the 'Program' section in Fig.
I is not built into the robot but has to be provided by the user as
an external home or personal computer, as indicated in the
diagram.
The important difference between them is this. In the first
group of robots, the detailed control and co-ordination of the
arm positioning is taken care of automatically by the internal
system program, or operating system, stored as firmware. This
allows the whole robot to be controlled by a comparatively simple steering keyboard, the keys directly commanding the five or
six arm joints to rotate in one direction or the other.
In the second group, however, this system program is not
provided as built-in firmware. The user can write it himself by
analysis of the whole robot control system, perhaps using
machine code, then place it in the home computer's RAM via
the computer keyboard. Or he can make use of software already
prepared by the robot manufacturer on magnetic disk or
cassette and load this into his computer. Such prepared software
uses versions of existing programming languages such as
BASIC and FORTH.
Fig. 1 and the preceding discussion merely outline the general
character of these small robot systems. But when examined in
detail the products on the market reveal a bewildering variety of
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physical shapes and sizes, design techniques, performance levels,
facilities and prices. To get a grasp of what is going on in this
technology you have to mentally take the products to pieces and
look at the individual parts in some detail. This is what we are
doing in the rest of the article.
It's more helpful to divide these robot systems into their
functional parts, rather than into the actual pieces of equipment
which house them as commercial products. These functional
parts are: (1) the mechanical structure of the articulated arm;
(2) the drive system, including the electric motors or hydraulic
actuators, gearing and transmission; (3) the control system for
these drives, including conversion of digital data into control
signals; and (4) the software programming and its associated
hardware. Let's look at them in turn.
MECHANICAL STRUCTURE OF ARM
As outlined in the previous article, the articulated single arm
consists of five main members, corresponding to the human
trunk, upper arm. forearm, hand and (rudimentary) fingers. The
vertical 'trunk' part rotates through about 360° at the 'waisf,
pivoting on a base unit intended to stand on a table. These
general features can be seen from Fig. 1 in the previous article.
The extension members are jointed at pivots which allow
rotation in one plane at any given point in the arm (e.g. forearm
rotation relative to the upper arm. at the elbow). At the wrist,
however, a more complex double pivoting arrangement, usually
based on a differential gear, allows rotation of the hand in two
planes relative to the forearm carrying it.
One axis allows the hand to pivot as in bending the wrist to
wave good-bye (called pitch). The other allows the hand to
rotate axially. as in using a screwdriver (called roll)—even when
the wrist is well bent, which is more than human anatomy can
do (try it!).
The wrist differential gear has two input bevel gears driven by
separate motors and a planetary output bevel gear which moves
the hand in the two ways described. When the two input gears
are rotated equal angular distances in opposite directions, the
output gear simply rotates on its own axis, producing the 'roll'
wrist rotation. When the two input gears are rotated in the same
direction through a given angular distance, the output gear
moves as a whole in planetary fashion round the input gears
(without axial rotation) producing the 'pitch' motion, up or down
according to the input drive direction.
12 Robotics Supplement
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Fig. 1. Functional schematic of programmable position control system used for small robots, showing system broken
down into three main function blocks. Actual equipment is
not necessarily grouped in this way. Some robots require a
home or personal computer to provide part of the software
programmable system, and this takes over the 'Program'
functional block as shown
At the extremity of the articulated arm the rudimentary
'fingers' take the form of grippers, which can be closed and
opened to grasp and release objects. These are short members
on pivots corresponding to 'knuckles': a pair for gripping square
objects or three for gripping round objects.
In the manufacturers' literature, the versatility of the arm for
manipulation is specified as the number of joints at which distinct rotations are possible (e.g. forearm relative to upper arm) in
the articulation system. This is expressed as a number (typically
5 or 6) of'degrees of freedom', or 'degrees of motion' or 'axes of
rotation" or 'axes of movement'.
Don't be confused by these different terms: they all mean the
same thing. ('Degrees of freedom", a term borrowed from
physics and chemistry, is particularly unfortunate because it has
nothing to do with the angular degrees of rotation at the joints
but might be thought to mean this.)
But the mechanical versatility of the structure also depends
on the angular distances through which the various members
can be rotated, so these figures should be studied in the literature
as well.
DRIVE SYSTEMS
The extension members of the articulated arm are rotated on
their joint pivots in a variety of ways. In the electrically driven
robots, the motors are either mounted directly on the various
members, at or near the joints, or some distance away—usually
in the 'trunk"—transmitting their drive to the joints by arrangements of cables and drums or toothed plastic belts and gear
wheels.
The second, remote method has a double advantage. It does
not have to lift the weight of the motors added to that of the arm
members, and it keeps the centre of gravity low so that the robot
doesn't have a tendency to topple over.
Gearing down is used in all arrangements, both to reduce the
motor shaft speed to the comparatively slow rotation required at
the joints and to obtain the necessary torque or force at the
joints. This is done by direct meshing of metal or plastic gear
wheels, by cables and drums or by belt drive gearing, depending
on the transmission requirements of the structure.
In the hydraulically operated robots, the arm members are
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rotated about the pivots by lever action given by low-pressure
hydraulic cylinders coupled between pairs of members (for example between upper arm and forearm to give elbow movement). The cylinders provide a linear thrust. To obtain the two
directions of motion required for 'push' and 'pull" at a given
joint, either a spring-return cylinder or a double-acting cylinder
must be used. In some parts of the arm mechanism the linear
motion of the cylinder is converted into rotary motion by a rackand-pinion system.
Some electrically operated robot arms use d.c. motors in
closed-loop systems (see Fig. 2(b) in previous article) for position control. But many of the products use stepping motors, of
the low-cost kind mass-produced for video recorders.
In broad principle the stepping motor is rather like an a.c.
synchronous motor, in so far as the angular movement is locked
to pulses of current. In the synchronous motor these current
pulses are half-cycles of a.c. and arrive repetitively from the
mains to produce continuous rotation. In the stepping motor
they are square pulses (switched d.c.) which can be sent to the
motor singly, whenever required, to produce discrete steps of
angular motion.
For example, in one widely used stepping motor each incremental pulse fed to the windings results in a precise angular
movement of 7| degrees. Thus 48 steps are needed to complete
360 degrees of rotation. So a known number of current pulses
fed into a stepping motor will result in a known angular displacement. In conjunction with a known gear ratio between the motor
and the arm mechanism, this offers a very precise means of position control.
Most of these stepping motors are four-phase types. They
have four stator windings and the rotor is moved round, one step
at a time, by applying current pulses to the windings in a cycle of
events as shown in Fig. 2, with a 90 degrees phase difference
between successive pulses. So the complete 360 degrees electrical cycle is made up of 4 x 90 degrees.
Different methods of drive are chosen to meet particular
product design requirements. The main considerations are performance, cost, size and operational convenience. For example,
the stepping motors in common use are chosen because they are
cheap, they suit the. pulse type of output given by digital electronic systems, and their incremental action allows precise
positioning without the extra complexity and cost of closed-loop
control systems.
Their main disadvantages are their limited torque (typically
85mNm holding torque), which restricts the load handling
capacity of the robot, and their vulnerability to slip, which affects positional accuracy. In addition, to remain stationary in order to hold a given arm position they need continuous application of electric power—which can make them get rather warm.
Hydraulic cylinders are chosen because, for a given force output, they are more compact than the majority of electric motors.
Consequently for a given size of robot they can drive larger
loads than electric motors can. This is because the mechanical
power (fluid pressure) is supplied directly to the actuator,
whereas an electric motor has to include an electromagnetic
system to convert electricity to mechanical power.
For linear movements the hydraulic actuator is faster than the
(rotary) electric motor. To hold a static position under heavy
load the cylinder requires no consumption of power at all: the
piston simply rests on a stationary volume of virtually incompressible fluid shut into the cylinder by a valve.
One disadvantage of the hydraulic cylinder is that it needs a
closed-loop system for accurate position control. An hydraulic
system also needs a central motor driven hydraulic pump to
provide the necessary fluid pressure, whereas electric motors
receive their electric power directly without conversion. Finally,
hydraulic connections and other components may prove rather
messy if they leak.
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Fig. 2. Energising current pulses applied to the windings, W,
to W4, of a four-phase stepping motor, showing phase
relationships between pulse sequences for steady incremental rotation in
steps
CONTROL SYSTEMS
The purpose of the 'Control* block in Fig. 1 is to control the
energisation of the various drive motors or actuators in accordance with a sequence of positioning commands coming from
the 'Program" section. These commands arrive as binary coded
data, typically a stream of 8-bit parallel bytes output from a
parallel interface unit (PIU).
Position control systems in small educational and personal
robots follow the general principles of those in large-scale industrial robots. Both open-loop and closed-loop systems are employed (see previous article). Open-loop systems (Fig. 2(a) in
previous article) are widely used in the small robots because they
are simpler and in principle cheaper to manufacture than closedloop systems. Perhaps a more important reason is that they can
take advantage of stepping motors as very convenient positioning devices which can be directly driven from digital signals (see
"Drive" section).
Here the task of the open-loop control system is to take the
binary coded position commands from the program memory
and convert them into pulses of current to drive the stepping
motors. The general method shown in Fig. 3 is used in several
small robots.
Encoded position-control data arrives as 8-bit parallel bytes
on lines D, to D8. Each 8-bit byte contains three distinct groups
of information. D, to D4 is a three-bit code which tells the control system which one of the six stepping motors to select. D, to
D8 is a four-bit code which causes the selected motor to be stepped round a required number of steps. Finally, D, provides a
one-bit strobe pulse (logic 0 or 1) which causes the selected
motor to receive the stepping code then present on D5-D8.
The D2-D4 motor selection code is decoded in an i.e. which
produces a signal on one of six lines to bring in one of the six
motor circuits. The general form of the decoding process is like
this:
Dt O3
0 0 1
1 0
1 1
0 0

Motor selected
1
2
3
4
5
6

Joint driven
Gripper
Wrist roll
Wrist pitch
Elbow
Shoulder
Waist

Stepping-code bits D, to D8 are fed simultaneously in parallel
to six i.e. latches for the six motors. For each 8-bit input byte
arriving, the decoder emits a control signal which causes one of
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Fig. 3. Simplified version of system
used to actuate stepping motors in
open-loop position control systems, input 8-bit parallel codes from the Fig. 1
'Program' block are the positioning
commands, and are translated into
switching signals which select and
energise the four-phase stepping
motors

STEPPING CODES
,1

De o070
D60
d
5&
MOTOR
SELECTION CODE

STEPPING
MOTOR 1
W NO NGS

LATCH
1

POWER
SWITCHES

LATCH

..TO STEPPING MOTOR 6
POWER SWITCHES
. - AND MOTOR WINDINGS

<g D4C>
0

DECODER

3O

Da
0
0
1
1
0

D7 D6
0 1
1 1
1 0
0 0
0 1
etc.

D5 Step
1
1
0
2
0
3
1
4
1 Repeat
etc.

Angular movement
D20
71°
'2
15°0
22|
30°
37-1°
| PE13M |
etc.

STROBE BIT

these six latches to hold the stepping code and apply it through
power switches to the windings of the corresponding motor. This
occurs if the decoder has received the appropriate strobe pulse
from D,. If the motor turns in 7j degree steps, the stepping code
could operate in the following manner:
In closed-loop position control (Fig. 2(b) in previous article)
the drive electric motors or hydraulic actuators operate continuously until the sensed 'actual position" equals the commanded 'desired position" and then slop. For electrically operated
robots, d.c. motors are used. In hydraulically operated robots
the hydraulic cylinders are energised by fluid under pressure (oil
or water) which is switched to them by solenoid valves controlled by on/off electrical signals.
Whatever the type of drive, the system needs a transducer to
continuously sense the actual angular or linear position reached
by the output shaft or rod. With d.c. motor drive the transducer
is usually a potentiometer, the wiper terminal giving a d.c.
voltage proportional to the angular position of the control spindle. This voltage is the 'actual position" signal which is compared
with the 'desired position' signal to generate an error signal in
the closed-loop system.
In hydraulically operated robots, some models use an inductive transducer, a linear variable differential transformer
(LVDT). This takes the form of a cylinder holding inductively
coupled primary and secondary coils, and this structure slides
over the hydraulic cylinder as a whole. Fed with an audio frequency a.c. voltage, it senses the position of the cylinder's piston
because this metal component acts as a moving core within the
transformer coils and so alters the flux linkages and inductive
coupling between the primary and secondary windings.
The a.c. output signals of all the LVDT transducers are rectified to give d.c. voltages (typically in a 20-50mV range) which
are proportional to the positions of the pistons and hence cylinder output rods. In one model these d.c. voltages are sampled
repetitively at a rate of 200kHz and thus multiplexed for the
whole robot arm. The multiplexed voltage signals are then fed to
an A to D converter, which converts each analogue value into
an 8-bit code, thus giving a resolution of 1 part in 256 for each
position measured in this way.
Some closed-loop position control systems include refinements such as two-speed movement or three-term control to improve the dynamic performance of the system and its ability to
match the requirements of the manipulation task. Three-term
control, a technique widely used in industrial process control to
avoid overshoots, hunting (oscillations) and other undesirable
effects, modifies the error signal characteristic as a function of
14 Robotics Supplement
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time. The "three terms' mean terms of an equation expressing the
overall control behaviour. They are called "proportional" (linear
term), 'integral" (integration term) and 'derivative' (differentiation term), and these three modifying components, pre-adjusted
by the user, are added to form the overall control characteristic.
When studying the manufacturers" literature on robot control
systems, one often meets the term 'continuous path" as a description of the method of arm positioning. This can be confusing,
because it is used differently in small robot technology and in industrial robot technology. In the small robot field 'continuous
path" usually means that all the arm joints are driven
simultaneously, instead of one after the other, to accomplish a
total arm movement from one programmed position to another.
In the industrial robots field, 'continuous path" means that the
path taken by, say. the gripper in moving from point A to point
B is continuously controllable by the program—and hence by
the programmer—over the whole of its length. Perhaps a
specially shaped path, rather than a straight line, is needed for
welding along a seam, spraying paint to follow a contour or to
avoid some obstacle presented by the production process or
machine. 'Continuous path" industrial robots are so named to
distinguish them from 'point-to-point" robots, in which the user
can program the required positions of point A and point B but
has no control over the path taken by the gripper in moving
between them.
SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING
As in other computer technology, the program which orders
the robot arm to perform a sequence of actions is a list of instructions. stored in binary form in a semiconductor memory.
The user writes it for the particular task concerned, often with
the aid of a software package supplied by the robot manufacturer. In practice the programmable memory usually has enough
capacity to hold several tens of program steps.
The manufacturers" software employs algorithms that take
account of the design of the particular robot system and so open
up this specialised piece of hardware to the user's more general
requirements. For example, the user may wish to steer the robot
by simple electrical signals commanding the various joint positions. These signals could come from a manually operated
keyboard or control box, or they could arrive automatically as
in factory automation systems.
Software packages from some of the manufacturers make it a
straightforward matter to write programs relating to the
geometry of the space in which the robot functions. The
Practical and Everyday Electronics November 1984

algorithms start from required positions in three-dimensional
space (of, say, the robot's gripper), as defined by Cartesian coordinates (x, y and z), by cylindrical co-ordinates (angle and two
distances), or other co-ordinate systems.
As already mentioned, there are two kinds of program in
general use; application programs written by the user and internal system programs (or operating systems). Some robots on the
market have system programs already built in as firmware.
These often contain positional control information that allows
the robot to be steered manually from a keyboard, and the
maker supplies a control box for this purpose.
Other robots do not have such 'managerial' firmware built in,
but the same purpose is served by the user writing his own
system programs on an external home computer perhaps with
the aid of manufacturers' software. In this case, if manual steering is required the computer's keyboard is used as a control box.
The robot makers normally supply their software on cassette
or magnetic disk. It is often prepared in a special version of
some existing programming language, such as a mixture of
BASIC and machine code. The user loads it into the RAM of his
home computer dnd then, using the VDU and keyboard, writes a
program by the interactive process of responding to options displayed on the screen in menu form.
One manufacturer, for example, offers software packages in a
version of FORTH, which is particularly suitable for control applications in any case. The instructions take the form of:
E 80 MOVE
where E is a mnemonic that selects the elbow joint in the arm, 80
is the number of steps chosen by the user to advance this joint

relative to its existing position, and MOVE is the command to
perform this instruction. Another type of instruction, for absolute, rather than relative, positioning has the form:
300 W 200 S GO
which means that the waist (W) and shoulder (S) are instructed
to move to absolute positions of 300 and 200 respectively. These
numbers are parameters identifying particular positions within a
finite range of numbered positions fixed by the engineering
design of the arm.
What makes software programming of robots particularly interesting for educational purposes is the possibility of using conditional branching or jump instructions in programs. These give
the robot the power to 'decide' on a particular course of action
in response to a situation in the manufacturing environment
which it doesn't 'know' in advance—for example, whether an
object presented to it on a conveyor is the correct size or not.
Of course, the robot doesn't really decide. It implements a
generalised decision made in advance by the human programmer: e.g. that the instruction sequence in branch A of the
program will be carried out if, say, a certain sensed value is
greater than x, or the instruction sequence in branch B if this
value is less than x. (The process is a mechanisation of the truthfunctional operator implication in deductive logic.)
Such 'decisions' by the robot require an information input
sensed from the environment by some transducer (indicated by
"intelligence' feedback in Fig. 1). This could be a simple switch
built into the gripper to detect whether it has closed on an object
or not, or it could be a whole vision system giving more complex
information.
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real-life robotics
The advanced design of the Neptune 2 makes it the lowest cost real-life
industrial
robot.
It is electro-hydraulically
powered, using a revolutionary water based
system (no messy hydraulic oill)
Itthan
performs
7
servo-controlled
axis movements (6 on Neptune I) - more
any other robot under £ 10,000
Its program length is limited only by the memory of your computer.
Think what that can do for your BASIC programming skills!
And it's British designed, British made.
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features include
rolling diaphragm
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interfaceI). forseals.BBC VIC 20 Spectrum computers.
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bit control
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Powerful - lifts 2.5 kg. with ease
Hand held simulator for processing (requires ADC option).
Neptune robots are sold in kit form as follows:
Neptune I robot kit (inc. power supply)
option (components fit to main control board)
Neptune I control electronics lready built) £1250.00
£295.00 ADC
Hydraulicsensor
power pack (ready assembled)
Neptune I simulator
£45.00 Gripper
Optional
extra
Neptune 2 robot kit (inc. power supply)
£1725.00
BBC connectorthree
lead fingered gripper
Neptune 2 control electronics (ready built) £475.00 Commodore
VIC 20 connector
Neptune 2 simulator
£52.00
Sinclair
ZX
Spectrum
connector lead
lead and plug-in board
1
All prices exclusive of VAT and valid until th« end of 1984.
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Meet Hero Jr., a fully pre-programmed mobile robot, who
speaks, sings songs, recites poems and nursey rhymes and
can play games with you. With its light and sound detector,
motion detector (optional extra) and sonar, you can use it
as a security guard or just as a faithfu! friend and
companion.
Built-in RS232 interface allows direct connection to your
home computer's RS232 interface, so you can write your
own programs to make him do what you want,
Jr. has his own personality that you can adjust to your
needs via a keyboard on his head where the game
cartridge slot and carrying tray are also located
Build-it-yourself kits KAOOA Price £599.95
Factory assembled KA01B Price £1099.95
Motion detector kit KA02C Price £139.95
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ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD

- "the standard by which other personal robots are measured.
Practical Robotics.
Hero 1 is a completely self-contained, mobile, electromechanical robot capable of interacting with its
environment. Controlled by an on-board programmable
computer, it has electronic sensors to detect light, sound,
motion and obstructions in its path. Capable of seven axes
of motion, Hero 1 can be programmed to pick up small
objects with its arm. it will also speak in complete
sentences using its voice synthesiser. Hero 1 is complete
with comprehensive documentation.
"probably the best personal robot at the moment." practical Robotics.
Build-it-yourself kit
HK20W Price £1299.95
Factory assembled
HS80B
Price £2199.95
Training course
HK21X
Price £114.95
Many add-ons also available including extra RAM, RS232
interface and a direct voice command recognition system.
★ ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT ★ where applicable
Hero 1 may be seen at any of our shops by previous arrangement only.
Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd. Mail Order. P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR
Tel: Southendl0702l 552911 • Shops at: 159-161 King Street, Hammersmith, London W6 Tel: 01 748 0926
• 8 Oxford Road, Manchester. Tel; 061-236 0281 • Lynton Square, Perry Bar, Birmingham Tel: 021-356-7292
• 282 284 London Road. Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex Tel 0702 554000 • 46-48 Bevois Valley Road, Southampton
Tel 0703 25831 All shops closed all day Monday.

